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ABSTRACT
Capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers are being developed and characterized
as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) stationary phases for reversed-phase
separations of proteins. Conventional porous phases are not well suited for separating
large macromolecules due to the slow diffusivity of the molecules, large diffusional
distances, and stagnant mobile phase zones within the column. Stationary phases are
continually being developed to address the challenges associated with HPLC of proteins
and other macromolecules in general.
C-CP fiber stationary phases are an alternative to conventional bead technology
and offer a variety of chemical and physical advantages. The fibers can be selected for
their chemical functionality (e.g., polypropylene, polyester, nylon) and are stable over a
wide range of pH. They are non-porous, which addresses the mass transfer limitations
encountered in macromolecular separations performed on porous media. Fibers within
the columns interdigitate to form continuous rod-like structures that are similar to
monoliths. Flow rates up to 9 mL/min can be used on conventional LC systems with
minimal system backpressures, which is indicative of efficient mass transport through the
column bed with minimal obstructions to fluid flow. When compared to conventional
columns of the same dimensions, C-CP fiber columns exhibit 70 % lower system
backpressures over a range of flow rates.
Novel reversed-phase (RP) chromatographic methods using polypropylene (PP)
and poly (ethylene-terephthalate) PET fiber columns have been developed, optimized,
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and compared to a conventional packed-bed column used in macromolecule separations.
The reproducibility of the packing procedure and column efficiency were determined by
chromatographic characterization, i.e., retention times, selectivity, elution order,
resolution, peak shapes, peak areas, and peak widths. Overall, the PET fiber phase was
best suited for protein separations when compared to the PP fiber type.
Protein adsorption on surfaces is an affinity related process (kinetic process), so
breakthrough analysis was used to evaluate the adsorption kinetics of the adsorbateadsorbent system (protein-C-CP fiber). The breakthrough curve data were analyzed to
determine the applicability and limitations of this technology for preparative and rapid
protein separations. The steep, uniform frontal profiles of the breakthrough curves are
indicative of systems with favorable mass transfer kinetics. The protein adsorption
characteristics of C-CP fibers evaluated in these studies were similar to what has been
reported for other stationary phases being used in rapid separations of proteins.
These fundamental studies and the corresponding results presented here support
the use of C-CP fibers as HPLC stationary phases for macromolecule separations and
adsorption studies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Importance of Protein Separations
Proteomics is a field that has evolved to include research that is focused on
determining protein function and structure as it relates to a systems biology approach to
understanding and modeling fundamental mechanisms that occur within a cell. The
knowledge has been used to further therapeutics and genetics research while creating a
foundation to develop computational models of proteins under numerous conditions. 1, 2
Techniques that are common in proteomics research have been applied to biomarker
discovery for diseases, determining the toxicity of byproducts in synthetic processes, and
establishing drug efficacy in vitro. 3-6 In biomarker discovery, tumor tissue samples are
collected from patients who have been diagnosed with cancer. 2, 7 The proteins that are
found in the tumor cells are analyzed, identified, and compared to proteins those that are
present in healthy tissue cells. 8, 9 In the pharmaceutical industry, some byproducts that
are produced when synthesizing a drug can be very toxic to cells. The toxicity of these
byproducts is determined by introducing them into protein rich environments. 10, 11
Protein structure and function are monitored to determine the risks. On the other hand,
proteins can also be used in studies to determine the effectiveness of drugs within a
biological system by on-line monitoring.12
One of the major challenges in proteomics research is protein separations. 10, 13, 14
The techniques that are being used to understand protein function and model protein
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structure have progressed over the last decade, yet challenges associated with protein
isolation and purity are reoccurring issues. 15 Separation sorbents and approaches have
not been developed with the same ingenuity as the detectors and methods for analyzing
the proteome. 2, 10 Immunoassays and mass spectrometry (MS) methods provide
quantitative, structural and qualitative information about protein samples, yet methods to
effectively separate and isolate proteins from complex mixtures limit the progress of
proteomics. 14, 16 A host of residual components (e.g., residual cell proteins, viruses,
endotoxins, nucleic acids, and leachates) are present in initial cellular extracts that must
be separated from the mixture to ensure accurate protein identification. 1 Generally,
protein separation protocols include an extraction of several fractionation, separation, and
isolation processes that are applied in sequence to achieve the desired sample purity.
The complexity of protein mixtures with regard to the types of proteins, (e.g.,
hydrophobic, hydrophilic, or membrane,) and the dynamic range, i.e., range of
composition of proteins (low and high abundant proteins), are two of the major areas
where challenges are encountered in protein separations. 14, 17 Two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis (2D-Gel), also referred to as slab gels, is one of the most frequently used
methods for isolating proteins in complex mixtures because large numbers of proteins can
be resolved. 2, 8, 18 Proteins are separated in two dimensions (isoelectric point and
size/charge ratio), and large numbers of parallel separations can be performed on an
immobilized matrix. This technique can be used to resolve thousands of proteins in a
sample, including individual post-translational modifications and isoforms. Despite the
wealth of information that can be collected from these types of analyses, the precision of
this method is highly dependent on the skill of the researcher in preparing polyacrylamide

3
gels and the uniformity of the deposition of the sample to the gel. 2, 18 Limitations to this
method also include long analysis times (hours), poor extraction efficiency leading to
sample purity issues, and electrophoretically induced protein modifications. 2, 18
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a non-destructive, analytical scale technique that
uses the same mode of separation as slab gels (size/charge ratio using an electrical field),
yet higher electrical fields can be utilized in CE format. 14 The capillary columns (10-100
µm inner diameter), like GC, can dissipate heat extremely well, which decreases the
effects of high temperatures when separating biological components. A large number of
components in a mixture can be resolved in CE, and the outflow of the separation is MS
compatible. CE uses nanoliter sample sizes (1000 times smaller sample volume than slab
gels) which allows for multiple analysis of samples without using large aliquots of the
mixture, while having high sensitivity (10-11 M sample components). 2 Some
disadvantages associated with this technique are batch to batch variability, insufficient
outlet volume for introduction into MS sources, small sample size, low migration times
(100-1000 sec), and undesired ionic interactions that occur with the silanol groups on the
inside of the capillaries. 2 Although many biological extracts can be small volumes, the
need for techniques that can be used to analyze larger sample sized with the same
resolution and sensitivity are quite necessary. Much of the research in CE that is being
done today is geared towards improving this technique for protein analysis. 18
An alternative to separating components of a complex mixture is liquid
chromatography, which addresses the issues of low sample load. Liquid chromatography
(LC) is a technique that is used to separate compounds by their affinity for a solid support
(stationary phase) while in the presence of a moving stream of solution (mobile phase).
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Mikhail Tswett, a botanist, was the first person to publish a liquid chromatography
separation of plant extracts in column format. 19, 20 High-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), the high pressure form of LC, uses the same modes of
separation found in LC to achieve better separation efficiency and throughput. The
success in chromatography has been realized in the high-pressure format, where both
quantitative and qualitative information about mixtures are readily accessible. 20 HPLC
separations can have mobile phases that are compatible with MS ion sources, and
stationary phase chemistries that are selective enough for separating large numbers of
analytes with good resolution. Additionally, HPLC separations can be scaled up to
isolate grams of analytes in short analysis times, and are more reproducible, i.e.,
sequential analyses and cross-laboratory, than found in electrophoretic separations. 14
Unfortunately, stationary phase technology that was developed decades ago is being
applied to the new analytical separations problems in proteomics with limited success. 2, 8,
10, 17

Inevitably, new techniques, exotic types of sorbents, and multidimensional

methodologies that utilize several separation methods in sequence will be necessary to
meet the challenges associated with proteomics research. 13, 18, 21

Macromolecules and HPLC Sorbents
The separation mechanism of macromolecules (e.g., proteins and polymers) in
HPLC is generally an adsorption-desorption process, so the molecules are adsorbed to the
phase or support, then desorbed at a particular composition of mobile phase. Adsorption
chromatography is mainly based on the differences in protein affinities for the surface of
the stationary phase and the mobile phase. 14, 18, 22 In macromolecule HPLC, the
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separation mechanism is also referred to as an “on-off” mechanism, as depicted in Figure
1.1.

Adsortion

Desorption

Protein

Stationary phase

Support

Figure 1.1 Depiction of protein adsorption to and desorption from a short ligand
stationary phase.

Essentially, a molecule interacts with the surface of a sorbent and is not desorbed
until it comes into contact with a particular mobile phase composition. Conversely, in
partition chromatography, the separation of the analytes is based on their solubility in the
mobile phase and the stationary phase. 20, 22 The differences in solubility contribute to
the resolving power of this technique. Figure 1.2 depicts possible interactions that can
occur in partition chromatography of small molecules during a reversed-phase (RP)
separation, where the stationary phase is non-polar, and the mobile phase is polar.
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Figure 1.2 Partition Chromatography: RP stationary phase with hydrophobic compound
interacting with the stationary phase ligand. I. Analyte interacting with single stationary
phase ligand. II. Analyte interacting with multiple stationary phase ligands. III. Analyte
excluded from partitioning.

There are many parameters that contribute to the quality of the separation in
macromolecule HPLC including the types and extent of interactions between the analytes
and the stationary phase and the composition and pH of the mobile phase. 10, 18 The
efficiency of the packing arrangement within the column, the particle pore size,
efficiency of the fluid flow, and the temperature of the column mobile phase also have an
effect on the separation. 14, 17, 22 The column and separation efficiencies are described by
the chromatographic figures of merit. 14, 18, 21, 22 Characteristics of the eluting zones and
the distance between those zones are used to evaluate the applicability of the stationary
phase and corresponding methods for particular types of separations. The most
frequently cited performance parameters in HPLC are plate height (H), plate number (N),
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peak capacity (PC), capacity or retention factor (k’), resolution (Rs), selectivity factor (α),
and asymmetry factor (As), and are listed in Table 1.1. 14, 17, 18 The plate height or height
equivalent (H) of a theoretical plate is a measure of the amount of zone broadening that is
caused by a column and is dependent on the length of the column. The plate number (N)
is used to determine the potential separating power of the column as it relates to the
number of possible resolvable peaks. 18 It is equivalent to the peak capacity (PC) in
gradient HPLC, where the peak width and gradient time are used to determine the
number of resolvable peaks during a gradient. The retention or capacity factor (k’) is a
measure of the ability of a stationary phase to bind or interact with a particular analyte.18
Resolution is the degree of separation between two solutes on a column under isocratic or
gradient conditions. Selectivity (α) is the ratio of the capacity factor of the most highly
retained analyte in the mixture to that of a less retained component. The asymmetry
factor, a ratio of the back of the peak to the front of the peak in the time domain, is used
to determine peak symmetry. 18
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Equations for Column
Characteristics
Capacity Factor
k’ = (tr-tm)/ tm

Resolution
R = ∆ tr/ W avg.

Theoretical Plates
N = 5.54 (tr / W 0.5)2

Height Eq. T.P

Peak Capacity

HETP = L / N

PC = tG/ 4σt

Selectivity Factor

Asymmetry Factor

α = k’B/ k’A

As = B/A @ 10% Peak Height

Table 1.1. Equations that are used to determine separation efficiency in HPLC.

Chemical Interactions and Retention in Protein Chromatography
There are twenty amino acids that exist in nature, and these amino acids define
the chemical make up and the three dimensional structures of proteins. 14, 23 Many
studies have been published that relate the chemical characteristics of amino acids to
retention processes that occur in peptide chromatography, with good correlation between
theoretical and experimental results. 14 Amino acids are a well-defined group of small
molecules that can be used in developing models for many other complex systems, like
proteins and polymers, and have been used to explain their retention properties. 14, 24
Although amino acid chemistry can be used to describe and explain peptide behavior
under chromatographic conditions, protein chromatography carries its own set of
challenges. The types of chemical interactions that are possible between proteins and the
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stationary phases are numerous (e.g., ionic, hydrophobic, hydrophilic, electrostatic).
Generally, proteins bind or interact with chromatographic surfaces because they are
attempting to reduce the surface tension experienced when they are injected into aqueous
mobile phase environments. 14, 25 The binding process is thermodynamically driven
because the protein will reorient and find a place of interaction on the sorbent surface
where its free energy is lowest. 25 When the protein binds to a sorbent, the free energy
experienced after binding is much lower than when it is solvated by water, the most
typical mobile phase. Almost all proteins contain hydrophobic amino acids (e.g.,
tryptophan (Trp), phenylalanine (Phe), leucine (Leu)) that will have a binding affinity for
non-polar surfaces, as well as ionizable groups that have a binding affinity for stationary
phases with ionic characteristics, e.g., ion-exchange chromatography (IEC). That is why
RP and IEC methods are well suited for separating proteins.

Mass Transfer in Protein Chromatography
Peak broadening in protein chromatography is related to mass transfer limitations
that result from slow mobility of the protein in and on the stationary phase relative to
other molecules. 14, 17, 26 Large molecules often become trapped in stagnant mobile phase
pools within pores because they have very small diffusion coefficients (10-7 cm2/sec)
when related to small molecules (10-5 cm2/sec). 14, 18 Broadening happened when the
molecules move at a slower linear velocity than the moving mobile phase zone, which is
evident when evaluating peak broadening as a function of linear velocity on a
conventional porous support (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 Illustration of the effect of diffusion coefficient on plate height (H) using 5µm
particles. 18

It is important to develop phases that properly address the mass transfer
limitations that are encountered in protein chromatography. 1, 17, 18 Mass transfer in the
stationary phase and mass transfer in the mobile phase both cause variations in
chromatographic peak shape (e.g., broadening and asymmetry). 17, 18, 23 Differences in
local mobile phase environments and diffusional distances that proteins travel within
columns can be used to explain some of the peak broadening and peak shape variations
that are often observed in protein HPLC. The migration from the mobile phase flow path
happens at a different rate than the migration within the pores. In a flowing mobile phase
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zone, the protein is moving in a direction that is orthogonal to the stationary phase or
support. In the adsorption step, the molecules must diffuse out of the moving zone to the
stationary surface while experiencing directional flow. The desorption step of the
separation process causes peak deformation in HPLC because the molecule experiences
several mobile phase linear velocities while it desorbs and as it moves back into the
moving mobile phase zone. 14, 17 In particle-packed columns, there is a gradient of linear
velocities that exists within the column, with the highest linear velocity being at the
center of the column. 18, 22 The size and shape of the particles, porosity of the support,
permeability through the column, and fluid flow through the column affect peak shape in
protein chromatography. In addition, the surface chemistry of the support and stationary
phase and mass transfer rate from the support also contribute to peak broadening in
HPLC. 22
Alternatively, in stagnant mobile phase zones in pores, proteins experience a
different set of mobile phase conditions. The viscosity, temperature, and mobile phase
composition may be different in pores than in the moving stream. These differences
affect the migration or diffusion of the protein to and from the surface within the pores.
In stagnant mobile phase zones, protein mobility is diffusion dependent, while in moving
mobile phase zones it is affected by both diffusion and convection. 14 Lower linear
velocities are often used to separate proteins on conventional, porous supports because
the extent of broadening is inversely related to linear velocities in these columns (Figure
1.3). 10, 17, 18 At higher linear velocities, peak broadening associated with mass transport
are more evident as can be seen in extremely large peak widths. To overcome peak
broadening that is associated with the stationary phase, large pore supports (≥300 Å) and
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monoliths are often used. 14, 27-29 The solute transport in these phases is convection
dominant, which allows efficient bulk fluid flow through the column without the
deleterious effects of stagnant mobile phase zones. The mobile phase has complete
accessibility to the entire stationary phase, which enhances mass transport and decreases
the stationary phase contributions to broadening. 30, 31
Diffusional distances can also be optimized to effect protein separations, and are
directly related to particle and pore size. 14 The diffusional distance is the distance from
the stationary phase surface to the moving mobile phase zone. In porous supports, the
diffusional distances can be rather large relative to non-porous; therefore, the time that it
takes for proteins to move into the moving mobile phase zone after desorption can be
long on the chromatographic time scale. 14 Different protein migration times out of the
pores result in peak deformation and tailing. Ultimately, non-porous phases can be used
to eliminate the contributions to broadening that are caused by the variations in fluid flow
within pores. 32, 33

Stationary Phase Support Chemistry in Protein Separations
Most of the HPLC supports that are commercially available today utilize widely
accepted derivatization methods that make use of silanol chemistry on the surface of
silica supports. 14, 18, 22 Silica gels are commonly synthesized from pure silicate and an
acid or tetraethoxysilane. 18, 22 The porosity of the particles and particle diameter is
controlled by the type of synthesis and the additives used in processing the particles.
Stationary phases are bonded to the silanol groups to enhance selectivity, reduce the
silanol interactions that cause problems in chromatography and somewhat protect the
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silica support from mobile phase pH extremes. 22 Proteins have ionic characteristics so
they interact strongly with exposed silanol groups that are present on the surface of silicabased supports. These undesired interactions can lead to asymmetrical peaks and
irreversible adsorption. These interactions are inherent to silica-based supports, including
the silica capillaries employed in CE. 17 If the silanol groups on the support are not
completely shielded by the attached ligands, they cause non-specific interactions between
the solute and the support which lead to inconsistencies in the chromatography. 18 Silica
based phases are well characterized and have been used with good reproducibility for
decades; however, the physical limitations with regard to pH are an area that can be
improved. 17, 22
Polymeric stationary phases and sorbents were used to separate organic polymers
by size before HPLC methodologies became the industry standard. 19, 21, 22 Their
chemical and pH flexibility make them an excellent alterative to silica-based supports
that are used in HPLC. Polymer phases do not have the mechanical strength of silica
supports and some are not stable at the high resultant pressures that are typical in HPLC.
Polymers also imbibe solvents, which may cause the support to shrink or swell. 34
Unfortunately, these changes in the physical properties of the column bed lead to
irreproducibilities in the chromatography. Divinylbenzene, methacrylates, and
vinylalcohols are three polymer types that have been utilized in LC because they have
sufficient mechanical strength for HPLC methods, and they can also be derivatized to
enhance separations. 22 Polymer phases exhibit lower efficiencies than silica-based
supports in small molecule HPLC because the mass transfer of the molecules is inhibited
in the polymer micropores (≤ 1nm). This is the main reason why polymer phases are not
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utilized in HPLC as frequently as silica phases for small molecule separations.
Macromolecules are excluded from these micropores because of their size, so
macromolecular separations can be performed on polymer columns with separation
efficiencies that are similar to those achieved in silica phases.

Modes of HPLC Separations of Proteins
There are several modes of HPLC that are typically used to separate proteins
including reversed-phase (RP), ion-exchange (IE) and hydrophobic interactions (HI)
chromatographies. Each of these methodologies has advantages and limitations that
make them best suited for particular types of outcomes (e.g., peptide fragmentation or
whole proteins isolation). For instance, RP methods, which use a non-polar stationary
phase and polar mobile phase, can easily be interfaced with ion sources of mass selective
detectors to elucidate large amounts of information about the structure and chemistry of
proteins. 35 The mobile phases that are used in RP-HPLC are volatile and do not usually
cause deleterious effect in the ionization of the proteins. On the other hand, the highly
buffered mobile phases that are used in IEC and HIC methods are not compatible with
ion sources used in MS. 18 The stationary phases in IEC are charged ligands and those
used in HIC are hydrophobic. Buffered HPLC methods like IEC and HIC are well suited
for separating proteins with biological activity because the mobile phases used in these
methods stabilize the structure of proteins during the separation. These methods can be
used to advantage to separate and isolate proteins because proteins have a high affinity
for both types of stationary phases.
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Reversed-Phase (RP) Chromatography of Proteins
Reversed-phase (RP) HPLC is an application that uses hydrophobic stationary
phases or sorbents as the packing materials and a polar, mostly aqueous mobile phase.
The retention properties of hydrophobic stationary phases make them universal types of
phases for routine analyses of a plethora of analytes. 21, 36-38 RP–HPLC is often the first
method of choice for sample separations, chemical analyses, sample quantitation, and
subsequent identification. 14, 39
RP ligands are most often hydrocarbonenaceous, with alkyl chains that can range
in length from C1-C30 to achieve the desired selectivity. C18 phases are regularly used in
small molecule HPLC, while shorter ligand lengths are used in protein HPLC. Stronger
protein-stationary phase interactions are present when the longer chain length ligands are
used in protein HPLC, which leads to a loss in recovery. 13 On the other hand, a more
complete “shielding” of the negatively charged silanol groups is achieved when shorter
ligands are used; therefore, a large number of RP protein separations are performed in
short chain hydrophobic ligand phases, like C2-C8. 14, 17
Amino acids are often analyzed using RP sorbents and stationary phases
(predominantly C18 ligands) to characterize the hydrophobicity and retention of the
molecules. 14, 40 Structures that are composed of amino acids can also be separated on RP
sorbents because the molecules are highly selective and bind with good capacities to
these sorbents. The resolving power of RP methods for proteins is a result of
conformational differences that allow the proteins to be distinguished. Van der Waals
forces also contribute to the strong affinity of peptides and proteins to RP sorbents. 14, 18
There are several amino acids that have hydrophobic side chains that are a part of the
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protein structure, which allow proteins to have different hydrophobic and retentive
characteristics. Almost all proteins have a hydrophobic area on the topography or surface
of the protein called the hydrophobic foot, which determines the primary affinity for
hydrophobic surfaces. 14, 23 Many proteins have similar affinity for RP sorbents and tend
to elute over a general elution window of 15-65 % organic modifier. 13, 14, 41
Retention in RP protein chromatography consists of several types of interactions
acting in concert, so isocratic conditions are not capable of resolving proteins a mixture.
Gradients are used to separate proteins with enhanced resolution and peak characteristics.
By increasing the solvent strength over time, the attractive forces or interactions between
the protein and the stationary phase become weaker until elution occurs. 13, 17 During the
gradient, the separation processes are endothermic and are entropically driven, meaning
enthalpy and entropy are both positive. 14, 17 Molecules tend to bind and desorb to
experience a less energetic local environment.
Problems in RP protein chromatography are often more apparent when there is an
increase in size and hydrophobicity of proteins. 14 The complexity of protein structures
allows more conformational changes, which can lead to changes in the retention of the
molecules. As the protein unfolds, a larger number of hydrophobic sites are exposed on
the surface, which leads to stronger binding interactions and binding inconsistencies that
occur at the protein-stationary phase interface. 18 These interactions can cause adverse
effects in the peak shape like tailing, band spreading, and irreversible binding. While
IEC and HIC are routinely used to isolate and collect proteins in their native
conformation, RP methods have also been used to purify small proteins (< 30 kDa) that
may later be refolded to regain biological activity and native conformation. 14, 17 RP
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methods exhibit good resolving power and can be applied to preparative formats to
increase throughput of small proteins with excellent recovery. RP methods can also be
interfaced to mass spectrometric ion sources for on-line measurements of sample purity,
structural changes, and protein stability.

Ion Exchange Chromatography (IEC) of Proteins
Ion-exchange chromatography (IEC) is a non-denaturing separation method for
proteins and other biological molecules where buffered mobile phases and ionic
stationary phases are used. 17, 18 IEC is the most widely used mode of separation when
proteins need to be collected in their native states, ensuring that biological activity is
maintained. 2, 42, 43 Contrary to RP methods that are used to determine purity and on-line
monitoring of retention properties using small sample aliquots, IEC is the industry
standard in protein purification where large amounts of liquid can be processed with good
resolution to achieve high throughput. IEC phases are developed to have high loading
capacities and can accommodate large sample loads. 1, 44 They are usually used in the
preliminary steps of sample clean-up or sample purification before sample component
identification by mass spectrometry or determination of biological activity using analyte
specific assays. The chemical variables that must be optimized for IEC separations
include choice of the attached ligand, the charge density, the salt composition, and the
pH. 18, 45-47
The mode of separation in IEC can be cationic or anionic, and either mode can be
used to separate proteins. In cation exchange chromatography, the support is
functionalized with negatively charged ligands, while in anion exchange, the ligands are
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positively charged. The counter ion in the mobile phase is of the opposite charge to the
ligands on the support. 1, 8 Once the immobilized charges (ligands) are paired with
counter ions from the mobile phase solution, the column comes into equilibrium. The
charged pairs continue to interact with each other until another charged species (with the
same charge as the counter ion) enter the column and disrupt equilibrium. 18 Molecules
bind to ionic stationary phases by reversible interactions of electrostatic charges that are
located on the surface of the molecule. The isoelectric point (pI) of the proteins is used
as a guideline to determine the working range of pH that will allow the proteins to bind to
the stationary phases and elute with good selectivity. 18 The pI is the pH at which the net
charge of the protein is neutral, and the binding affinity for the phase is often limited.
Separations are most often achieved using a mobile phase gradient from low to high salt
concentrations, where desorption and elution are influenced by an increasing
concentration of competing ions in solution. Some commonly used anionic ligand
attachments are diethylaminoethyl and polyethyleneimine (weak anion exchange ligands)
and quaternary ammonium (strong anion exchange). 14, 18 On the other hand, two
examples of cation exchange ligands are carboxylmethyl groups (weak cation exchange)
and the sulfonate group (strong cation exchange). 14, 18 In IEC, the strength of the ion
exchange group does not refer to the binding capacity or binding strength of the phases; it
refers to the pK of the ionizable ligand attachment. Strong cationic or anionic exchangers
retain their charge over a wide range of pH, where weak ion exchangers have a limited
pH range of applicability.
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Although there are large numbers of variations that can occur in mobile phase
conditions in IEC, it remains the most effective means of separating proteins with
biological activity.

Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography (HIC) of Proteins
Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) is a method that employs short
hydrocarbonaceous stationary phase ligands (C2-C5) as the stationary phase, and buffered
mobile phases that are similar to IEC. 14, 17, 18 The stationary phases in HIC are similar to
those used in RP methods, but in HIC, the ligand density can be optimized to enhance
retention and resolution. 14, 17, 23 HIC separations are achieved by an inverse gradient to
IEC using a gradient from a high salt concentration to a low salt concentration to resolve
proteins in a mixture. At a particular composition of salt buffer (lower than the initial
conditions), the protein desorbs from the phase and into the mobile phase. 18 Protein
adsorption in HIC, referred to as the “salting out” effect, is characterized by the tendency
of proteins to precipitate out of the high salt mobile phase upon entering the column, and
adsorbing to the non-polar ligands on the surface of the support. 18 Similar to IEC
methods, HIC can be used to separate proteins in their native conformation, where the
high salt environments of the mobile phase cause interactions between the hydrophobic
patches on the protein surface and the stationary phase without denaturation. 14, 18, 48, 49
These methods can also be used to separate other biological molecules. 23 Because this is
a fairly new HPLC method (within the last decade), some of the separation limitations
have not yet been realized.
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Stationary Phase Support Morphology in Protein HPLC:
Porous Supports
Column capacity, recovery, and analysis time are often used to determine the
applicability of HPLC sorbents for protein separations. Small pore (≤ 100 Å) supports
that are used in small molecule HPLC were a natural starting point for protein
separations. Unfortunately, when small pore sizes are used to separate macromolecules,
e.g., proteins, the molecules tend to be excluded from or trapped within the pores, which
both have an effect on chromatography. 17, 18 As mentioned previously, slow mass
transfer within the pores lead to adverse peak shapes and low recovery in protein
chromatography. Currently, HPLC stationary phase development for protein separations
includes large pore particles, superficially porous and nonporous supports, fibers, and
monoliths. Typical particle sizes in protein HPLC can range from 2 to 10 µm in size, yet
larger particles were used in the past. The pore sizes of these particles can range from 80
-1000 Å. 29, 30 Logically, the pore size is particle size dependent. At any given particle
size, there is a limit to the allowable size of the pores so that the mechanical stability of
the support is not compromised. 22 Proteins are usually on the nanometer scale in size, so
large pore supports allow more accessibility to the surface area while maintaining
adequate fluid flow. 14 The diffusional distances, which are determined by the particle
and pore size, must be optimized to achieve the desired separation efficiencies and
resolution.
HPLC methods that can be used to separate complex protein mixtures in very fast
time domains (≤ 1-2 min.) have been developed by optimizing support geometry,
temperature, and flow rate. Methods optimization is a focal point of a great deal of
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chromatography research. 50-52 The stationary phases being used in these separations are
designed to promote rapid kinetic processes that occur within the column under these
conditions. In general, large pore supports have found their place in rapid analytical and
preparative methods because they exhibit the advantageous characteristics mentioned
above. 53-55 In preparative HPLC methods, optimizing sorbent characteristics for protein
separations is just as important as in RP-HPLC because the sorbents must be created to
have high column efficiency, minimize system backpressures, and provide high protein
recovery. 56, 57 When evaluating pore size and ligand length, Greenblatt and coworkers
found that a 300 Å pore size provided the best resolution and retention when compared to
smaller pore sizes. 29 Additionally, the effect of ligand length on resolution and loading
capacities were determined while keeping the pore size constant (300 Å). The optimal
resolution was realized with short ligand lengths, while the highest loading capacities
were observed with a longer ligand length.

Superficially Porous Supports
Superficially porous supports can be used to advantage where porous phases are
limited because they are designed to address the mass transfer limitations associated with
porous phases. The particles consist of a solid core that is covered with a porous shell
that can be derivatized to enhance selectivity. 58 The superficially porous outer shell
maintains marginal surface areas that contribute to the retentive properties of the support,
while the solid support limits the diffusional distances encountered during the separation.
In general, these phases can have surface areas that range from 3 – 21 m2/g, which is
higher than many non-porous supports. 18 These types of particles are often used for
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rapid separation of macromolecules. 59 The solid core limits the diffusional distance of
macromolecules into the support and has been used to successfully eliminate many slow
mass transfer effects encountered in macromolecule HPLC (Figure 1.4).

POROUS
SHELL
5µm

~5µm

SOLID
CORE

Figure 1.4 A schematic of two views of a 5 µm superficially porous particle. The core is
solid and the outer shell is composed on porous particles.

When rapid flow rates are employed in protein separations on fully porous
supports, the proteins diffuse into the inner parts of the supports where stagnant mobile
phase is trapped. 13, 14, 17 Under rapid flow conditions, if the diffusional distance is too
large, the proteins do not have adequate time to diffuse out of the inner part of the support
during the expected elution window of the gradient. As such, issues with peak tailing
become evident. These slow kinetic processes lead to ghosting and sample loss (low
recovery) because some of the sample remains trapped in pores after the run.
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Non-porous Supports
Efficient adsorption-desorption processes are apparent when non-porous phases
are used in HPC. As a result, improved peak shape and shorter analysis times are
realized. 32, 60 These supports are an excellent platform for studying the retention
mechanism of proteins because the contributions to retention are more defined than in
porous supports, where flow within the pores can effect retention. 14 The retention
processes can be described by surface and mobile phase interactions without considering
the retention contributions of the pore structures.
Nonporous supports can be fabricated from a number of materials including silica,
zirconia, and polymers. 17, 22 The same chemistry that is available for derivatization of
porous silica supports can be used to derivatize non-porous supports to enhance
selectivity and improve separation efficiency. Nonporous supports improve sample
recovery and peak shape over porous supports because the diffusional effects
encountered in porous supports are eliminated. Proteins only adsorb on the surface of
these supports, rather than diffusing into the pores and becoming trapped, which
increases sample recovery. These phases do not have high protein loading capacities as
seen in porous supports, but success has been found in using smaller non-porous particles
to increase total surface area and column capacity. Typical non-porous particle sizes
used in HPLC can range from 0.5-3 µm, and often result in ultrahigh pressures (≥ 40,000
psi). The system backpressure is inversely related to particle diameter; so, high pressure
HPLC systems may be necessary when small non-porous particles are used. 61 Typically,
the loading capacity for non-porous supports is low, but the separation efficiency and
resolution under rapid RP analysis conditions are comparable to other supports that are
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designed for protein separations. 62 Specialized instrumentation is often necessary when
using non-porous supports in rapid HPLC of proteins because the eluting zones can be
extremely narrow. 63, 64

Alternative Technologies to Particle Supports in Protein Separations:
Monolith Supports
Monoliths are continuous rod structures that are used in HPLC as alternatives to
the packed-bed technology that has dominated HPLC for decades. 65 They can be
fabricated from silica or polymers, and have a unique through pore structure that
enhances the hydrodynamics within the column. The diffusional distances within
monolithic column are reported to be lower than 10 nm, with separation efficiencies
reported to be 3.6 times better than conventional supports for small molecules. 66 This
diffusional distance is comparable to a column packed with 1µm particles, yet the
connectivity of the pores throughout the column improves the fluid flow compared to
particle packed columns. 66 The through pores allow the mobile phase to move through
the column without the level of restrictions that are present in packed-bed HPLC
columns, which results in lower system backpressures (Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5. A schematic of a fluid flow in a particle packed column and a monolithic
column.

Monoliths have internal porosity that consists of micro and macro-pores, yet they
do not have a pore volume because the pores do not hold stagnant mobile phase. 18 The
mass transfer is enhanced by convective fluid flow; therefore, the zone formation and
band broadening is not dominated by diffusion, which enhances peak formation. Very
fast fluid flow rates can be used in monolithic columns to influence the mass transfer
kinetics without diminishing resolution. The through pore structure decreases diffusional
band broadening by 2-5 times when compared to porous supports, so the peak shapes in
isocratic and gradient methods are enhanced. 31 Monoliths are reported to be more
reproducible than particle or granular columns when retentive properties are compared. 31
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All of the characteristics of monolithic supports mentioned above have been used
to advantage in rapid separations (shorter analysis times) of small and large molecules. 18,
65, 67

Although packed-bed columns and monolith have similar surface areas, monoliths

can be used in short columns to decrease the analysis time and increase the sensitivity
without significant changes in the resolution, which is the opposite of what is
encountered with particle phases. 17, 21, 22 The full applicability of monolithic phases in
separation science is not completely known at this point, yet one can imagine that this
technology will contribute to the advancement of the field of chromatography.

Alternative Technologies to Particle Supports in Protein Separations:
Fiber Stationary Phases
Fiber form alternatives to bead technology have been investigated in HPLC for
several decades with limited success, with some of the first approaches being open
tubular columns (OTC) and hollow fiber technology. 68 OTC separations were initiated
in the 1970’s by Ishii and co-workers using fused silica capillaries that were being used
in gas chromatography (GC). Soon after the introduction of OTC to HPLC, the OT
format was evaluated by Tsuda, who successfully separated small molecules on silicabased columns. 69 Knox and Gilbert later characterized and compared silica OT columns
to packed-bed columns to determine possible limitations in their application to HPLC. 70
A theoretical comparison of the column types was published by Guiochon and coworkers in the early 1980’s. 71
The progression of this technique as a viable alternative to packed-bed columns
was observed in the 1980’s, when derivatized silica open tubes (capillary columns) were
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being evaluated as stationary phases. Tock and co-workers developed silica-based OT
column technology where a porous silica layer was deposited to the inner wall of fused
silica capillaries to increase the surface area and prepare a support that could be
derivatized. 72 They successfully separated organic compounds, e.g., amino acids, under
isocratic conditions with baseline resolution. The inner diameters of the silica capillaries
were approximately 10 µm, and the linear velocity of the fluid flow in these columns
during the separations ranged from 2.7 – 7 mm/sec. Liu and co-workers evaluated
polyimide derivatized OT columns under elevated temperatures to determine the effect of
temperature on column efficiency. 73 The inner diameters of the capillaries ranged from
50 to100 µm, and the columns were operated over a range of temperatures (22 to 180 °C)
under isocratic conditions to separate small organic compounds. As is true in particlepacked columns, higher efficiencies and faster analysis times were possible when
elevated temperatures were used to enhance the kinetics within OT columns.
Ding and co-workers used several derivatized, microporous polypropylene (PP)
hollow fibers as stationary phase in HPLC columns. 74 When polymers are used in fiber
format, the high resultant back-pressures that are experienced in particle format are
dramatically decreased. The polymer fibers were operated in parallel to separate a
mixture of ketones and a mixture of proteins. The fiber inner diameters were 100 µm,
and the packing arrangements included between 120 and 27,000 fibers in the column.
The reproducibility of fiber diameter used in these studies varied by less than 1 %, which
was found to be an advantage when fibers are used in column format. 74 The small
molecules were separated under isocratic conditions, and the proteins were separated
using a solution of reversed micelles as the pseudo-stationary phase. Schisla used hollow
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PP fibers and coated them with cross-linked poly(vinyl alcohol) to enhance selectivity. 75
The columns were packed with 132 fibers with nominal diameters of 240 µm. Protein
retention as a function of pH, hydrophobicity, and ionic strength was evaluated. These
columns were operated in solid phase extraction (SPE) mode, where the protein was
loaded onto the phase or sorbent, and eluted with an appropriate solution. It was found
that longer columns and larger bed volumes could be used to increase the available
surface area, i.e., loading capacities, in fiber columns without dramatically increasing the
system backpressures. 75 To the contrary, when higher packing densities and longer
columns are used in particle-packed columns, lower efficiencies are experienced due to
variations in the flow paths within the column.
Solid fiber alternatives to hollow fibers were the next logical progression of this
technology; therefore, solid silica and polymer fibers were also evaluated as stationary
phases in HPLC. Guiochon and Czok used derivatized, aligned solid silica fibers to
separate polystyrene and protein mixtures by size. 76 The surface was derivatized to
create a hydrophilic phase. This phase was similar to other phases being used for size
exclusion chromatography (SEC), an HPLC method that is used to separate analytes by
hydrodynamic size in an isocratic mobile phase environment. In SEC, analyte retention
is a function of pore accessibility. The hollow fiber diameters ranged from 3 to 18 µm,
and the average pore size was 270 Å. They found that fibers could be packed more
densely than particles, which decreases the interstitial volume and increases the pore
volume. 76 The elution profiles of both mixtures, i.e., polystyrene and proteins, were
evaluated on three column types over a range of flow rates. Better efficiencies were
experienced at lower flow rates on the aligned fiber columns. The plate heights for these
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columns were higher than those for standard silica packings, but they were improved by
using smaller fiber diameters, which increased the surface area within the column.76
Solid polymer fibers have also been utilized as stationary phases in HPLC, with
the most pronounced improvements to the technology and methods development being
made over the past 10 years. 77-79 Ladisch evaluated woven cotton cellulose fibers as
stationary phases in HPLC. 80 He was the first to evaluate fibers in a fabric format, where
the fibers were woven into a sheet and rolled to fit into a HPLC column to create a
continuous stationary phase. The hydrodynamics and kinetic properties within the
column were evaluated using small molecules and macromolecules. 80 He found that
rolled woven fabrics were compatible with common HPLC mobile phase, e.g., buffer
solutions and organic solvents, and the resultant system backpressures were lower than
what was normal for particle-packed columns of equivalent dimensions. The cotton
cellulose was derivatized to enhance selectivity, and the fibers were used in RP, size
exclusion, IEC, and hydrophilic chromatography methods. 77, 81 The hydrodynamic
characteristics were evaluated up to a linear velocity of 300 cm/min with good
mechanical stability and efficiency. The protein loading capacities of the rolled fabric
packed-columns were also evaluated, and the static loading capacity of bovine serum
albumin was 115 mg of protein/gram of fabric. 77 When evaluating the effect of linear
velocity on loading capacities, Ladisch reported a decreased in loading capacity with an
increase in linear velocities. 80
Alternatively, Jinno used unwoven cellulose acetate fibers as stationary phases in
standard HPLC columns to separate molecules, where the fiber diameters were 250 µm.
78

The retention in cellulose acetate is controlled by hydrophobic interactions attributed
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to the alkyl chains along the polymer backbone. It has been reported that small changes
in the cellulose acetate polymer structure can cause differences in how the analyte
interacts with the stationary phase. 82 These fibers have since been used in several
separation applications including capillary electrochromatography (CEC) and GC. 83-85
Jinno evaluated the underivatized and derivatized forms of cellulose acetate in the
methods mentioned above. Zylon, another synthetic fiber, has also been used by Jinno in
solid phase microextraction techniques (SPME) for small and large molecule analyses.
SPME is an analytical scale solid phase extraction method created to accommodate small
sample sizes, to separate small and large molecules. 86-88 Jinno evaluated the effect of
fiber density and column inner diameter on efficiency, and he found that higher fiber
densities and smaller column inner diameters improved the column efficiency and
sensitivity, much like what is observed when smaller inner diameter packed-bed columns
are used.
Marcus and coworkers have been developing solid capillary-channeled polymer
(C-CP) fibers as HPLC stationary phases. The shape of the fiber was engineered to
improve liquid transport capabilities (wicking) and directional fluid flow by capillary
action. 89 There are eight channels that run along the periphery of these fibers, and the
nominal diameters. The nominal diameters of the fibers used in these studies ranged
from 35 to 50 µm, and the channel sizes ranged from 5 to 20 µm. The C-CP polymer
fibers employed in these studies have higher surface areas than round fibers of the same
nominal diameter, which is an advantage when using these fibers for stationary phases in
HPLC. The fiber types that have been evaluated in HPLC methods include
polypropylene (PP), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), and nylon-6 (N6). The polymer
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fibers act as both the stationary phase and the support, so surface chemistry can be
selected for specific types of separation conditions by essentially changing the type of
polymer employed in the column. Although polypropylene (PP) and poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) both have hydrophobic character, as was determined by atomic force
measurements, they have different surface chemistries that can be selected to affect the
separation of molecules. 90 The chemical and mechanical stability of these polymer
fibers under chromatographic conditions were in line with existing polymer based phases.
The authors successfully separated mixtures of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
organometallic complexes, triglycerides, and amino acids under RP conditions. Mixtures
of parabens and amino acids with small differences in chemical structure were also able
to be separated on C-CP fibers under isocratic HPLC conditions. 90, 91 Most success has
been realized by applying C-CP fiber stationary phases to protein applications including
HPLC and SPE. 92-99 Additionally, the high specific permeability (~5 X 10-8 cm2) of CCP fiber columns enables the use of high linear velocities without diminishing separation
efficiency, while the hydrophobic character of the polymer fiber surfaces can be used to
affect the separation of small and large molecules.

Summary
The previous sections describe the contributions of chemistry and morphology to
retention and mass transfer in protein chromatography. These sections also introduce
several column arrangements that have been used to separate proteins and the advantages
and limitations of each.
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The research presented here describes the characterization of C-CP fiber
stationary phases in column format for proteins separations. Two polymer types were
evaluated under RP-HPLC conditions to determine the effect of surface chemistry on the
separation efficiency. The adsorption kinetics were evaluated by frontal analysis (FA) to
determine the effect of linear velocity on loading capacities and adsorption efficiencies.
In general, these studies are aimed at determining the applicability of C-CP fibers to
separation methods for macromolecule.
Chapter 2 describes a novel separation method for separating proteins employing
PP C-CP fiber stationary phase under typical RP-HPLC mobile phase and gradient
conditions. Capillary-channel polymer (C-CP) fibers provide a stationary phase that is
characterized by a high surface activity (yielding strong wicking action) and drasticallyreduced back pressures. Columns prepared by pulling approximately 1200, 50 µm
diameter polypropylene C-CP fibers through stainless steel tubing with column
dimensions of 4.6 mm inner diameter and 306mm length, exhibit reversed-phase
characteristics in the separation of the proteins. A gradient method (95:5 water:
acetonitrile/propanol (1:1) to 35:65 water: acetonitrile/propanol) with trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) added as an ion-pairing agent, yields high quality separations of superoxide
dismutase, hemoglobin, hemocyanin, and myoglobin. It is believed that the PP C-CP
fiber stationary phase holds a number of promising traits for applications in both
analytical and preparative scale separations of diverse organic species, including a wide
range of biomolecules. The nominal diameters of the fibers that were used in these
methods were 50 µm ± 5 µm. The findings presented in Chapter 2 were published in the
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Journal of Chromatographic Science (D. M. Nelson, R. K. Marcus, Journal of
Chromatographic Science, 2003, Vol. 41, pp. 475-479).
Chapter 3 describes the applicability of PET C-CP fiber stationary phase to HPLC
methods for separating proteins. The fiber column performance was also evaluated over
a range of column inner diameters (1, 2.1, and 4.6 mm i.d.) while keeping the column
length (150 mm) constant to establish the affect of column diameter on separation
efficiency. The separation conditions were optimized for each column diameter to obtain
the optimal resolution for the protein mixture. The figures of merit for the largest protein
in the mixture, holotransferrin (76 kDa molecular weight), was used to evaluate the
column performance under each set of conditions. Overall, the best separation efficiency
was achieved using the 2.1 mm id column. The four proteins were baseline resolved
within a 45-second elution window using a conventional reversed-phase (RP) gradient at
a mobile phase flow rate of 7 mL/min (10,200 mm/min). Chapter 3 was published in
Protein and Peptide Letters (D. M. Nelson, R. K. Marcus, Protein and Peptide Letters,
2006, 13, pp. 95-99.
Chapter 4 describes a comparative analysis of column characteristics of
polypropylene (PP) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) C-CP fibers and a
commercial C4 stationary phase particle-packed column. The columns were investigated
under typical reversed-phase (RP) mobile phase conditions. Five proteins (ribonuclease
A (RNase A), cytochrome C, lysozyme, myoglobin, and bovine serum albumin (BSA))
were used to investigate the separation characteristics of each fiber type. Column
performance was compared under standard (identical) and optimized RP
chromatographic conditions. The gradient compositions utilized with the C-CP fiber
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columns are similar to those used with conventional columns, employing flow rates in the
1 to 6 mL/min range and gradient rates of ~1 %/min. The packed-bed column was
operated as prescribed by the column manufacturer. The retention factor (k’), separation
factor (α), resolution (Rs), asymmetry factor (As), elution order, and peak capacity (PC)
values of a four protein separation performed on the C-CP fiber columns are compared to
the same separation on the C4 column. One particularly unique feature observed here is
the lessening of the percentage of organic modifier necessary to elute the proteins from
the fiber phases with increased linear velocity. The potential contribution of the different
stationary phases to protein denaturation was evaluated through a spectrophotometric
enzymatic activity assay. The repeatability of retention times under both sets of
conditions for six consecutive injections of lysozyme on each C-CP fiber column is ≤ 1.5
% RSD. The column-to-column reproducibility of retention times for three columns of
each fiber type is also ≤ 1.5 % RSD. The overall performance of the C-CP fiber columns
was comparable to the conventional column used in these studies. Basic characteristics
demonstrated here suggested further developments in the areas of ultra-fast protein
separations and preparative-scale protein chromatography. The results of Chapter 4 have
been submitted to Analytical Chemistry for publication (D. M. Nelson, R. K. Marcus,
2006).
Chapter 5 describes the optimization of PET C-CP fiber column methodologies
for use in rapid separations of proteins. Non-porous poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)
capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers have been employed as high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) stationary phases to achieve rapid separations of a
commercially available four-protein standard (ribonuclease A, cytochrome C,
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holotransferrin, and apomyoglobin). A range of reversed-phase (RP) HPLC gradient
conditions was used to separate the mixtures, and the chromatographic figures of merit
for each separation were compared. Flow rate and gradient rate were evaluated
separately to determine how they each affected the chromatography of proteins on C-CP
fiber columns. In the first set of studies, the column was evaluated under
chromatographic conditions that are commonly reported for columns with these
dimensions (2.1 mm inner diameter and 150 mm length). The flow rates that were
evaluated ranged from 0.35 to 2 mL/min, and the gradient rates ranged from 1 % to 2 %.
A second set of conditions were evaluated to determine the applicability of these phases
for rapid analysis (i.e., high linear velocities and steep gradient rates) conditions. The
gradient rates for these studies ranged from 1 % to 30 %, and the flow rates ranged from
0.35 to 7 mL/min. The separation efficiencies and peak characteristics were both
improved by increasing the flow rate and gradient rate in concert. Ultimately, a linear RP
gradient of 20-50 % organic over one minute (acetonitrile containing 0.06 % (v/v)
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)) at a linear velocity of 169 mm/sec was used to separate the
proteins with the best overall efficiency. The average resolution for HPLC separations
under rapid analysis conditions was 1.2, and the average peak width was 12 seconds (0.2
min). The precision of the retention times of all of the methods was ≤ 5 % RSD; an
improvement in reproducibility and performance was observed when these columns were
used under high linear velocities and steep gradient rate conditions. C-CP fiber columns
exhibit selectivity, retention, and mass transport characteristics that can be used to
advantage to separate protein mixtures under rapid analysis conditions with low resultant
system backpressures (≤ 1800 psi). The results of Chapter 5 will be submitted to
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Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry for publication (D. M. Nelson, R. K. Marcus,
2006)
Chapter 6 describes protein adsorption on capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP)
fibers as a function of flow rate. Polymer-based stationary phases are used extensively in
HPLC methods for separating and collecting proteins. In this research, poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers are being used as HPLC
stationary phases to separate proteins. The fibers were fabricated in a melt-spin process
where the fiber shape was determined by the shape of the spinneret orifices. The fibers
have a unique geometry (i.e., channels along the periphery) that results in a higher
surface area than round cross-section fibers with the same nominal diameter. The
nominal diameter of these fibers is 50 µm, and the perimeter of the cross-section
measures 235.7 µm. Two columns were evaluated in this study, with the dimensions of
4.6 mm inner diameter by 40 and 75 mm length. The mass of the fibers in each column
was 0.210 and 0.354 g, respectively, with a fiber packing density of 0.3 g/cm3.
Protein adsorption on C-CP fiber stationary phases was evaluated to determine the
effect of flow rate on loading capacities and adsorption efficiencies using breakthrough
analysis. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and lysozyme were used as the adsorbate
molecules. Protein adsorption on C-CP fibers was evaluated over a flow rate range of
0.25 - 2 mL min-1 (linear velocities: 4.5 – 44 mm sec-1). The columns exhibited low
system backpressures (≤ 1200 psi) when operated under high linear velocities. The
dynamic loading capacities of these polymer adsorbents at 1 % of a normalized
breakthrough curve were approximately 1.2 mg of adsorbate/ gram of adsorbent, for both
proteins. The favorable mass transfer characteristics of these fibers allow rapid
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separations of a three proteins mixture in ≤ 45 seconds with excellent reproducibility of
retention times (≤ 3 % RSD) and resolution. The results from Chapter 6 will be
submitted for publication in the Journal of Chromatography, B (D.M. Nelson, H. Pillman,
G. Geng, L. J. Venzie, and R. K. Marcus, 2006).
In summary, the current work demonstrates the development and characterization
of PP and PET C-CP fibers as HPLC stationary phases for use in protein separations.
Proteins have a high affinity for the surface chemistry of the two fibers types evaluated,
yet their chromatographic performance in macromolecule separations depends on mass
transfer kinetics and adsorptive characteristics. The high specific permeability and
favorable mass transfer characteristics of C-CP fibers can be used to advantage to affect
protein separations under steep gradient and high flow rate conditions. C-CP fiber
columns are a practical, reliable alternative to existing stationary phase technologies that
are currently being used to separate and isolate proteins.
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CHAPTER 2
NOVEL STATIONARY PHASE: CAPILLARY-CHANNELED POLYMER (C-CP)
FIBERS FOR HPLC OF PROTEINS
Introduction
Efficient protein separations are an important element to understanding protein
functions as related to cell growth and neoplasia, as well as mechanisms controlling
translation of information through cell walls of bacteria and viruses. 100 The
physiochemical nature of the proteins themselves requires the use of specific separation
strategies manipulating the interactions between solutes, solvents, and stationary phases
in order to resolve these macromolecules. 101 The development of new cost-effective
stationary phase materials for “soft” applications that do not destroy the structure of the
molecule and/or perturb biological activity have been the driving forces for the
development of new selective and reliable stationary phases. 102
The three most common approaches for analytical scale separation of proteins are
capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) 18, 103, ion-exchange chromatography (IEC)18, 104,
and hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC). 18, 105 Clearly, the strongest case for
the use of CZE is found in small scale, high resolution analytical separations where
coupling to high sensitivity detection methods can be effectively implemented. Although
ion exchange chromatography (IEC) permits high loading capacities 18, when compared
to reversed-phase chromatography (RPC), the resulting resolution is much lower.
Sensitivity to the pH of the buffer, the form of the buffer, and the type of stationary phase
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can have detrimental effects regarding the reproducibility of the separations. 21
When hydrophobic stationary phases are selected for IEC, the concentrated salt
gradient required in IEC methods cause proteins to bind more strongly to the stationary
phase, thus decreasing recovery. This same hydrophobicity is probed in hydrophobic
interaction chromatography where salt gradients are used to separate proteins by an
adsorption/desorption process. 106 The exposed “hydrophobic foot” of the protein
adsorbs to the hydrophobic stationary phase at high salt content, desorbing as the salt
content decreases during gradient elution. 18 Ionic strength, polarity, and solvent strength
can affect the degree of denaturation of proteins which leads to complications in
separation capabilities and a loss of biological activity of recovered proteins. 18 These
difficulties noted, IEC and HIC enjoy wide application. By the same token, methods of
greater versatility and lower degrees of complication, among other issues, are continually
being developed.
A novel capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fiber stationary phase for HPLC has
been described for the separation of diverse organic compounds including polyaromatic
hydrocarbons, amino acids, organometallic complexes, and triglycerides employing both
isocratic and gradient elution methods. 90 Polymeric fibers of different format have been
employed as stationary phases for chromatography in the past. 76, 107, 108 In this
application, solid (i.e., not hollow) polymeric fibers of polypropylene having nominal
diameters of about 50 µm and eight branched channels running along their periphery are
packed into stainless steel tubing (4.6 mm inner diameter, 305 mm length) for use in
separation applications. 90, 109 The diameters of the capillary channels range in diameter
from about 5 to 15 µm on each fiber, but are extremely uniform across the entire fiber
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population (i.e., on a given spool). 85, 110 The fibers exhibit very strong reversed-phase
(hydrophobic) characteristics as determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM) with
functionalized probe tips. 90 Bundles of approximately 1200 fibers are loaded collinearly
into the stainless steel tubing, providing flow channels that extend the entire length of the
column. As a result, C-CP fiber columns (polypropylene here) exhibit an about 75 %
decrease in backpressure (650 vs. 2750 psi) in comparison to C4 sphere-packed columns
at flow rates of 1.0 mL/min.
We describe here a preliminary demonstration of the use of these novel
polypropylene C-CP fibers as a stationary phase in the separation of proteins ranging in
molecular weight from 12 to 75 kDa. A gradient elution method employing
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) as an ion-pairing agent was readily modified from a published
RP-HPLC separation. 21, 111 The separation of a protein mixture containing superoxide
dismutase, myoglobin, hemoglobin, and hemocyanin occurs with high efficiency and is
apparently achieved via a hydrophobic/reversed-phase mechanism as the elution order
does not correspond to molecular weight. It is believed that the ability to affect
separations under chemically mild conditions with low backpressures on C-CP columns
holds a great deal of promise for both analytical and prep-scale protein separations.
Other potentially beneficial characteristics include low material costs, ease of fabrication,
a wide variety of fiber (polymer) surface characteristics, and the ability to chemically
modify those surfaces for improved separations.
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Experimental
Column Preparation
Chromatographic columns were prepared by pulling strands of the polymer fiber
through 4.6 mm i.d., 306 mm long stainless steel tubing (Valco Instruments Co. Inc.,
Houston, TX). 90 This particular format was chosen simply by the ready availability of
column hardware of these dimensions. Polypropylene (PP) fibers (Eastman Chemical,
Kingsport, TN) were obtained from a bobbin of fibers measuring more than 1000m in
length. The fibers were manually wound onto a circular wire frame having a diameter of
about 30 cm to accumulate enough strands to tightly fill the stainless steel tubing. The
circularly wound fiber bundle was pulled through the stainless steel tubing by attaching a
plastic monofilament (50 lb test fishing line) and passing it through the column. The
initial length of the fibers was such that the fiber ends extended past both ends of the
stainless steel tube as shown in Figure 2.1. The general alignment of the fibers within the
column was longitudinally parallel. As a result, broadening by eddy diffusion is expected
to be minimal. The fiber lengths were trimmed with a stainless steel razor blade to be
flush with the tubing ends, the column ends sealed with 0.75 mm thick, 6.35 mm
diameter frits (10 µm pores) and completed with column end fittings (Valco Instruments
Co Inc., Houston, TX). Each fiber column consisted of about 1200 fibers, having a
packing mass of 1.7 grams. Previous column porosity (εT) determinations for the
polypropylene-fiber columns yielded values of approximately 0.66 90. The columns were
then flushed repeatedly with organic solvent (methanol and acetonitrile) and distilled
water to remove residual anti-static surfactant coatings applied during the manufacturing
process of the fibers.
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of capillary-channel polymer fiber column arrangement (using 4.6
mm i.d. stainless steel tubing and porous frit) during fabrication process including crosssectional exposure of collinear fibers within the column.

Chromatographic System and Operations
The chromatographic system consisted of a Waters (Milford, MA) Model 600S
high-performance liquid chromatography pump with a six port Rheodyne injection valve
(Rohnert Park, CA) fitted with a 10 µL injection loop. The C-CP fiber column was
mounted in the place of the conventional LC column. A Waters 2487 dual wavelength
absorbance detector was employed at 216nm, and the separations performed at a solvent
flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. The chromatograms (absorbance vs. elution time) were
generated by the Millennium 32 Chromatography Manager and further processed and
managed in the form of Microsoft (Seattle, WA) Excel files.
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Chemicals, Reagents, and Standards
HPLC grade water (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was used for the preparation
of all protein solutions. Each protein stock solution was prepared as a 1 ppm (1 µg/mL)
solution using 5:95 (acetonitrile/water) containing 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). The
four proteins (superoxide dismutase, myoglobin, hemocyanin, and hemoglobin) and the
TFA used in the mobile phase, were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI).
The mobile phase for this separation was prepared from HPLC grade acetonitrile, water,
and 2-propanol (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA). The protein test solutions were stored
at 6°C.

Chromatographic Separations
The protein test mixture was prepared by mixing 2 mL of each protein stock
solution in a 20 mL vial. The column was rinsed with mobile phase 95:5 water and (1:1)
propanol/acetonitrile for 10 minutes before each injection. Ultimately, the separation of
these four proteins was achieved using a gradient elution 95:5 to 35:65 water containing
0.1 % TFA (v/v) : propanol/acetonitrile (1:1) containing 0.085 % TFA) over 70 minutes
at 1.5 mL/ min.

Results and Discussion
Method development for C-CP separation
Protein retention in reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (RPHPLC) is governed by amino acid constitution, the conformational (i.e., threedimensional) structure of the protein, and the protein’s affinity for the stationary phase
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being used. 18, 106, 112 Unfortunately, proteins frequently undergo denaturation and
conformational changes in organic solvents commonly used in RP-HPLC. 18 The main
objective here was to successfully separate a protein mixture using the novel C-CP fiber
stationary phase with results that would merit further consideration of this stationary
phase for RP-HPLC separations of macrobiomolecules. In many proteins and peptide
chromatographic methods, short alkyl chain stationary phases (C2-C6) are employed to
improve adsorption/desorption kinetics and recoveries, along with solvents including
water: acetonitrile gradients and ion-pairing agents. 18, 102, 113
Initially, the C-CP fiber separation of proteins was investigated under isocratic
conditions employing 100 % water, ACN, and propanol, independently, to better
understand how the proteins interact with the stationary phase in the presence of different
solvents. Use of a 100 % water mobile phase resulted in total retention of the proteins.
Use of a pure acetonitrile mobile phase produced a single, large peak, most likely
composed of the total mixture of constituents, with very little retention. Finally, use of
propanol solely as the mobile phase yielded one small, slightly retained peak. Additions
of various amounts of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to the pure solvents induced somewhat
greater retention, but did not improve resolution. These responses reflect the general
reversed-phase characteristics of this non-polar C-CP fiber stationary phase
(polypropylene).
Methods currently used for RP-HPLC of proteins typically employ gradient
elutions using ACN and water as mobile phases. 21, 112 The basic gradient method used
for protein separation on this C-CP fiber column was derived from an elution program
described by Hearn and coworkers for protein separations on C4 columns. 114 The first
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modification of that method involved incorporation of propanol in the organic phase.
Proteins tend to maintain their three-dimensional structure better when propanol is added
than with acetonitrile alone 100, 115, thus increasing recovery. 112 Using a gradient method
where equal amounts of TFA was added to both the aqueous and organic mobile phases,
the proteins were fully retained on the column until a 50 % ACN content was reached,
wherein a single large asymmetrical peak eluted with no separation of the individual
components.
Additional modifications to the method of Hearn 111, 114 have included varying the
amount of TFA (v/v) added to the mobile phase to compensate for the baseline drift (4),
and varying the mobile phase flow rate to enhanced the peak shape. Both TFA and
heptafluorobutyric acid (HFBA), have been used in many peptide and protein separation
studies as hydrophobic ion-pairing and solubilizing agents. 102, 111 The addition of TFA to
both aqueous and organic mobile phases is common in protein and peptide separations to
enhance hydrophobicity of the stationary phase. TFA also aids in maintaining a more
rigid conformation of the protein structure as it elutes from the column (i.e., a lower
propensity for denaturation. 18, 111 Addition of 0.1 % TFA to the aqueous phase alone
resulted in the elution of protein mixture as a single band, with no other components
observed throughout the remainder of the solvent gradient. Only in the case of adding a
small amount of TFA to the organic phase (ACN: propanol) did well resolved peaks
evolve. 18, 111 The addition to both of the phases serves to effectively maintain a
consistent TFA level throughout the entire gradient.
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Analytical Separation of a Four-Protein Mixture
The eventual optimized gradient elution chromatogram of the four-protein
mixture is shown in Figure 2.2. The solvent gradient ran continuously from a 95:5 water
containing 0.1 % TFA (v/v) : propanol/acetonitrile (1:1) containing 0.085 % TFA (v/v) to
a 35:65 aqueous: organic composition over 70 minutes at 1.5 mL/ min. Under these
conditions, the inlet pressure of the system is ~700 psi.

As seen in the figure, each of

the peaks is very well resolved and quite symmetric in profile (see Table 2.1). The
elution order does not correspond to the analyte molecular weights (31.2, 60, 75, and 17
kDa, respectively). The last eluting component of the mixture (myoglobin) comes off of
the C-CP fiber column after approximately 30 minutes, at a 70:30 (aqueous: organic)
solvent composition. Based on the previous studies using the polypropylene C-CP
columns, the overall character of myoglobin would be expected to be more hydrophobic
in nature than the other proteins; under theses conditions. Clearly, the degree of
hydrophobicity will be affected by the extent of possible protein denaturation under
specific solvent conditions. These sorts of determinations are required as the C-CP
methodology evolves.
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Figure 2.2 RP-HPLC separation of protein mix containing superoxide dismutase (1.8 x
10-4M), hemoglobin (3.4 x 10-4M), hemocyanin (3.0 x 10-4M), and myoglobin (2.8 x 104
M) on a polypropylene C-CP fiber column. UV absorbance detection at 216 nm, flow
rate of 1.5 mL/min, with a gradient elution program of 95:5 to 35:65 water containing 0.1
% TFA and propanol/acetonitrile (1:1) containing 0.085 % TFA over 70 minutes.

The qualitative aspects of the four-protein mixture are quite encouraging at this
point. Table 2.1 summarizes the basic characteristics for this particular separation. As is
evident in the chromatogram, the peaks are well-separated in time, exhibiting quite good
selectivity in particular. Unfortunately, the high degree of selectivity is not
complemented with narrow peak widths, which are on the order of one minute. It is
believed that the breadth of the C-CP peaks is due to the variation in mobile phase
velocities across the different-sized capillaries on each fiber, as well as non-idealities in
the intra-fiber packing. It is possible to use fibers having channels of the same diameter,
which will greatly reduce this broadening mechanism. Refinement of the fiber packing
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process is expected to allow higher densities of fibers to be utilized as well. The
consistency of the peak widths over the 30 minute separation are encouraging from the
point of view of adsorption/ desorption kinetics. The combination of high selectivity
factors and consistent peak widths yield respectable resolution values particularly in
consideration of the complexities of protein separations and the relatively crude column
fabrication methodology used for these investigations. Given the strong tendency for
peak tailing for proteins separated by some silica based reversed-phase stationary phases,
the relatively high level of peak symmetry observed in each constituent peak of the
chromatogram suggests a good deal of promise for future applications. Finally, the peak
capacity (PC), which is an approximate measure of the number of peaks that can be
resolved under gradient elution conditions, is presented. This value is a function of the
peak width and the gradient time (tG). As such, the consistent peak widths yield values
that increase as a function of retention time as would be expected in general. The values
themselves, though, point again to a need to reduce the peak widths.
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Table 2.1
Figures of merit for the polypropylene C-CP fiber column separation of a four-protein
mixture.

Protein

Retention

Retention

time

factor

Selectivity
factor
(α)

Peak
half-

Resolution
(R)

Asymmetry
(As)

Peak
capacity

width

(PC)

(tR)

(k’)

7.5

2.3

---

0.95

---

1.4

4.6

Hemoglobin

12.4

4.4

1.9

0.86

1.4

1.09

8.5

Hemocyanin

18.3

6.9

1.6

0.85

1.6

1.08

13

Myoglobin

31

12.5

1.8

0.99

2.9

1.05

18

Superoxide

(w0.5)

dismutase

A rather simplistic comparison of the separation of this suite of proteins on a
commercial packed C4 column was performed to get a qualitative comparison of the
chemical nature of the surfaces. There was no readily available C4 separation of this
precise mixture found in the literature, so the comparison is only relative (in very general
terms) and cannot be assumed to be representative of the highest quality of separation
that can be achieved when using packed bead columns. Use of the same gradient
program on a C4 packed column operating at a flow rate of 1 mL/min caused the
termination of the separation due to excess pressure (4000 psi) at 40 % organic content
point. The protein mixture was eventually separated on the C4 column employing the
same aqueous mobile phase (water containing 0.1 % TFA) and with only an ACN
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organic mobile phase (containing 0.085 % TFA). The gradient method employed was
20-65 % organic over 40 minutes, meaning a start from a more hydrophobic composition
that makes direct comparisons difficult. The qualitative figures of merit are reported in
Table 2.2, using the same format as in Table 2.1 for the C-CP column. The most
interesting point of comparison for this set of proteins is the fact that the elution order
differs between the two column types. (The actual peak identities were confirmed by
single component injections.) In fact, the superoxide dismutase is the least retained on
the C-CP column while it shows the highest stationary phase affinity for the commercial
column. While the difference in the organic phase compositions would be expected to
cause differences in retention times, it is not likely to be the sole reason for a change in
elution order. Here, the differences must be related to the surface interactions. The
greatest benefit of the C4 is manifest in the eluting peak widths, which are on the order of
one-third of a minute, as opposed to almost a full minute for the C-CP column. These
shorter widths, of course, propagate through somewhat higher resolution values and
much higher peak capacities. On the other hand, the selectivity values for the C-CP
column are quite good by comparison, which bodes well for potential uses in preparative
scale work. As would be expected, separations achieved on the short-chain
functionalized C4 columns show very good symmetry characteristics that are relatively
comparable with those of the C-CP fiber column. Finally, by virtue of the much
narrower peak widths, the peak capacity values for the commercial column are much
higher than the fiber column. The values here are relatively constant with time which is a
reflection of the generally-increasing peak widths across the gradient.
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Table 2.2
Figures of merit for the C4 column separation of protein mixture. 10 µL injection of
superoxide dismutase (1.8 x 10-4 M), hemoglobin (3.4 x 10-4 M), hemocyanin (3.0 x 10-4
M), and myoglobin (2.8 x 10-4 M)
Protein

Retention
time
(tR)

Retention
factor
(k’)

Selectivity
factor
(α)

Peak halfwidth
(w0.5)

Resolution
(R)

Asymmetry
(As)

Peak
capacity
(PC)

Hemocyanin

12.4

.5

---

0.23

---

1.05

32

Hemoglobin

16.6

7.8

1.03

44

Myoglobin

20.7

9.9

Superoxide
dismutase

24.3

1.4

3.7
0.22

1.3

0.7

1.9

1.08

17

1.2

0.32

1.5

1.04

44

11.8

Clearly, rigorous comparisons between column types must be undertaken using
well-established (i.e., published) methodologies for the commercial columns. Such
comparisons will be made in the future once the C-CP column packing procedures have
been thoroughly evaluated and optimized. Those studies will also look to addition
figures of merit such as column loading and overall analytical throughput.

Conclusion
The baseline separation of a mixture of four proteins (superoxide dismutase,
myoglobin, hemoglobin, and hemocyanin) was achieved by gradient elution using a
novel polypropylene capillary-channel polymer (C-CP) fiber column. This is an
extension of the previous work in the separation of small molecules using inexpensive
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polypropylene and polyester C-CP fibers. 90 Simplistic comparisons with a commercial
HPLC column points to some advantageous characteristics as well as aspects requiring
further improvement. Even so, the results from this example suggest a good deal of
promise for the separation of other complex biomolecules.
While it is very early in the development of this methodology, the basic
separation characteristics observed to date are promising, though there must be
appreciable practical justification for further development.
At this point, a few potentially beneficial features have presented themselves for
applications in analytical, preparative, and microscale separations:
•

Surfaces of different hydrophobicity and chemistry are achieved by use of a
variety of polymer fibers,

•

Native fiber surfaces act as the stationary phase, as such the fibers should be
more chemically-robust than silica beads that are derivatized to achieve
hydrophobic character,

•

Chemical modifications of the surfaces can be affected to achieve different
separation characteristics/mechanisms,

•

Directed flow in the capillary channels yields greatly reduced back pressures
in comparison to packed bead columns,

•

Reduced back pressures make high speed separations (i.e., flow rates) more
practical from the point of pumping hardware,

•

Very low cost of the fiber materials (about $0.15 US for the column employed
here),
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Clearly, much work must be done to demonstrate the efficacy of these potential
advantages. Future studies will focus of development of packing methodologies that
ensure higher fiber densities with high reproducibility. Potential trade-offs in column
geometry (length and inner diameter), including the construction of a microbore or
capillary column and preparative scale C-CP columns will be investigated. Only after the
assembly methodology is refined can definitive comparisons with commercial columns
be performed. Such comparisons may point to deficiencies in one area of separation
science, while revealing practical advantages in another (e.g., analytical vs. preparative
scale). Finally, other C-CP fiber materials including nylon, polyester, polylactic acid,
and ionomeric material will be evaluated as they offer a very wide range of surface
chemistries to affect different modes of separation such as ion exchange and hydrophobic
interaction chromatography.
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CHAPTER 3
POTENTIAL FOR ULTRAFAST PROTEIN SEPARATIONS WITH CAPILLARYCHANNELED POLYMER (C-CP) FIBER COLUMNS

Introduction
Rapid biological separations have been a focus of research for some time due to
the need for high throughput and recovery, especially in the area of medicinal
formulations and pharmacology. High-speed liquid chromatography (LC) has evolved
over the past 30 years as new stationary phases and column formats are being developed
to reduce analysis time. 50, 116 High-speed separations also hold the promise of reducing
solvent usage and chemical waste. In the area of protein separations, there are additional
driving forces for the development of ultrafast separation schemes: 1) minimization of
on-column denaturation and 2) increased recoveries. 117-119 These qualities depend upon
the time that a protein spends on the stationary phase, the extent of non-ideal surface
interactions, and the eluting solvent identity. High mobile phase velocities minimize
column residence times and thus the propensity for irreversible surface interactions, while
the use of non-polar solvents (as in hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC))
minimizes solvent-induced denaturation. Despite a great deal of effort, the derivatized
porous silica phases that dominate small molecule RP-HPLC separations suffer in the
area of protein separations because of poor mass transfer characteristics, interactions with
exposed silanol groups, and limited pH stability . 18 Polymeric (e.g., polystyrenedivinylbenzene, poly-methacrylate, and vinylalcohol) stationary phases have been
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developed to expand the operable pH range and alleviate silanol interactions.
Chen and Horvath have reviewed the theoretical and practical aspects of
performing high-speed, high performance liquid chromatography of peptides and
proteins.117 That work concentrated principally on the mass transfer aspects that limit the
achievable resolution. The controlling physical parameters include stationary phase
particle size and morphology, column dimensions, temperature, and gradient time and
flow velocity. Non-porous stationary phases are the most obvious approach to
overcoming mass transfer limitations. 32 Pellicular (porous shell) and gigaporous silicas
have also been developed to address the mass transfer issues, though with a great
reduction in active surface area in comparison to small molecule phases. As in the case
of porous silica, the mass transfer characteristics of proteins preclude the use of high
porosity polymer beads, and so higher surface areas are achieved through use of smalldiameter (<5 µm), non-porous packings. Regardless of the actual support material
identity, use of small diameter particles comes at the price of increased operating
backpressures (∆P 1/α dp2), which ultimately limits volume flow rates. 22 Given the fact
that most protein separations are performed under gradient elution conditions, the role of
column length on resolution becomes inconsequential, and so most ultrafast protein
separations are undertaken on columns of greatly reduced length (3-5 mm vs. 100-300
mm). This, of course, further exacerbates the loading capacity limitations of non-porous
stationary phases.
In practice, a polymeric stationary phase of high chemical robustness, reasonably
high specific surface area, minimal solute mass transfer limitations, and efficient fluid
transport properties would be of benefit for ultrafast protein separations. In this
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laboratory, we are developing a novel-geometry polymer fiber as a stationary phase for
liquid chromatography applications. Capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers have a
geometry that permits very efficient fluid transport, with virtually non-existent mass
transfer limitations. The fibers can be extruded in nominal diameters of 15 – 100 µm,
having eight capillary channels on their periphery.89 The specific surface areas of the
fibers are more than 3X that of conventional fibers of circular cross section. The
geometry is such that the pulling of the fibers through a column structure provides interdigitated channels of single micron diameter that run the entire length of the column. We
have previously described the use of polypropylene (PP) and poly (ethylene
terephthalate) (polyester, PET) C-CP fiber columns for separations at more-or-less
conventional HPLC flow rates (~1 mL/min). 89, 90 The capillary structure presents
minimal flow resistance, and thus high volume flow rates at low backpressures. We
demonstrate here the separation of a common protein test mixture on PET C-CP columns
using fairly conventional RP solvent conditions at very fast volume flow rates. It is
believed that the C-CP fiber format holds promise, particularly in regard to ultrafast
protein separations on the analytical and preparative scales.

Experimental Methods
Chemicals, Reagents, and Standards
American Chemical Society (ACS) grade acetonitrile (ACN) from Fisher
Scientific, (Pittsburgh, PA) and Milli-Q (18 MΩ cm-1) water from derived from a
Millipore Water System (Billerica, MA) were used for the preparation of all protein
solutions and aqueous mobile phases. Each protein stock solution was prepared with
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Milli-Q water containing 0.1% HPLC grade trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). The final
concentration of the mixture was 6.25 X 10-5 M. The HPLC protein standard including
ribonuclease A (RNase A) (MW = 13.7 kDa), cytochrome C (MW = 12.4 kDa),
holotransferrin (MW = 76 kDa) and apomyoglobin (MW = 16.9), as well as the TFA
used in the mobile phases, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). The
protein solutions were stored at 4°C.

Chromatographic Columns
Poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET) C-CP fibers of 50 µm nominal diameter were
received from Fiber Innovations Technology (FIT) (Johnson City, TN) on bobbins with
the fiber lengths measuring more than 1000 m. The fibers were manually wound onto a
circular frame to accumulate enough strands to tightly fill the stainless steel columns (1.0,
2.1 and 4.6 mm i.d. X 150 mm length). The fiber loop was pulled through the tubing
using a plastic monofilament (4 lb-test) and passing it through the column. The initial
length of the fibers was such that the fiber ends extended past both ends of the stainless
steel tubing, with the general alignment being longitudinally parallel. The excess fiber
was trimmed flush with the column ends. A photomicrograph of a bundle of fibers at the
end of a column resembles a monolith, as seen in Figure 3.1. The column ends were
sealed with 0.75 mm thick, 6.35 mm diameter frits (10 µm pores) and completed with
column end fittings from Valco Instruments Co. Inc. (Houston, TX). The three C-CP
columns contained approximately the same density of fibers, with the fiber counts for
each column being ~700 (1.0 mm), ~1800 (2.1 mm), and ~13,000 (4.6 mm). The PET CCP fibers were washed to remove the anti-static surfactant from the surface using an
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Ahiba Texomat from Datacolor International (Lawrenceville, NJ). The columns were
then flushed with ACS grade acetonitrile and Milli-Q water to remove any residual
surfactant.

40 µm

Figure 3.1. Optical micrograph (~50X) of C-CP fiber packing at end of chromatographic
column.

Chromatographic System and Operations
The chromatographic system consisted of a Waters (Milford, MA) Model 600S
high-performance liquid chromatography pump with a six-port Rheodyne injection valve
(Cotaiti, CA) fitted with a 2 µL PEEK injection loop. The C-CP fiber columns were
mounted in place of a conventional LC column. A Waters 2487 wavelength absorbance
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detector was employed at 216 nm. The data for the chromatogram (absorbance vs.
elution time) was generated by the Millennium 32 Chromatography Manager and further
processed in the form of Microsoft (Seattle, WA) Excel files.
Prior to each experimental trial, the C-CP fiber column was washed with 100 %
acetonitrile containing 0.06 % (v/v) TFA until the baseline absorbance response was
stable, then equilibrated with 100 % Milli-Q water containing 0.1 % (v/v) TFA. In order
to normalize any potential kinetic limitations in the protein adsorption step, each protein
mixture injection was performed at a mobile phase composition of 100 % H2O with a
total hold time of 2.5 minutes prior to initiation of the gradient elution program.

Results and Discussion
A combination of steep gradients, high flow rates, shorter column lengths, and
small inner diameter (< 3 mm) are often employed to achieve rapid LC separations with
enhanced sensitivity.116

In commercial packed-bed columns, smaller inner diameters

afford more sensitivity while decreasing the solvent composition and analysis time. An
investigation of fluid dynamics in C-CP fiber columns has been undertaken to determine
the role of fiber packing density and column diameter on the elution characteristics of
unretained solutes (i.e., A-term broadening contributions). 120 Those studies revealed that
high fiber packing densities do not add appreciable flow resistance, with column
permeabilities ranging from 2 x 10-11 – 7 x 10-10 cm2, requiring backpressures that are
generally less than 4 MPa (~600 psi) at volume flow rates of 2 mL/min. Of particular
importance is the fact that peak tailing increased with increasing column diameter,
presumably due to limited diffusion across the radial profile of the column due to the
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fiber channel structure. To a first approximation, this would imply that narrow diameter
C-CP columns should provide better resolution than wider-bore structures. These nonporous fiber stationary phases do not have the high specific surface areas present in
porous stationary phases, yet they are well suited for these types of separations because
of their mass transfer and mass transport characteristics. The specific surface areas of
these fibers (3-5 m2/g) are in line with pellicular stationary phases that are commonly
employed macromolecular separations. 50
Hodges has described a general approach for the development of RP gradient
methods for protein separations (particularly prep-scale), including sample injection at a
100 % H2O mobile phase composition to maximize loading and the use of shallow
gradients (~1 %/min) to achieve maximum resolution.41, 62, 92 In this study, gradient
steepness and mobile phase flow rate were evaluated in concert to achieve an optimized
rapid protein separation on three C-CP fiber columns of different inner diameters (1, 2.1,
and 4.6 mm). The solvent compositions, in terms of the A and B solvents, employed for
this study were held constant (i.e., H2O and ACN w/ 0.1 % TFA). A 2.1 mm i.d. column
was employed as the initial column for the separation method development. An initial
gradient elution program (1 %/min gradient from 100 % H2O containing 0.1 %
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to 100 % acetonitrile (ACN) containing 0.1 % TFA) was
employed to determine the elution pattern and the respective mobile phase composition
of the proteins in the mixture. The identities of the proteins were confirmed by single
injections of each protein under the same conditions. A typical flow rate for packed-bed
columns of these dimensions (0.25 mL/min), was used to establish the range of mobile
phase composition necessary to elute the protein mixture. The entire suite of proteins
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eluted across a 20-50 % ACN window, though the peaks for the last two eluting proteins
(holotransferrin and apomyoglobin) were not completely resolved under these shallow
gradient and low flow rate conditions.
The method development for the rapid C-CP protein separations on each column
began with slight increases in gradient steepness. As the gradient steepness was
increased, the mobile phase flow rate was optimized to resolve the protein mixture at
each level of steepness. Changing the flow rate and gradient steepness simultaneously
proved to be more advantageous than changing either of these separately. An optimal
flow rate for each gradient was established based on the obtained resolution across the
protein suite. Up to the point where the optimal flow rate was reached, the peaks were
extremely broad, though the retention factors remained constant. As the optimum value
was approached, the peak widths drastically decreased, resulting in improved resolution.
When the flow rate was increased beyond the optimum for that gradient steepness, the
chromatographic resolution was diminished, and the peaks began to overlap and co-elute.
The gradient steepness and flow rate were continually increased until a fully resolved
protein separation was achieved, with the exception of the largest (4.6 mm) inner
diameter column where the last two compounds were never fully resolved.
Interestingly, an optimized method for each column inner diameter was necessary
to resolve the same mixture of proteins. Specifically, the flow rate and gradient for the
4.6 mm column were 9 mL/min and 8.5 %/min respectively, 7 mL/min and 30 %/min for
the 2.1 mm i.d. column, and 1.9 mL/min and 30 %/min gradient for the 1.0 mm column.
The corresponding chromatograms are presented in Fig. 3.2. Overall, the best separation
was achieved on the 2.1 mm i.d. PET C-CP fiber column. A larger sample loop (10 µL)
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was employed when the 4.6 mm i.d. column was being evaluated to compensate for the
dilution effects of the larger column volume. The optimum sample load for these
columns has not yet been determined; therefore, the resolution challenges apparent in the
protein separation on a 1.0 mm column (i.e., relatively broad peaks) could indeed reflect
a sample overload situation. While the peaks in the separation on the 4.6 mm column
appear narrow on this time scale, the use of higher velocities resulted in very large
amounts of tailing. This was expected from the previous hydrodynamic studies. 120 In
that work, use of a distributor for columns of greater than 3 mm i.d. was very successful,
and so will be applied in future for ultrafast protein separations to allow for greater flow
and gradient rates.
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Figure 3.2. Separation of a four-protein (RNase A, cytochrome C, holotransferrin, and
apomyoglobin) standard (Sigma H-2899) on on 150 mm long (A) 2.1 (B) 1.0 (C) 4.6 mm
id by 150 mm long PET C-CP fiber columns. UV absorbance detection @ 216 nm.
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The optimized gradients and resultant figures of merit for the holotransferrin
component separations achieved for each diameter of column are reported in Table 3.1.
Under optimized conditions, these C-CP fiber columns exhibit selectivity and reliability
comparable to that of commercially available columns for separating proteins.
Holotransferrin has the highest molecular weight of the four test proteins, as such, it
would be the most prone to broadening at high solvent flow rates due to its lower
diffusion coefficient. To a first approximation, it would also be the most susceptible to
irreversible interactions and on-column denaturation. 14, 17 What is seen, though, are peak
shapes that do not differ appreciably from the smaller proteins in the mixture. In the
cases of the selectivity and resolution values, the holotransferrin peak is referenced to
adjacent cytochrome C. The entry for the solvent volume reflects the amount of solvent
passing through the column between the onset of the gradient and the full elution of the
apomyoglobin constituent of the mixture. Perhaps one of the most intriguing and
reassuring aspects of the data is the self-consistency seen across the three column
diameters. Based on previous column studies, the intra-column values (i.e. multiple
injections) vary by less than 5 % RSD, with those between replicate columns varying to
the same degree. 92 The differences in the separation characteristics presented here are
clearly a function of volume flow rate and gradient rate as the other chromatographic
conditions (i.e., mobile phase composition and temperature) were held constant.
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Table 3.1
Chromatographic figures of merit for the holotransferrin component of the four-protein
mixture obtained at the optimized chromatographic conditions.

Column
Diameter
(mm)

Selectivity
(α)

Peak
Width
(w1/2,
min)

Resolution
(R)

Asymmetry
Factor
(As)

Peak
Capacity
(PC)

Elution
window
(min)

Solvent
volume
(mL)

1

1.05

0.06

0.8

1.06

5

0.9

1.7

2.1

1.1

0.05

1.1

1.07

6

0.9

7

4.6

1.2

0.15

1.5

1.15

3

1.5

31.5

Conclusion
Capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers present a number of interesting
attributes in their use as stationary phases for liquid chromatography separations of
proteins. The combination of high column permeability and an amorphous fiber surface
provide a situation wherein high mobile phase flow rates can be employed for RP-HPLC
of proteins while not being hindered by otherwise slow protein mass transfer
characteristics or deleterious surface interactions. Directional flow within these fiber
columns is exceptional due to the channeling system, maintaining modest backpressures
(< 17 MPa) throughout this work. Column formats from microbore (1 mm i.d.) to
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analytical scale (4.6 mm id) have been evaluated, and can be employed successfully to
separate protein mixtures, with barriers to prep-scale implementation appearing to be
quite minimal.
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CHAPTER 4
CHARATERIZATION OF CAPILLARY-CHANNELED-POLYMER (C-CP) FIBER
STATIONARY PHASES FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY PROTEIN SEPARATIONS: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
WITH A PACKED-BED COLUMN
Introduction
Scientists involved in protein research employ a wide range of methods for
separating and identifying individual proteins from mixtures. Among the many
techniques used in protein separations, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
is particularly attractive due to its relative experimental simplicity, high degree of
automation, and relatively large sample sizes.1, 13, 18 HPLC continues to be a frequently
used methods for protein identification because of its high resolution when compared to
spotting techniques,121-123 speed, and on-line compatibility with mass spectrophotometric
detection.124-126 Although a wide range of separation/elution strategies can be employed
for protein separations on silica-based stationary phases, shortcomings in reproducibility,
recovery, and denaturation are commonplace.18, 21, 22, 102
While reversed-phase (RP) separations are widely applied, particularly when
mass spectrometric detection is desired, the elution conditions (i.e., organic solvents) are
not well suited for situations where biological activity and native conformation are to be
maintained. These are the underlying reasons for the wide use of ion exchange and
hydrophobic interaction chromatographies (IEC and HIC) for protein separations when
biological activity needs to be maintained. 18 Unfortunately, the highly buffered
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mobile phases that are used in IEC and HIC methods are not compatible with ion
sources of mass spectrometers, which limit their applicability in HPLC-MS analysis.
Challenges in protein separations by HPLC are due to the poor mass transfer
characteristics of proteins, the structural complexities of proteins, and the desire to
operate under solvent conditions (e.g., pH extremes) not well accommodated by
conventional silica stationary phases. Issues related to mass transfer are generally
addressed by the use of gigaporous, completely non-porous and superficially-porous
supports.32, 59, 64, 127 Cox and coworkers used 15 µm silica gigaporous particles having
300 Å pores to achieve baseline separations of a four protein mixture.55 They
demonstrated the accessibility of the entire phase to the eluent by frontal analysis over a
range of flow rate. Non-porous particles are an alternative to gigaporous phases used in
protein HPLC. The limitations associated with mass transfer within the pores are
eliminated; therefore, rapid separations can be achieved. The successes of these phases
in protein separations include improved sample recovery, low background, improved
mass transfer, and very narrow band profiles (higher peak capacity). For these reasons,
non-porous silica particles have become commonplace in RP-HPLC-MS of proteins. 33, 60,
61, 128 35

One disadvantage of non-porous phases is the lack of specific surface area.

Kirkland and coworkers were able to improve upon non-porous technology by
developing superficially porous stationary phases.129 Here, a solid silica support is
encapsulated within a porous silica shell.129, 130 These phases (first introduced in the
1960’s), have found their recent use in the area of macromolecular separation where
small diffusional distances allow for improved separation efficiencies.
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Monolithic columns are an alternative to particulate HPLC stationary phases on
the basis of their enhanced fluid and solute transport through the column, low system
backpressures, and decreased analysis times.31, 65, 131 The flow path through the column is
not obstructed by individual particles, so the peak shapes are more uniform when
compared to the other phases. While monoliths have been used for more than a decade
for HPLC of small molecules, the implications for their use in macromolecular
separations are only now being realized.
Polymer phases are important alternatives to silica phases because of their
chemical functionality and pH stability.1, 13, 18, 132 Specifically, polymeric phases negate
the deleterious chromatographic effects encountered when silica phases are used in pH
>8. Polymeric gigaporous and non-porous phases have been employed successfully in
HPLC applications for separating proteins.133-137 Unger and coworkers have shown the
chemical flexibility of polymer stationary phase in numerous HPLC applications
including RP and IEC.138-141 Non-porous polymer beads can effectively be selected for a
given type of HPLC application without chemical stability uncertainties or peak
broadening issues related to intra-pore diffusion. By extension, polymer monolithic
columns can be created in situ via a variety of processes.31, 65, 142 Research interest is now
being focused on large biomolecules like proteins, to take advantage of the enhanced
chromatographic performance afforded by the transport properties of monoliths.143-146
Fiber-form alternatives to packed-bed polymer technologies have been
investigated as stationary phases in HPLC for many of the reasons mentioned above
along with assumed improvements in hydrodynamic characteristics and adsorptive
properties.75, 81, 82, 107, 110, 147-151 Jinno and coworkers have used cellulose acetate as
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stationary phases in HPLC and gas chromatographic (GC) columns.152 Their polymer
fiber approach has been employed in several LC applications including IEC, RP, size
exclusion (SE) and electrochromatography.85 Ladisch and coworkers have used rolled
pieces of fabric as stationary phases in HPLC separations of proteins, extensively
studying the transport properties associated with using these alternative fiber phases.77
Recently, methods employing non-porous capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers as
stationary phases for RP-HPLC separations were introduced by this laboratory.90, 93, 94, 153
The impetus for developing these fiber phases involves several fundamental
characteristics related to the fiber morphology and chemistry that are different from
round cross-section fibers of the same nominal diameter. C-CP fibers are non-porous
which minimizes mass transfer limitations encountered with porous stationary phases.
Base polymers can be selected for their chemical functionality (e.g. polypropylene, poly(ethylene terephthalate), and nylon) and can be stable over a wide range of pH (1-14).
The fibers have approximately 3 times the surface area of circular cross-section fibers of
the same nominal diameter, a fact attributed to the unique fiber structure (eight capillary
channels that run along the periphery of the fiber). 89, 90 C-CP fibers exhibit enhanced
fluid transport properties due to capillary action and self-alignment of the fibers which
limits twisting and crimping. As a result, the HPLC system backpressures are on the
order of 70 % lower than conventional packed-bed columns of the same dimensions.
We describe here a comparative study of retention and separation characteristics
of protein solutes for two types of C-CP fiber columns and a conventional C4-derivatized
silica column under typical RP chromatographic conditions. This study was performed to
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better understand the relative chromatographic characteristics of C-CP fiber stationary
phases for protein separations using the packed-bed column as a benchmark.
Polypropylene (PP) and poly-(ethylene terephthalate) (PET, polyester) C-CP fibers were
employed as stationary phases in these investigations, with ribonuclease A (RNase A),
lysozyme, cytochrome C, myoglobin, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) employed as the
probe molecules for characterization.13, 17, 18 The points of comparison include elution
order, operating backpressure and the chromatographic figures of merit. Retention factor
(k’), separation factor (α), resolution (Rs), asymmetry factor (As), elution order, and peak
capacity (PC) were evaluated under a single set of standardized conditions as well as
under each column’s optimized conditions. Spectrophotometric enzymatic assays have
been performed as a preliminary measure of the role that surface chemistry and structure
have on protein denaturation. Finally, the intra- and inter-column chromatographic
variance for the fiber and packed-bed columns was evaluated with regards to qualitative
and quantitative characteristics. It is believed that the basic characteristics demonstrated
here can be used to advantage in future analytical and preparative scale methods
development in RP-HPLC separations of proteins using C-CP fiber stationary phases.
Aqueous, non-denaturing, chromatographic conditions are also being evaluated using CCP fiber stationary phases, and method optimization for these conditions is being
undertaken.
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Experimental
Reagents and Chemicals
ACS grade acetonitrile (ACN) from Fisher Scientific, (Pittsburgh, PA) and MilliQ water (18.2 MΩ/cm) derived from a Millipore Water System (Billerica, MA) were
used for the preparation of all protein solutions and mobile phases. Each protein stock
solution was prepared at a concentration of 1 X 10-6 M using Milli-Q water containing
0.1 % HPLC grade trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). The five test proteins (ribonuclease A
(RNase A), cytochrome C, lysozyme, myoglobin and bovine serum albumin (BSA)),
alkaline phosphatase, and para-nitrophenyl phosphate, as well as the TFA used in the
mobile phase, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). The protein
solutions were stored at 4°C in sealed polypropylene vials.

Chromatographic Columns
In order to better characterize and understand the protein separation processes of
the C-CP fiber stationary phases in RP-HPLC, a conventional packed-bed column was
used as a benchmark. The ProSphere 300 C4 column was obtained from Alltech
Associates Inc. (Deerfield, IL). The column dimensions were 4.6 X 250 mm, packed
with 5 µm diameter particles having an average pore size of 300 Å.
Polypropylene (PP) and poly-(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) fibers from Fiber
Innovations Technology (FIT) (Johnson City, TN) were obtained on bobbins measuring
more than 1000 m in length. The fibers were manually wound onto a 30 cm diameter
circular wire frame to accumulate enough strands to tightly fill the stainless steel tubing.
The circularly-wound fiber was pulled through the stainless steel tubing by attaching a
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plastic monofilament (50 lb-test line) and passing it through the column.90 The initial
length of the fibers was such that the fiber ends extended past both ends of the 306 mm
long x 4.6 mm inner diameter stainless steel tube. The general alignment of the fibers
within the column is longitudinally parallel, as suggested in the upper-left corner of the
scanning electron micrograph of the end of a fiber-packed column (Figure 4.1). The fiber
lengths were trimmed flush with the column ends. The ends were fit with 0.75 mm thick,
6.35 mm diameter frits (10 µm pores) and completed with column end fittings from
Valco Instruments Co. Inc. (Houston, TX). The PP and PET fiber columns consisted of
6000 (1.9 grams) and 13,000 (2.8 grams) fibers, respectively. Parallel studies are
currently underway to determine optimum packing densities for the C-CP fiber columns.
The fibers were washed to remove the excess surfactant on the surface using an Ahiba
Texomat from Datacolor International (Lawrenceville, NJ), and the columns flushed with
ACS grade acetonitrile and Milli-Q water prior to use.
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igure 4.1. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of a cross-section of a PET C-CP fiber
column. The fibers were packed into 0.8 mm i.d. fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP)
tubing with the same nominal density as the C-CP columns, magnification = 400X,
accelerating voltage = 1000 V.

Chromatographic System and Operations
The chromatographic system consisted of a Waters (Milford, MA) Model 600S
high-performance liquid chromatography pump with a six-port Rheodyne injection valve
(Cotati, CA) fitted with a 10 µL injection loop. The C-CP fiber columns were mounted
in place of the conventional LC column. The C-CP fiber column separations were
evaluated at solvent flow rates ranging from 1 to 6 mL/min. The C4 column separations
were performed at a solvent flow rate of 1 mL/min in accordance with the manufacturer’s
application note.154 A Waters 2487 dual wavelength absorbance detector was employed at
216 nm and 220 nm. There is essentially no difference in these two wavelengths, but the
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latter is specified in the test chromatogram published by the column manufacturer.154
The chromatograms were generated by the Millennium 32 Chromatography Manager and
further processed in the form of Microsoft (Seattle, WA) Excel files.
The protein test mixtures were prepared by mixing 2 mL of each protein stock
solution in a 20 mL vial. The columns were rinsed with mobile phase 95:5 (water
(mobile phase A): acetonitrile (mobile phase B) containing TFA) until a stable baseline
was observed. A 10 µL volume of sample was injected onto the columns, and the
proteins were separated using gradient elution methods. The standard (fixed)
chromatographic conditions for the comparative analyses of the fiber and packed-bed
columns were 20-50 % mobile phase B (acetonitrile containing 0.08 % (v/v) TFA) over
30 minutes at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The optimized gradient conditions for PP and
PET were 5-50 % mobile phase B (acetonitrile containing 0.08 % (v/v) TFA) over 38
minutes and 20-50 % B (acetonitrile containing 0.08 % (v/v) TFA) over 31 minutes,
respectively. Gradient conditions for the C4 column were 30-60 % B (acetonitrile
containing 0.13 % (v/v) TFA) over 15 minutes at a volume flow rate of 1 mL/min.154

Enzymatic Activity Assay
Spectrophotometric enzymatic activity assays of post-column alkaline
phosphatase (ALP) were undertaken to gain some insight into the potential contributions
of the stationary phase surfaces to protein denaturation.155 P-nitrophenyl phosphate
(pNPP) is hydrolyzed by alkaline phosphatase to form inorganic phosphate and pnitrophenol (PNP). The ionic form of PNP is a colored species, and its absorbance is
monitored at 400 nm reflecting the ALP activity. Several ALP standards were prepared
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for these studies in the concentration range of 10 to 50 ppm of the enzyme and added to a
substrate containing 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8) with 5 mM pNPP to confirm a
direct activity-absorbance relationship. The resulting absorbance values were monitored
over a time period of 2 minutes to ensure completion of the enzymatic reaction.

Results and Discussion
Comparison of Elution Characteristics
There are numerous important contributing factors to the overall retention
properties of proteins on bonded RP packing materials. The chemical interactions
include hydrophobic interactions, π-π interactions, dipole-dipole interactions, hydrogen
bonding, electrostatic interactions, and steric hinderance. The hydrophobic nature of the
PP and PET C-CP fibers has been investigated through atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements,90 with the base polymer identities dictating the degree of hydrophobicity
(PP>PET). The fibers serve dual roles as support and stationary phase; therefore, the
choice of the base polymer contributes to the types and extent of protein-stationary phase
interactions. Given the differences in hydrophobicity, method optimization for each fiber
type is necessary, just as optimization for different commercial phases is essential for
good column performance.
The retention characteristics of the stationary phases employed in HPLC of
proteins can be assessed by evaluating differences in the retention times and percentage
organic modifier necessary to desorb the proteins when separating them under identical
RP chromatographic conditions. A fairly standard RP method was used to compare the
basic interactions for each of the stationary phases (PP, PET, and C4). The gradient
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elution conditions (20-50 % mobile phase B (ACN/0.08 % TFA) over 30 minutes at a
flow rate of 1 mL/min) were held constant to normalize chemical and kinetic effects as
the linear velocities were virtually identical at 3.8 mm/sec. Five proteins were employed
as probes for these investigations, and the results are presented in Table 4.1. The proteins
eluted from each of the columns in the same order: RNase A, lysozyme, cytochrome C,
myoglobin, and BSA, suggesting similar types of protein-stationary phase interactions.
Overall, a greater organic mobile phase composition is necessary to elute the proteins
from the PET C-CP and C4 stationary phases than from the PP C-CP fibers, indicating a
stronger affinity for those stationary phases. A more diverse set of interactions is actually
taking place between the protein functional groups and the polyester surface than the
solely hydrophobic ones with the polypropylene. In this case, the carbonyl moiety allows
for hydrogen-bonding interactions, and the aromatic backbone introduces the possibility
for π-π interactions, increasing the affinity of the proteins for the PET surface.
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Table 4.1
Retention characteristics under standard chromatographic conditions. (Gradient: 20-50%
B (acetonitrile w/ 0.1 % TFA) over 30 minutes, flow rate: 1 mL/min). (Triplicate
injections)
% B to desorb
protein

Retention factor

Separation factor

Asymmetry

(k)

(α)

(As)

RNase A
(PP)

26

10.2

_

1.2

RNase A
(PET)

30

12.8

_

1.2

RNase A
(C4)

32

9

_

1.0

Cytochrome C
(PP)

29

12.3

1.2

1.2

Cytochrome C
(PET)

36

18.5

1.4

1.2

Cytochrome C
(C4)

35

10.5

1.15

1.0

Lysozyme
(PP)

30

13.1

1.1

1.1

Lysozyme
(PET)

37

19.0

1.0

1.2

Lysozyme
(C4)

36

11

1.1

1.0

Myoglobin
(PP)

33

15.9

1.2

1.1

Myoglobin
(PET)

40

21.9

1.2

1.2

Myoglobin
(C4)

39

13

1.2

1.0

BSA
(PP)

33

15.3

1.0

1.1

BSA
(PET)

39

22.2

1.0

1.2

BSA
(C4)

46

16

1.3

1.1

Protein
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When comparing the elution characteristics of both fiber types to the conventional
column, the PET C-CP column and the commercial C4 column shared the largest number
of similarities. One might assume that the retention characteristics of the PP C-CP and
C4 columns would be most alike as both are predominantly “alkyl” surfaces. It is
reasonable to relate the enhanced retention on the C4 bonded phase (over the PP fiber) to
the porosity of the particles and the alkyl ligands extending from the particle surface.
The involvement of different protein-stationary phase interaction chemistries with the
PET fiber surface contributes to retention characteristics that are more similar to the C4
column. Here, a key distinction between the separation of small molecules and proteins
should be made. In the case of small molecules, separation efficiency is controlled to a
large extent by phase ratio and mass transfer under isocratic conditions, while for
proteins, the adsorption process is more of an on-off mechanism dictated by the
selectivity of the stationary phase, the exposed binding sites on the protein, and the
mobile phase composition.13, 18, 122 As such, the admitted lower specific surface areas of
the C-CP fiber columns when compared to the commercial phase (3-5 m2/g vs. 100 m2/g)
appear to be off-set to a large degree by higher inherent selectivity. In general, the three
column types exhibit very similar peak elution characteristics under the standard
conditions presented here.

Optimization of C-CP Fiber Column Methods
The C-CP fiber column separations were optimized by varying the solvent flow
rate across a fairly broad range, while only slightly varying gradient steepness and TFA
concentration. Small changes in organic composition can cause large changes in
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retention properties in proteins; therefore, a shallow gradient was chosen for these
studies.17, 41, 156 Hodges et. al suggest that strong dependencies on discreet organic
composition for protein elution are indicative of adsorption/desorption separation
processes rather than partitioning as seen in small molecule RP-HPLC.41, 157 Initially, for
the sake of comparability, only the solvent flow rate was varied, keeping the gradient
ramp in the region of 1.0 ± 0.2 %/min. Figure 4.2 illustrates the practical aspects of
operating the three columns in this study across a range of flow rates. The interdigitated
C-CP fiber column packing arrangement minimizes flow restrictions through the column
and much higher linear velocities can be utilized without excessive system backpressure.
The structure of the C-CP fiber columns readily permits flow rates of 7 mL/min, whereas
the 4000 psi system pressure maximum limits the packed bed column to ~ 2 mL/min. The
optimized chromatographic conditions for the protein separations on the C-CP fiber
columns are listed in Table 4.2, with the corresponding chromatograms presented in
Figure 4.3. The RP gradient method suggested by the manufacturer for optimal
performance of the C4 column for this suite of proteins was employed and is also listed in
Table 4.2.154 The linear mobile phase velocities for these optimized chromatographic
conditions for PP, PET and C4 were 5.5, 24 and 3.8 mm/sec, respectively.
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Table 4.2
Optimized chromatographic conditions for RP-HPLC of protein mixtures
on C-CP fiber and C4 columns.

Mobile
Phase

Gradient

C-CP Column

C-CP Column

Polypropylene (PP)

Polyester (PET)

A: 0.1% TFA in water
B: 0.08% TFA in ACN
Flow rate 1.5 mL/min
Linear velocity:
5.5 mm/sec
UV absorbance @
216nm

A: 0.1% TFA in water
B: 0.08% TFA in ACN
Flow rate 6 mL/min
Linear velocity:
24 mm/sec
UV absorbance @ 216nm

A: 0.15% TFA in water
B: 0.13% TFA in 95:5
ACN/water
Flow rate 1 mL/min
Linear velocity:
3.8 mm/sec
UV absorbance @ 220nm

5-50% B over 38
minutes

20-50% B over 31
minutes

30-60% B over 15 minutes

(1.18% change/min)

(0.96% change/min)

C4 Column27

(2% change/min)

The chromatographic response to increases in mobile phase velocity in the PP CCP column was very much like that observed with conventional packed-bed columns.
When the flow rates were increased from 1 – 6 mL/min (equivalent to linear velocities of
2-24 mm/sec) while maintaining the same gradient profile, the peaks became less
symmetrical and broad, which is indicative of mass transfer limitations that could be
caused by denaturation and inconsistencies in the desorption step.13, 18 Non-porous
chromatographic media, in general, are better suited to resist challenges associated with
mass transfer impediments, so the changes in zone formation on the PP column were
most likely interaction dependent. Goheen and colleagues found that non-polar spacer
ligands used to attach ionic stationary phases to silica supports caused denaturation and
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irreversible binding of proteins. 158, 159 The PP C-CP fibers are completely
hydrocarbonaceous, so strong protein-stationary phase hydrophobic interactions that
catalyze denaturation and peak broadening are possible. Different from the case of
bonded phases, the alkyl character here is in the plane of the fiber instead of
perpendicular to the amorphous support surface. As such, steric hinderance and size
exclusion are not contributing factors to the retention on these fiber columns. Attempts
to decrease the protein residence time by increasing the gradient rate did not improve the
peak characteristics appreciably. The optimized separation conditions for the PP C-CP
fiber column for this protein mixture included a gradient steepness of 1.18% change in
organic mobile phase composition per minute and a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min, as listed in
Table 4.2. The RP four-protein separation on the PP C-CP fiber column is presented in
Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2 System backpressure (PSI) as a function of mobile phase flow rate for two CCP fiber columns and a commercial C4 column.
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Figure 4.3 Separation of a four-protein (RNase A, lysozyme, cytochrome C, myoglobin)
mixture under optimized conditions on a polypropylene (PP) C-CP fiber column.

Counterintuitive in comparison to separations on most HPLC stationary phases,
the separation quality obtained on the PET C-CP fiber columns improved with increased
solvent flow rates at the fixed 1 %/min gradient rate. Increasing the flow rate improved
both peak shape and resolution, suggesting more favorable mass transfer kinetics during
and after the desorption process than for the PP C-CP stationary phase. Hodges points
out that improvements of this sort are due to rapid desorption at the requisite gradient
position, followed by rapid travel through the remainder of the column, producing narrow
peak widths.62 Comparatively, PET is less hydrophobic in nature than PP,90 so it is
possible that the PET surface may in itself be less-denaturing. Overall, the desportion
kinetics on the PET column appeared to be better than the PP column. Enhanced peak
characteristics at increasing flow rates suggest that there may be particular opportunities
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in rapid protein separation methods on PET C-CP.94, 153 The optimized separation
conditions for the PET C-CP fiber column for this protein mixture included a gradient
steepness of 0.96% change in organic mobile phase composition per minute and a flow
rate of 6 mL/min (Table 4.2). The RP four-protein separation on the PET C-CP fiber
column is presented in Fig. 4.4.

Absorbance (AU @ 216nm)

0.10
Ribonuclease A
0.08

Cytochrome C

Lysozyme

Myoglobin

0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Time (min)
Figure 4.4 Separation of a four-protein (RNase A, lysozyme, cytochrome C, myoglobin)
mixture under optimized conditions on a poly(ethylene terephthalate (PET)) C-CP fiber
column.

The chromatogram of the four-protein separation on the commercial C4 column
(Fig. 4.5) was used to benchmark the figures of merit of the same separations on the CCP columns. While there may have been opportunity for optimization of the mobile
phase flow rate or gradient program, the separation here was strictly performed under the
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conditions described by the manufacturer. Qualitatively, this separation appears to be
quite similar in character to that published by the manufacturer.154

Comparison of Separation Characteristics under Optimized Conditions
Chromatographic characteristics (retention factor (k), separation factor (α), peak
width at half height (w1/2), peak shape (As), resolution (Rs), and gradient peak capacity
(PC)) were compared for the protein separations under the optimized conditions. The
values reported in Table 4.3 are the average of triplicate injections of the protein mixture
on each column.

0.75

Absorbance (AU @ 216nm)

Lysozyme

0.55

Myoglobin
0.35

Cytochrome C
Ribonuclease A

0.15

-0.05
0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

Time (min)

10.00

12.00

14.00

Figure 4.5. Separation of a four-protein (RNase A, lysozyme, cytochrome C, myoglobin)
mixture under optimized conditions on a C4 derivatized packed-bed commercial column.
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Table 4.3
Chromatographic figures of merit for polypropylene (PP), polyester (PET), and C4
columns for a four-protein separation under optimized conditions. (Triplicate
injections).
Retention
factor
(k’)

% Organic
to desorb
protein

Separation
factor
(α)

Peak halfwidth
(w0.5, min)

Asymmetry

Resolution

(As)

(Rs)

Peak
capacity
(PC)

Ribonuclease A
(PP)

9.0

25

-

1.2

1.2

-

6

Ribonuclease A
(PET)

0.5

22

-

0.1

1.1

-

7

Ribonuclease A
(C4)

1.4

39

-

0.2

1.1

-

12

Cytochrome C
(PP)

14.1

28

1.6

0.6

1.1

2.7

17

Cytochrome C
(PET)

5.4

27

10.8

0.1

1.0

19.7

32

Cytochrome C
(C4)

3.1

45

2.2

0.1

1.1

6.2

30

Lysozyme
(PP)

15.8

29

1.1

0.8

1.1

1.3

15

Lysozyme
(PET)

5.9

28

1.1

0.1

1.1

2.3

49

Lysozyme
(C4)

3.7

48

1.2

0.1

1.0

2.2

35

Myoglobin
(PP)

17

31

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.0

12

Myoglobin
(PET)

7.8

30

1.3

0.3

1.0

5.3

19

Myoglobin
(C4)

5.5

55

1.5

0.2

1.1

5.6

43

Protein
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Distinct differences in the separation efficiencies of the two C-CP fiber columns
are apparent in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. Differences in the retention factors and selectivity are
expected due to differences in polymer functionality that influence the extent of proteinpolymer interactions. Although the chromatographic characteristics for the PP column
(retention factor, separation factor and resolution) are sufficient for good quantification,
much narrower band profiles and better selectivity yield better resolution for the test
mixture on the PET column. As with the data presented in Table 4.1, the percentage of
organic mobile phase to elute the respective proteins is greater for the PET than the PP
columns. A more salient characteristic is the substantial drop in the eluting organic
percentage at the much higher flow rate for the PET column for each of the proteins,
averaging ~25% across the suite of proteins. In all cases, the narrower peaks yield far
better resolution for the PET column, while there are no substantial differences in peak
symmetry. The final figure of merit, the peak capacity (PC), is perhaps the most telling
in terms of comparing separation efficiencies under gradient conditions. PC relates the
gradient time and peak widths to yield the theoretical number of resolvable peaks within
one gradient cycle.17, 18, 22 In the case of gradient HPLC, peak capacity (PC) is a better
figure of merit for determining the column efficiency because it includes both the peak
widths and the gradient steepness to determine column efficiency.13 When peaks are
separated and eluted in extremely narrow bands, the peak capacity will be larger which
indicates better column efficiency. Here, the PET stationary phase shows its clear
superiority for this application when compared to PP.
The separation characteristics for the C4 and PET C-CP column are most
comparable for the protein test mixture. Very different from the case in the separation
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under “standard” conditions, the organic compositions needed to elute the proteins from
the PET C-CP column are now very much lower than the C4-derivatized column. In
every case, the eluting peak half-widths are similar for the two column types, and the
peak asymmetry values are virtually identical. The similarity in peak widths points to the
favorable mass transport in the fiber column as the gradient for the packed-bed column is
twice that for the fiber column. Finally, the PC values in the PET and C4 columns imply
very similar performance for these two columns. While chromatographically
comparable, the high flow rates of the C-CP fiber separation do result in the use of larger
solvent volumes and correspondingly greater solute dilution and absorbance values.
Improved chromatographic performance should be realized by optimizing the packing
density of C-CP fiber columns for these types of separations.80, 120 Further method
development including changes in gradient rate have shown that this same separation can
be achieved in less than 1 minute on a PET C-CP fiber column.153 Additionally,
extension of the fast separation strategy to microbore fiber columns would dramatically
reduce the solvent consumption and improve the detection sensitivity.160
The observation that higher solvent linear velocities result in decreased organic
modifier composition to elute proteins has not been reported for any other HPLC
stationary phases to date. Fundamental studies of protein adsorption, reorganization, and
denaturing on model alkyl (i.e., alkanethiol monolayers) and silica surfaces do provide
some insights.161-167 Independent studies by the groups of Déjardin and Santore in
flowing systems have shown that the adsorption kinetics in these transport-limited cases
(i.e., for species of very low diffusion coefficient) are far more favorable than in the
situation where diffusion from the bulk solution to the surface is the dominant process.161-
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164, 167

In general, a shear rate to the one-third power (γ1/3) dependence is seen in the

surface loadings. Santore has shown that the initial adsorption rates are relatively
independent of the surface hydrophobicity, while subsequent relaxation and denaturation
processes occur at greater rates as the hydrophobicity of the surface increases.162, 164 This
latter fact is well known in RP separations of proteins.13, 17, 158, 159 Studies of lysozyme
adsorption and reorientation on C16 self-assembled monolayers indicated that the protein
initially adheres to the surface in an end-on fashion, and then experiences interfacial
relaxation to a side-on geometry.163 From this point, further denaturation on the
hydrophobic surface proceeds at high rates. Finally, the adhesion strength of proteins, as
monitored by buffer washings, is less in progressively higher shear rates as the potential
for surface relaxation and denaturation is decreased.164
Extension of the observations of the SAM adsorption studies to the PET C-CP
fiber system can be postulated as follows. Shown in the top portion of Figure 4.6, are the
sequential processes likely occurring in protein adsorption/desorption on highly
hydrophobic surfaces, such as alkyl-derivatized porous silica or the PP C-CP fibers used
here. Relatively high shear rates may exist in the inter-particle regions, but stagnation is
a very prominent occurrence within pores. In this instance, initial adsorption will be
quickly followed by surface reorientation and denaturing. Consequently, the required
amount of organic modifier necessary to induce desorption would be increased. As
depicted in the bottom portion of Fig. 4.6, the initial binding of the protein to the
amorphous PET polymer surface occurs in the presence of very high shear rates. Based
on the linear velocities of ~24 mm/s and estimated inter-fiber gaps of 10 µm, a shear rate
of 2400 s-1 was experienced while separating proteins on the PET fiber column. Typical
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shear rates in the model studies ranged from 5 – 760 s-1.161-164, 167 In addition, less
hydrophobic surfaces would be less catalytic toward protein denaturation. As such, it
would not be difficult to imagine that the initial end-on tethered protein would remain
suspended in solution rather than relax to the surface. In turn, the amount of organic
modifier necessary to induce desorption would be lower as the contact area is smaller.
When the velocities are slower, there is a greater opportunity for the protein to relax to
the surface, where multiple amino acid binding sites can interact with the surface. There
is surely a limit between the mobile phase linear velocities and adsorption efficiencies
(i.e., kinetics) during the injection step of the separation. The most practical means of
understanding the adsorption kinetics of these C-CP phases are adsorption isotherms and
residence time studies which are currently underway.
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Figure 4.6 Depiction of the protein adsorption/desorption processes in the case for
typical HPLC mobile phase velocities.

Evaluation of Post-Column Enzymatic Activity
Enzymatic activity is often lost due to denaturation during the protein adsorption
and binding processes in chromatographic separations. Hydrophobic surfaces act as
catalysts for denaturation, and these structural changes can inhibit the enzymatic activity
of proteins.158, 159 In order to gain better understanding of the role of the stationary phase
on enzymatic activity of proteins in general, spectrophotometric enzymatic activity
assays were performed where the mobile phase was held constant while the stationary
phases were evaluated.155 Organic solvents tend to denature proteins to some degree;
therefore, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) was selected as it tends to retain some biological
activity when in the presence of organic solvents.168 To determine the degree of
denaturation solely attributable to the organic solvent, i.e., mobile phase, ALP was
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dissolved in water and diluted with acetonitrile containing TFA to a 45:55 ratio mixture,
to duplicate the highest organic composition that was required to elute the protein from
any of the columns. In this case, the enzymatic activity of ALP was decreased by onehalf in comparison to aqueous solution, but was not completely lost.
When proteins are exposed to different types of stationary phases, the interactions
and extent of interactions are determined by the chemical functionality of the phase and
the conformation of the protein. Enzymatic assays of the post-column fractions indicate a
loss of activity after the protein was exposed to all three phases, as compared to enzyme
that had simply been diluted with water and acetonitrile. Biological activity is
maintained to the greatest extent when eluted from the PET C-CP column, with the C4
stationary phase being most denaturing towards ALP. The respective absorbance values
were 0,082, 0.059, 0.025, and 0.011 for the control solution and the PET, PP, and C4
column eluents, respectively. The degree of denaturation here is not based on the organic
solvent composition to which the ALP has been exposed, as the ALP eluted from the
three different columns in a window of 41.9 – 43.9 % ACN (0.08 % TFA). It is assumed
that the surface properties of the three phases has the greatest bearing on the decreased
enzyme activity, which follows a hydrophobicity trend of C4> PP>PET. Based on these
preliminary results, one would conclude that the PET surface would be more favorable
than the PP fiber for use in preparative scale protein applications. One must be cautioned
that the response of ALP is certainly not indicative of how all proteins will respond. A
more extensive evaluation of post-column biological activity will be undertaken for a
range of protein types in the future, including the use of alternative structural
characterization methods such as circular dichroism.
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Repeatability and Reproducibility of Chromatographic Behavior
In the absence of species-specific detection, e.g. mass spectrometry, retention
times become the sole means of qualitative analysis. As such, the precision of the
chromatographic characteristics of a given column is a critical figure of merit for the
qualitative (peak shape) and quantitative (peak area) analysis of mixtures. While gradient
elution is more complicated than isocratic elution due to HPLC system variability,
protein mixtures are most commonly separated under these conditions.13, 18, 21
Repeatability in HPLC of large molecules is further complicated because of dynamic
structural variations that occur during the separation and mass transfer limitations.1, 13, 18,
21, 22

Poor recoveries and irreversible binding in protein separations can also cause

degradation in chromatographic reproducibility over time. Column-to-column
reproducibility is essential to maintain long term comparability of data within and
between laboratories.13, 17, 102, 169 Here, the performance is based on the ability to obtain
chemically and physically equivalent lots of stationary phase material and the ability to
reproducibly pack the columns. Preliminary observations suggest that PP and PET C-CP
fibers are stable under chromatographic conditions commonly employed in RP-HPLC of
proteins in terms of swelling and shrinkage.120 In fact, these polymers are very robust in
terms of use in harsh, denaturing conditions (alkaline and acidic);170 therefore, polymer
fiber columns are expected to maintain separation quality with relatively long column
lifetimes.
Lysozyme, a commonly used probe molecule for characterization of
chromatographic stationary phases, was employed to evaluate the intra-column
repeatability and inter-column reproducibility.17, 18, 171 Three columns were constructed of
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each C-CP fiber type (PP and PET), and each column was investigated under two sets of
conditions (standard and optimized). Peak characteristics of proteins eluted from the
single C4 packed-bed column were used as a reference to compare run-to-run
repeatability. The columns were initially investigated under the standardized conditions
where the gradient steepness and linear velocities were held constant. The linear velocity
for the columns in this study was 3.8 mm/sec, and the gradient rate was 1 %/min. Six
consecutive injections of lysozyme were made on each column under this set of
conditions. The repeatability of retention times, peak widths, peak heights, and peak
areas (expressed as percent relative standard deviation, % RSD) of each set of injections
on C-CP fiber columns is quite acceptable, as shown in Table 4.4. The repeatability of
the retention times of lysozyme on each of the PP and PET C-CP fiber columns was ≤1
% RSD, which is comparable to other method being used to separate proteins.14, 17
Likewise, the retention time precision of the commercial column was 0.3 % RSD. The
repeatability of peak widths on the C-CP fiber columns was better than 3 % RSD, while
the repeatability of peak widths for the six injections on the single conventional column
was 19 % RSD. It is possible that the more denaturing environment of the C4 column
cause a broader range of conformations yielding differences in protein mass transfer
kinetics.14, 17 In addition, mass transfer limitations in stagnant stationary phase pores
leads to broadening and peak shape variability. Overall, the repeatability of retention
time and peak widths attained on the fiber columns under normalized conditions were
comparable to the C4 column. The repeatability of the peak areas and heights under
normalized conditions on both fiber types was within 15 % RSD, which is common for
protein separations performed on conventional packed-bed columns.36
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Table 4.4
Repeatability of peak characteristics (reported as percent relative standard deviation (%
RSD)) for lysozyme injections (n=6) onto C-CP fiber and C4 columns under standard
conditions. (20-50 % B over 30 minutes at 1 mL/min)
Column Type

Retention Time
(% RSD)

Peak Width
(% RSD)

Peak Height
(% RSD)

Peak Area
(% RSD)

PP-1

0.6

3

15

15

PP-2

0.25

3

13

5

PP-3

0.8

2

14

12

PET-1

0.7

2

13

10

PET-2

1.0

3

7

9

PET-3

0.6

2

15

15

C4

0.3

19

2

2

The repeatability under the optimized conditions (Table 4.2) was assessed,
principally to see what effects the higher mobile phase velocities might have. The
variability in the retention times on both sets of C-CP columns was ≤1.5 % RSD, as is
reported in Table 4.5. Five of the six C-CP columns evaluated exhibited variability of
retention times below 1 % RSD, which was similar to the C4 column (0.6 % RSD).
Under optimized conditions, the precision of the peak widths for lysozyme on the fiber
columns was ≤ 8 % RSD. These values are within range of those obtained on the
conventional column which varied by 12 % RSD under the optimized conditions.
Operation of the C-CP fiber columns at the higher flow rates of the optimized conditions
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does not appreciably degrade the repeatability in the peak area and peak height values.
On the other hand, under the manufacturer’s recommended conditions, the C4 column
yielded precision for peak area and height that were degraded when compared to the
precision demonstrated under the standard conditions. Overall, the separation
performance of the fiber columns under the optimized conditions was similar to the
performance observed on the conventional C4 column. The overall precision of the
method seen here is in line with HPLC methods for protein separation on commercial
polymer-based stationary phases, where retention time and peak area variability range
from 1 to 4 % RSD and 10-15 % RSD, respectively.36
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Table 4.5
Repeatability of peak characteristics for lysozyme injections (n=6) onto C-CP fiber and
C4 columns under optimized conditions. See Table 4.2 for each column type.
Column Type

Retention Time
(% RSD)

Peak Width
(% RSD)

Peak Height
(% RSD)

Peak Area
(% RSD)

PP-1

0.5

5

11

8

PP-2

0.3

6

15

13

PP-3

0.5

7

6

0.7

PET-1

1.5

7

10

4

PET-2

0.7

8

15

15

PET-3

0.6

8

15

7

C4

0.6

12

7

11

Column-to-column inconsistencies can make HPLC method transfer difficult, as
many times column efficiency, and more specifically, retention times and peak quality,
can differ as a result of small differences in the stationary phase chemistry and column
packing quality. The reproducibility of retention times, peak widths, heights, and areas
for the sets of C-CP fiber columns employed in these separations were evaluated under
the standardized and optimized flow conditions as reported in Table 4.6. For this
comparison, the average values obtained from each of the intra-column data sets (n=18)
were compared across the three columns of each fiber type and the variation expressed as
% RSD.
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Table 4.6
Column-to-column reproducibility of C-CP fiber columns under standard and optimized
flow rate conditions. 3 columns of each fiber type, 6 injections per column (n=18).

Column/conditions

PP/standard

Retention
Time

Peak
Width

Peak
Height

(% RSD)

(% RSD)

(% RSD)

1.1

15.1

34.6

18.2

0.7

18.9

26.9

29.1

1.8

16.1

3.6

23.8

1.1

9.0

16.6

9.9

Peak Area
(% RSD)

(1 mL/min)
PP/optimized
(1.5 mL/min
PET/standard
(1 mL/min)
PET/optimized
(6 mL/min)

Under the shallow gradient and low flow rate conditions used in the standardized
RP conditions, the reproducibility of the retention times was within 1% RSD. The
reproducibility under these conditions can be correlated to uniformity in polymer fiber
chemistries. On the other hand, the increased variability of the peak widths, in
comparison to those presented in Table 4.4 - 4.5, represents inconsistencies in packing
quality. As would be expected, the quantitative measures, i.e., peak height and area,
exhibit the greatest amount of variability. Here, the aspects of column mounting,
injection, and spectrophotometric measurement, e.g., background correction, add to the
variability. At this stage in the development of this methodology, there are certainly
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improvements to be made in C-CP fiber column packing quality, but the data presented in
Tables 4.3 - 4.6 supports the continued development of these fibers as stationary phases
HPLC separations of proteins.

Conclusion
Non-porous, capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fiber stationary phases are wellsuited for RP-HPLC separation of proteins. These polymer fibers exhibit potential
advantages such as the ability to choose polymer surface chemistry for specific
applications, chemical and physical stability in methods employing extreme pH
conditions, low system backpressures, and higher surface area than fibers of circular
cross section. Basic chromatographic characteristics of polypropylene (PP) and poly
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) C-CP fiber columns have been compared to those of a
commercial C4-derivatized silica column for the RP separation of proteins. The relative
affinity of the proteins for the stationary phases was assessed by the required organic
composition for elution under fixed chromatographic conditions. The PET fiber and C4
columns showed very similar chromatographic characteristics, as the test proteins showed
far greater affinities for these stationary phases than the PP stationary phase
Interestingly, when the gradient rate was fixed, the percentage of organic modifier
necessary to elute the proteins was observed to decrease when the flow rate was
increased. A new model has been proposed to explain the trend toward lower amounts of
required organic modifier for elution of proteins as the mobile phase linear velocity is
increased. A comparison of the extent of alkaline phosphatase denaturation attributed to
the different stationary phases, indicated that the amorphous, less hydrophobic PET fibers
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caused less denaturation than the other phases. Finally, the intra- and inter-column
repeatability and reproducibility for the C-CP fiber columns is comparable to the
conventional, packed-bed column.
Further methods development and characterization of C-CP fiber stationary
phases will continue to focus on their use in the separation of bio-macromolecules,
including the determination of dynamic loading capacities for preparative applications
and investigating their potential in ultra-fast protein separations. The ability to operate at
high mobile phase flow rates and low system backpressure, e.g. 6 mL/min at 1500 psi,
without losing resolution implies potential uses of these C-CP fiber columns in ultra-fast
or rapid analysis HPLC applications. There are a number of fundamental avenues where
improvements may be realized including optimization of fiber packing density for protein
separations, evaluation of different base polymer materials for enhanced selectivity, and
use of capillary column formats and miniaturization.
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CHAPTER 5
OPTIMIZATION OF REVERSED-PHASE HIGH-PERFORMANCE LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY (RP-HPLC) METHODOLOGIES FOR RAPID ANALYSIS OF
PROTEINS ON CAPILLARY-CHANNELED (C-CP) FIBER STATIONARY PHASES

Introduction
Separation methodologies are moving to higher linear velocities and system
backpressures to realize high speed separations of small molecules on conventional
porous supports. The area of rapid high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has
evolved over the past 30 years to include multidimensional techniques and new stationary
phases that are designed to decrease the total analysis time.32, 33, 58-61, 64, 66, 172-176 Some of
the methodologies employed to decrease analysis times in small molecules HPLC can be
utilized in protein separations, yet their small diffusion coefficients (10-7 cm2/sec) and
issues with mass transport within the support limit the applicability of these stationary
phases. Common negative consequences of applying conventional, highly porous
supports to rapid HPLC methodologies for separating proteins are peak broadening and
poor recovery. Resolution is often diminished when high linear velocities are used to
affect the separation, so developing phases that can be used at elevated linear velocities
with good selectivity is imperative. Large pore phases, superficially porous phases, nonporous phases, and monoliths have been developed to enhance fluid flow and mass
transport characteristics in protein separations.14, 18, 32, 55, 58 HPLC separations of proteins
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can be achieved on these phases on the minute time scale by optimizing
chromatographic conditions including temperature, gradient steepness, and flow rate.
Wu and Greenblatt evaluated a number of pore sizes that are commonly used in
RP-HPLC of proteins to determine the influence of pore size on separation efficiency.29
They found that larger pore sizes (≥ 300 Å) were best suited for macromolecule
separations as the resolution and peak shapes were improved when compared to smaller
pore supports. Kopaciewicz and coworkers found that pore size had a definite effect on
protein loading. Larger pore supports allowed more complete accessibility to the entire
sorbent within the column, which resulted in higher dynamic loading capacities.55
Superficially porous stationary phases are another column support type that is
designed to reduce mass transfer issues that occur in protein HPLC. They have smaller
diffusional distances than those in fully porous supports. 58, 59, 177 The core of these
phases is solid, and the addition of a porous outer shell is used to increase the phase ratio,
which enhances the separation efficiency and resolving power when used in
macromolecule separations. In macromolecule separation, the accessible surface area is
more important than the total surface area, so the specific surface area of these phases
(1.2- 11 m2/g) is quite adequate for protein applications.14, 58
Monolithic columns are an attractive alternative to packed-bed technology
because they are designed to be operated at elevated flow rates to affect the separation.
These phases have higher surface areas (30-50 m2/g) than non-porous and superficially
porous supports and are not mass transport limited. 31 Monolithic columns have a
continuous rod structure with through pores that contribute excellent fluid transport at
high linear velocities with minimal system backpressure, which can be used to affect
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small and large molecule separations.

178, 179 180-183

Wang and coworkers presented the

advantages of monoliths in proteins separations. 184 They confirmed the reproducibility
of column performance in protein applications as well as the accessibility of the phase,
which was confirmed by breakthrough analysis.184 Lee and coworkers also characterized
polymer monoliths for protein separation and observed separation efficiencies that were
comparable to existing packed-bed technologies.31, 185
Rapid protein separations via HPLC are loosely defined as those that can be
achieved within the time frame of a few minutes with acceptable resolution. An
alternative approach to rapid separations of proteins on polymer columns is presented
here, where non-porous, capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers are used as stationary
phases in a conventional HPLC narrow bore column format. The shape of these fibers is
unique in that there are eight channels that extend along the periphery. This particular
fiber shape has approximately 3 times the surface area of a round fiber of the same
nominal diameter.89, 90 The packing arrangement of the fibers within the column creates
flow characteristics that are similar to monoliths, where the walls of the capillary
channels of each fiber interdigitated to create the effect of through pores. In fact, when
removed from the column, a continuous rod-like fiber structure (i.e., monolithic) is
observed. C-CP fiber phases exhibit favorable mass transfer characteristics that can be
exploited in macromolecular HPLC methodologies while maintaining low system
backpressures at high linear velocities.94, 186 The fiber stationary phases can be selected
for a particular application or sample type by choosing the base polymer (i.e., nylon,
polypropylene, polyester), which determines the surface chemistry.90, 91, 94, 120, 186
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An evaluation of the effects of gradient steepness and flow rate on protein
separations when C-CP fibers are employed as stationary phases is presented here.
These parameters were evaluated to better understand the mass transport and separation
characteristics that are inherent to the fibers. Results from these studies suggest that CCP fiber columns can be implemented into routine analysis of proteins under rapid RP
conditions.

Experimental
Chemicals, Reagents, and Standards
American Chemical Society (ACS) grade acetonitrile (ACN) from Fisher
Scientific, (Pittsburgh, PA) and Milli-Q (18 µΩ cm-1) water from a Millipore (Billerica,
MA) water system were used for the preparation of all protein solutions and
chromatographic mobile phases. Each protein stock solution was prepared with Milli-Q
water containing 0.1 % (v/v) HPLC grade trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) added as an ionpairing and solubilizing agent. The HPLC protein standard mixture containing
ribonuclease A (RNase A), cytochrome C, holotransferrin and apomyoglobin, as well as
the TFA used in the mobile phases, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Milwaukee,
WI). The final concentration of the mixture was 1 mg/mL of total protein in solution.
The protein solutions were stored at 4°C.

Chromatographic Column Preparation
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) C-CP fibers were obtained on bobbins that
contain kilometers of fiber. These PET C-CP fibers have a nominal diameter of
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approximately 50 µm, and are formed through a melt-spin process where the fibers are
extruded through an orifice with the desired shape. The fibers were manually wound
onto a circular frame to accumulate enough strands to tightly fill the narrow bore stainless
steel tubing (2.1 mm i.d. X 150 mm length). 186 The columns contained 1760 fibers (400
mg of total fiber mass) with an interstitial fraction of approximately 68%. An optical
microscope image of the packing arrangement of a C-CP column resembles a monolith,
as seen in Figure 5.1. Although the fibers are not held together by chemical treatment,
interdigitated capillaries and channels assist in maintaining the “monolithic structure”.
The fibers fit together in an arrangement that allows excellent fluid flow properties with
short diffusional distances. This arrangement allows for efficient mass transport through
the column. Short diffusional distances help to decrease the negative desorption effects
(i.e., broad, asymmetric peaks) that are commonly encountered when porous supports are
applied to macromolecule HPLC.17, 187 In this case, slow diffusion in and out of pores is
the reason for peak deformation. Figure 5.2 is a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of
two fibers that are interdigitated. The diffusional distance between these two fibers is
approximately 2µm. The assembled C-CP fiber columns were washed with 100%
acetonitrile containing 0.06% (v/v) TFA until the baseline was steady, then equilibrated
with 100% Milli-Q water containing 0.1 % (v/v) TFA.
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Figure 5.1 Optical microscope image (500X) of C-CP fibers to simulate fiber packing
arrangement inside the column.
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Figure 5.2 A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image showing two PET C-CP fibers
that are tightly fit into each other at the cross-section and along the periphery

Chromatographic System and Operations
The chromatographic system consisted of a Waters (Milford, MA) Model 600S
high-performance liquid chromatography pump with a six-port Rheodyne injection valve
(Cotaiti, CA) fitted with a 2 µL PEEK injection loop. The C-CP fiber columns were
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mounted in place of a conventional LC column. The different sets of chromatographic
conditions employed in the study are summarized in Table 5.1. A Waters 2487 dual
wavelength absorbance detector was employed at 216 nm. The data for each
chromatogram (absorbance vs. elution time) was generated by the Waters Millennium 32
Chromatography Manager and further processed in the form of Microsoft (Redmond,
WA) Excel files.

Results and Discussion
The effects of gradient steepness and flow rate were investigated separately to
determine the affect of each on the separation. A preliminary set of chromatographic
conditions (i.e., gradient and flow rate) was employed to characterize the efficiency of CCP fiber columns when used in the range of operating conditions common for particulate
columns of the same dimensions. A separate set of conditions was used to evaluate the
columns under rapid (high linear velocity) conditions. The unique design of C-CP fiber
columns is such that high linear velocities can be employed without the negative
consequence of elevated system backpressures. This characteristic was one the main
impetuses for evaluating these columns under rapid analysis conditions.94, 186
A RP gradient method using water and acetonitrile (both containing TFA) was
used to separate the protein mixture on the narrow bore column (2.1 mm i.d.). A typical
flow rate range for particle-packed columns of equivalent dimensions is 0.2-0.4
mL/min.14, 22 The initial gradient conditions for these studies, a 1 % gradient rate and
0.25 mL/min flow rate, were chosen to determine the elution pattern and the organic
composition necessary to elute each protein. This flow rate is equivalent to a linear
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velocity of 8 mm/sec on the C-CP fiber column. This set of proteins began to elute at
approximately 20% organic composition and was completely eluted at approximately
50% organic composition. The protein identities were confirmed by single component
injections. The elution order of the proteins was RNase A, cytochrome C, holotransferrin
and apomyoglobin, and the corresponding organic fractions that were necessary to elute
each was 32, 40, 46 and 51 % acetonitrile, respectively. The last two proteins,
holotransferrin and apomyoglobin, were not resolved under these conditions; as such,
they are considered the critical pair for this set of solutes. 14, 17, 18

Evaluation of Separation Characteristics:
Effects of Linear Velocity and Gradient Rate on the Separation
Elevated flow rate, increased gradient rate, and temperature are used to affect the
separation efficiency in liquid chromatography.14,

17

The kinetic processes that occur

within the column can be enhanced by increasing the mobile phase flow and gradient
rates, whereas fluid flow characteristics can be improved by increasing the temperature.
These parameters can be changed in concert to achieve rapid protein separations on
appropriate stationary phases and supports. These same set of parameters can be used to
achieve rapid protein separations on C-CP fiber columns.14, 17, 21
The effects of flow rate on column performance and separation efficiency were
evaluated by holding the gradient steepness constant while changing the flow rate. The
first set of studies included typical chromatographic conditions for particulate columns of
the same dimensions, where the gradient rate was held constant at 1 % and the flow rate
was increased from 0.35 to 1 mL/min, seen in Table 5.2. The first two peaks were
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relatively well resolved under the first set of conditions, 1 % gradient and 0.35 mL/min.
The figures of merit for this separation were used as references to compare the other
chromatograms across the parameters being evaluated. The protein retention times were
8.2, 12.9, 16.2, and 18.9 min with baseline peak widths of 3.5, 3.8, 1.8, and 6.2 min,
respectively. When the flow rate was increased from 0.35 mL/min (15 mm/sec) to 0.45
mL/min (20 mm/sec), the retention times were decreased by as much as 20% with no
significant changes in the peak widths. When the flow rate was further increased to 0.6
mL/min (27 mm/sec), the retention times were decreased further, yet the only significant
decrease in peak width was observed for RNase A, a 23% decrease. When the flow rate
was increased to 1 mL/min (43 mm/sec), the retention times were all decreased, as the
peak widths were relatively unchanged. This general trend of the decrease in retention
time correlates to lower organic fractions that were necessary to elute each protein. For
example, under the reference conditions, apomyoglobin elutes at an acetonitrile mobile
phase composition of 46%. When the flow rate was increased to 1 mL/min while
keeping the gradient rate constant, apomyoglobin elutes at a 38% organic fraction, which
is an 18% decrease from the reference separation. Nelson and Marcus noted this
phenomenon when characterizing small bore columns for RP of proteins.94
It is interesting to note that while the organic fraction for elution is steadily
decreasing, the baseline peak widths are constant over the range of flow rates. The front
and tail of each peak is changed by relatively the same amount, which causes the peak
widths to be relatively constant over this range of linear velocities; therefore, the kinetic
processes that contribute to desorption and zone formation appear to be unchanged over
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this range of linear velocities. This is most likely indicative of the situation where the
gradient rate is the limiting factor.
A second set of studies was undertaken to determine the effect of flow rate on
peak width when the gradient rate was doubled to 2 %/min. The flow rates that were
evaluated for this study were 1.0 (43 mm/sec), 1.2 (46 mm/sec), and 1.5 mL/min (50
mm/sec). The higher gradient rate provides a situation where the advantages of increased
linear velocities were first realized here. Changes in the elution profiles of all of the
peaks were more profound under steeper gradient conditions. That is consistent with the
first set of studies as an increase in linear velocity, while holding the gradient steepness
constant, caused the proteins to elute at lower retention times (organic compositions). In
addition, all of the peak widths were decreased as a function of increased flow rate under
the steeper gradient conditions (Table 5.3). The resolution of the critical pair,
apomyoglobin and holotransferrin, was improved when the gradient rate was increased,
and was further improved as the flow rate was steadily increased. Overall, the
combination of a steeper gradient and faster flow rate led to narrower peaks and better
resolution.
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Figure 5.1
Chromatographic conditions for RP-HPLC of protein mixtures on PET C-CP fiber
column
Mobile Phase
Compositions

Mobile phase A: 0.1% TFA in Water
Mobile phase B: 0.06% TFA in Acetonitrile
UV absorbance @ 216nm

Chromatographic
Conditions
#1

20-50% B in 22 minutes
Flow Rate: 0.35 mL/min (Linear velocity: 15 mm/sec)
1 % change in organic mobile phase (B)/ minute
(2.5 min loading time at the beginning of gradient)

#2

20-50% B in 6.5 minutes
Flow Rate: 4 mL/min (Linear velocity: 124 mm/sec)
4.6 % change in organic mobile phase (B)/ minute
(2.5 min loading time at the beginning of gradient)

#3

20-50% B in 5 minutes
Flow Rate: 6 mL/min (Linear velocity: 153 mm/sec )
6 % change in organic mobile phase (B)/ minute
(2.5 min loading time at the beginning of gradient)

#4

20-50% B in 1 minute
Flow Rate: 7 mL/min (Linear velocity: 169 mm/sec)
30 % change in organic mobile phase (B)/ minute
(2.5 min loading time at the beginning of gradient)
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Table 5.2
Evaluation of PET C-CP column peak characteristics as a function of flow rate.
Flow
Rate
(mL/min)

0.35

0.45

0.6

1.0

Proteins

Retenti
on Time
(min)

%B to
Desorb
Protein

Baseline
Resolution
Peak Width
(Rs)
(min)

Ribonuclease A

8.2

29

3.5

____

Cytochrome C

12.9

37

3.8

1.3

Holotransferrin

16.2

42

1.8

1.2

Apomyoglobin

18.9

44

6.2

0.6

Ribonuclease A

6.6

27

3.4

____

Cytochrome C

11.4

35

4.1

1.2

Holotransferrin

14.8

40

1.9

1.0

Apomyoglobin

16.2

42

6.0

0.4

Ribonuclease A

5.9

26

2.7

____

Cytochrome C

10.4

33

3.9

1.4

Holotransferrin

13.6

38

2.1

1.1

Apomyoglobin

16.2

42

6.0

0.6

Ribonuclease A

4.8

25

2.6

___

Cytochrome C

9.3

31

4.1

1.3

Holotransferrin

12.6

36

1.8

1.1

Apomyoglobin

13.7

38

5.9

0.4

Total Elution
Time
(min)volume(mL)

16.2 5.67

16.2 7.29

15.4 9.24

13.7 13.7
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There are several explanations for the types of chromatographic effects depicted
in Table 5.2 and 5.3. In the initial phases of protein-surface adsorption, the protein
interacts with a stationary phase at the point of contact, i.e., hydrophobic patches on the
surface of the protein. As the protein remains on the hydrophobic polymer surface, it
begins to relax and denature so that the number of the exposed hydrophobic sites is
increased. As such, a higher organic solvent content is necessary to desorb the proteins
that are adsorbed with increasing numbers of fiber surface interaction sites. At elevated
mobile phase velocities, it is possible that the protein structure remains solvated in the
mobile phase while only a small portion of the protein is allowed to interact with the
stationary phase, which decreases the percentage of organic mobile phase necessary to
elute each protein.161-164, 188 This phenomenon has also been seen in other modes of
protein separation using C-CP fiber columns.99, 188 It is possible that some of these high
flow rate (shear rate) conditions are less denaturing to proteins which can be exploited
over a range of other applications, including preparative scale separations, solid phase
extraction, and other fractionation applications.
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Table 5.3
Evaluation of PET C-CP column peak characteristics as a function of flow rate (2 %/min
gradient).
Flow
Rate
(mL/min)

Protein

Retention
Time
(min)

%B to
Desorb
Protein

Baseline
Resolution
Peak Width
(Rs)
(min)

Total
Elution
Time
(min)Volume
(mL)

1.0

1.2

1.5

Ribonuclease A

5.1

25

1.9

___

Cytochrome C

8.1

30

2.6

1.3

Holotransferrin

10.2

33

1.7

1.1

Apomyoglobin

11.7

35

4.0

0.6

Ribonuclease A

4.4

24

1.7

____

Cytochrome C

7.6

29

2.7

1.4

Holotransferrin

9.7

32

1.2

1.1

Apomyoglobin

10.9

34

3.6

0.5

Ribonuclease A

4.1

24

1.7

____

Cytochrome C

7.1

28

2.8

1.3

Holotransferrin

9.3

31

1.1

1.2

Apomyoglobin

10.4

33

3.0

3.0

10.2 10.2

9.8 11.76

8.9 13.35
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When considering the desorption kinetics that contribute to peak formation, mass
transfer from the surface can be correlated to the protein structure and the strength of the
protein-surface interactions.14, 18 When proteins are more globular (rounded), the
diffusion coefficients are larger, which means that the protein mobility in the column,
compared to the mobility of unfolded, denatured proteins, is less affected by frictional
forces. Additionally, protein denaturation can influence the extent of surface-protein
interactions, which also affects desorption kinetics. This relationship between protein
conformation and peak shape is easily recognizable in the characteristics of RNase A,
The band width decreased with flow rate under all of the conditions, as shown in Tables
5.2 and 5.3. Because RNase A remained on the stationary phase surface for a shorter
amount of time than the other proteins, it is likely that it was denatured less than the other
proteins in the mixture. In this case, the decrease in peak width could be associated with
a higher diffusion coefficient and a lower number of protein-surface interactions as the
flow rate was increased. Similarly, the retention times of the latter three eluting peaks
(cytochrome C, holotransferrin, and apomyoglobin) were decreased, yet there was no
change in the bandwidths. It is possible that the longer residence times on the polymer
surface led to protein denaturation, which had the opposite effect on desorption kinetics
and diffusion coefficients. A separate study is currently underway to evaluate the effect
of protein residence time on protein zone formation and recovery.
Very steep gradients can be used to separate proteins in HPLC due to the
adsorption-desorption nature of the separation processes. Proteins tend to elute within
narrow solvent composition ranges within the gradient, so steep gradient methods are
often used to decrease analysis times. Steeper gradient rates can also be used to achieve
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extremely narrow bands in RP-HPLC separations of proteins due to peak compression. 14,
17, 18, 22

In this set of studies, the gradient rate was increased while the linear velocity was
held constant. A range of chromatographic conditions, typical for particle-bed narrow
bore columns were employed in these studies as well. The gradient rates that were
evaluated were 1.37, 1.87, and 2 % at a fixed volume flow rate of 1 mL/min (43 mm/sec).
There was a slight decrease in the retention times of all of the peaks, which was caused
by the increase in the gradient rate. The retention times for RNase A, cytochrome C,
holotransferrin, and apomyoglobin were decreased by 4, 13, 19, and 14%, respectively,
for the 1.37 % gradient compared to the 2 % gradient (Table 5.4). All of the peak widths
were decreased, which was indicative of peak or zone compression. At the (2 %)
gradient rate, the peak widths were decreased by 27, 37, 39, and 32 %, respectively,
compared to the 1.37 % gradient rate. The resolution of the peaks was not improved over
the course of this study, and the organic composition necessary to elute the proteins over
this range of gradient rates was relatively unchanged. The elution time for the separation
was decreased from 14 minutes to 10 minutes, due to the increase in the gradient rate.
This decrease in elution time of the separation was decreased the total analysis time by 28
%.
The initial studies were used to evaluate the role of flow rate and gradient rate on
peak formation and separation efficiency under conditions that are recommended for
packed-bed column of the same size. The unique packing arrangement of C-CP fibers in
column format allows efficient fluid transport in the fiber columns, so a conventional LC
system could be used at very high linear velocities (≤ 169 mm/sec) with low system
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backpressures (≤ 1800 psi). As the gradient rate was increased, an improvement of peak
characteristics was observed at higher linear velocities. In short, C-CP fibers columns are
well suited for rapid methodologies with regard to linear velocity. An improvement in
the quality of protein separation on C-CP fiber columns was realized at higher linear
velocities.

Table 5.4
Evaluation of PET C-CP column peak characteristics as a function of gradient steepness.
Gradient
Rate
%/min

1.37

1.87

2.0

Proteins

Retention
Time
(min)

%B to
Desorb
Protein

Baseline
Peak Width
(min)

Resolution
(Rs)

Total
Elution
Time
(min)

Ribonuclease A

4.8

25

2.6

____

14

Cytochrome C

9.3

31

4.1

1.3

Holotransferrin

12.6

36

1.8

1.1

Apomyoglobin

13.7

38

5.9

0.4

Ribonuclease A

4.7

25

2.14

____

Cytochrome C

8.2

30

3.1

1.3

Holotransferrin

10.8

34

1.6

1.1

Apomyoglobin

11.8

35

4.1

0.4

Ribonuclease A

4.6

25

1.9

____

Cytochrome C

8.1

29

2.6

1.3

Holotransferrin

10.2

33

1.1

1.2

Apomyoglobin

11.7

35

4.0

0.6

11

10
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Optimization of Rapid Analysis Methods
Linear velocity and gradient rate are commonly optimized together to determine
the optimum separation conditions. In this set of studies, the gradient rate was steadily
increased in 0.5% increments until the two peaks in the critical pair began to exhibit
different affinities for the stationary phase. The gradient rate was increased from 1 to
30% change in organic composition, while the flow rates were increased from 0.35 to 7
mL/min. A reference chromatogram was used to benchmark the separations achieved
under each set of rapid analysis conditions. The reference chromatogram was obtained
with a gradient rate of 1 % and a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min. The total analysis time for
the reference chromatogram was 22 minutes. Ribonuclease A and cytochrome C were
well resolved from each other, but the critical pair was only slightly resolved. The
chromatographic figures of merit for three sets of chromatographic conditions (gradient
rates of 4.6%, 6% and 30% with corresponding flow rates of 4, 6, and 7 mL) were
compared to the reference chromatogram in this part of the study (Table 5.5).
Chromatograms depicting the progression of the rapid analysis methodologies are shown
in Figure 5.3.
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1% gradient at 0.35 mL/min
Holotransferrin
(76,000 Da)

0.11

Apomyoglobin
(16,951 Da)

4.6% gradient at 4 mL/min
A

B

0.07
0.06

0.09

Ribonuclease A
(13,700 Da)

0.07

Cytochrome
(12,384 Da)

0.05
0.04
0.03

0.05

AU @ 216 nm

0.02

0.03

0.01
0
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-0.01
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2
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D
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0.07
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Figure 5.3. Chromatograms of the four-protein (RNase A, cytochrome C, holotransferrin,
and apomyoglobin) standard on a PET C-CP narrow bore column under the reference (A)
and rapid analysis conditions (B-D). Chromatographic conditions listed in Table 5.1.

Much higher gradient and flow rates resulted in a number of general observations.
Columns were evaluated under several rapid analysis conditions which included steeper
linear gradients than previously examined. The flow rates were optimized at each
gradient rate with the goal of achieving the highest resolution of the mixture. Changing
the flow rate and gradient steepness simultaneously proved to be more advantageous than
changing either of these parameters separately. Generally, when the flow rate was
increased at a particular gradient rate, the peak shape was improved. As the flow rate
was increased beyond this point, the peaks would co-elute, significantly diminishing the

4
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resolution. If the flow rate for a particular gradient rate was too slow, the peaks became
broad. More to the point, the gradient rate seemed to affect the resolution of the peaks
while increasing the flow rate improved the desorption step of the separation. More
shallow gradient rates (longer gradients) improved the resolution of the first two zones,
but the critical pair was consistently eluted as a single broad peak, containing both
proteins. As the flow rate was increased while using more shallow gradients, the peak of
the critical pair began to elute earlier, but the resolution was not improved. Optimal flow
rate and gradient rate conditions were established when the peak shapes were enhanced
without a subsequent loss of resolution and overall efficiency. Finally, there was no
significant improvement in the resolution of the critical pair until a steep gradient was
evaluated at high linear velocities.
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Table 5.5
Evaluation of PET C-CP column peak characteristics as a function of rapid separation
conditions.
Gradient
and Flow
Rate

Protein

Retention
Time
(min)

%B to Desorb
Protein

Baseline
Peak Width
(min)

Resolution
(Rs)

1% Gradient
Rate at
0.35 mL/min
(u = 15
mm/sec)

Ribonuclease A

8.2

29

3.5

____

Cytochrome C

12.9

37

3.8

1.3

Holotransferrin

16.2

42

1.8

1.2

Apomyoglobin

18.9

44

6.2

0.6

Ribonuclease A

3.1

23

0.8

___

Cytochrome C

4.5

29

1.3

1.3

Holotransferrin

5.6

34

0.5

1.2

Apomyoglobin

6.0

36

2.1

0.3

Ribonuclease A

3.0

24

0.3

____

Cytochrome C

4.1

30

0.7

2.2

Holotransferrin

5.0

35

0.3

1.8

Apomyoglobin

5.3

37

0.7

0.6

Ribonuclease A

2.8

26

0.2

___

Cytochrome C

3.0

31

0.2

1.0

Holotransferrin

3.3

35

0.2

1.5

Apomyoglobin

3.6

41

0.3

1.1

4.6%
Gradient
Rate at
4 mL/min
(u = 124
mm/sec)
6% Gradient
Rate at
6 mL/min
(u = 153
mm/sec)
30%
Gradient
Rate at
7 mL/min
(u = 169
mm/sec)

The initial rapid analysis conditions were evaluated using a gradient rate of 4.6%,
with the optimum flow rate being 4 mL/min. Compared to the reference chromatogram,
the gradient rate was 4.6 times higher, and the flow rate was 11.4 times higher. The peak
widths were approximately 1 min, which were 70% less compared to the reference
chromatogram. The organic compositions necessary to elute the proteins using this set of
rapid analysis conditions were 23, 29, 34 and 36%. This correlates to a 21 % lower
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organic fraction than what was necessary to elute the proteins under the reference
conditions.
The effects of the chromatographic conditions on the separation characteristics
were made more profound by increasing the gradient rate to 6 %/min, and optimizing the
flow rate at 6 mL/min. The resolution between ribonuclease A and cytochrome C
components was improved under these conditions, yet the critical pair of proteins was not
resolved. Although not resolved, the apex of holotransferrin (narrow band) was easily
distinguishable from that of apomyoglobin (broad band) under these conditions, as seen
in Figure 5.3. The percentages of organic mobile phase necessary to elute the proteins
were 24, 30, 35, and 37 %, which are quite similar to those at the 6 % gradient
conditions. Additionally, the peak widths were decreased by 87 % in comparison to the
reference chromatogram (Table 5.5). Thus, at this gradient rate and volume flow rate, the
selectivity was not affected.
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Table 5.6
Chromatographic figures of merit for polyethylene terephthalate (PET) C-CP column
employed to separate the four-protein standard under optimized rapid separation
conditions (Gradient: 30% B/min.; Flow Rate: 7mL/min).

Proteins

Retention
time
(min)

Baseline
Peak
Width
(W)

Width
@ ½ Ht
(W ½)

Capacity
Factor
(k’)

Selectivity
(a)

Peak
Capacity
(PC)

Asymmetry
Factor
(As)

Ribonuclease A

2.8

0.2

0.05

6.6

------

12

0.7

Cytochrome C

3

0.2

0.05

7.2

1.1

13

1.0

Holotransferrin

3.3

0.2

0.04

8.1

1.1

14

0.7

Apomyglobin

3.5

0.3

0.1

8.6

1.1

15

1.2

When the gradient rate was further increased to 30% and the flow rate optimized
at 7 mL/min, all of the peaks were baseline resolved. The void volume was eluted at 4.8
seconds at this flow rate, which corresponds to a linear velocity of 169 mm/sec. The
critical pair was completely resolved, and the peak shapes were all improved when
compared to the other conditions. Most of the peaks were symmetrical, having
asymmetry factors in the range of 0.7-1.2., as seen in Table 5.6. The total elution time
for this separation was 3.7 minutes, and the elution window for the four proteins was less
than one minute. The percentage of organic mobile phase necessary to elute the proteins
was 30, 36, 44, and 50%, respectively. The baseline peak widths were decreased by 94,
95, 89 and 95 % when compared to the reference chromatogram, as seen in Figure 5.3
and Table 5.6. A slightly higher organic composition is reported for eluting the proteins
under the steepest set of gradient conditions (30 % gradient rate) due to the gradient delay
volume. The gradient delay volume is common in gradient HPLC because there is a
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delay in the delivery of the appropriate mobile phase composition to the column after
mixing, which results in longer retention times. Essentially, the solvent during the run
moves through the column as an isocratic volume of mobile phase upon mixing. After
compensating for the gradient delay volume, the organic mobile phase compositions for
eluting these proteins under rapid analysis conditions were quite similar. 22

Figures of Merit for the Optimized Rapid Analysis Method
Three of the most important characteristics that should be considered in rapid
HPLC methods are resolution, peak shape and peak capacity. Over the course of these
evaluations, the flow rate and gradient rate have been optimized to achieve baseline
resolved separations of the four-protein mixture. The implications for rapid analysis
methodologies employing C-CP fiber columns are supported by the figures of merit
presented in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7
Repeatability (expressed as %RSD) of retention time, peak widths, and total analysis
times (elution window of the proteins) for triplicate injections of protein standard
mixtures.

Gradient
and Flow
Rate

Protein

Retention
Time
(min)

Baseline Peak
Width
(min)

1%
Gradient
Rate at
0.35
mL/min
(u = 15
mm/sec)

Ribonuclease A

4

8

Cytochrome C

3

5

Holotransferrin

1

12

Apomyoglobin

0.6

4

Ribonuclease A

0.1

6

Cytochrome C

2

4

Holotransferrin

0.1

10

Apomyoglobin

0.1

3

Ribonuclease A

3

11

Cytochrome C

2

11

Holotransferrin

2

9

Apomyoglobin

3

11

Ribonuclease A

2.5

13

Cytochrome C

2

3

Holotransferrin

0.1

0.1

Apomyoglobin

1.2

2

4.6%
Gradient
Rate at
4 mL/min
(u = 124
mm/sec)

6%
Gradient
Rate at
6 mL/min
(u = 153
mm/sec)

30%
Gradient
Rate at
7 mL/min
(u = 169
mm/sec)
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As seen qualitatively in the chromatograms of Figure 5.3, the optimal
chromatographic conditions for separating the four-protein mixture included a gradient
rate of 30 % and a flow rate of 7 mL/min. The critical pair of proteins, holotransferrin
and apomyoglobin, were completely resolved under these conditions, with the elution
window for the four proteins being 55 seconds. On average, the baseline peak widths
were 12 seconds (0.2 minutes), while the widths at peak half heights (W1/2) range from
0.04 to 0.1 min. Most protein separations are carried out under gradient elution
conditions, so calculation of the plate number (N) can not be used to determine the
separation efficiencies of columns. Instead, the peak capacity (PC) is a more suitable
means for determining the efficiency under gradient conditions. Peak formation is more
heavily influence by solvent strength than by solute partitioning between the stationary
and mobile phases when gradients are used, so the equation for PC is a more realistic
means of assessing efficiency. The peak capacity (Eqn. 1.1) is defined as the maximum
number of separated peaks that can be fit (with adjacent peaks at some specified
resolution) into a path length or space provided by the separation mode
PC = tG/ 4σ

(1.1)

where σt is the standard deviation of the peak width in the time domain, and tG represents
the total time of the gradient. Higher number for peak capacity in gradient HPLC are
analogous to high plate numbers in isocratic HPLC, so PC was used to determine the
column efficiencies.
The average peak capacity (PC) for this narrow bore C-CP fiber column under
rapid RP-HPLC conditions was 13. The separation efficiency exhibited when these rapid
RP-HPLC methodologies are applied to separating proteins on C-CP fiber narrow bore
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columns support the use of this fiber technology as an alternative to existing phases for
separating proteins.

Repeatability of Separation Characteristics
Great efforts have been made in stationary phase research to develop phases that
can yield reproducible macromolecule separations. The reproducibility of retention times
and peak characteristics are used to determine the reliability of methods for separating
proteins.13, 18, 33 Difference in retention characteristics of analytes lead to inconsistencies
in the resolution. These issues can lead to problems with sample purity.
Variations in column chemistry and morphology can be caused by incompatible
mobile phase conditions and irregular or non-uniform packing arrangements, or by
irreversible binding of proteins to column sorbents. As a result, the reproducibility of
separation efficiency of a C-CP column operated under rapid analysis conditions was
evaluated.
The repeatability of peak characteristics, e.g., retention times and peak widths,
expressed as percent relative standard deviation (% RSD), are reported in Table 5.7. The
variability of retention times for triplicate injections under each of the chromatographic
conditions was ≤ 5 % RSD, while the repeatability of the peak widths was within 15 %.
The retention times of the proteins under rapid analysis conditions were in fact more
reproducible than under the reference conditions (Table 5.7). One would imagine that
more variability would be present under rapid conditions due to large amounts of solvent
being mixed over a shorter period of time, but this was not the case as more variability
was observed in peak shape than selectivity. The variability in peak shape, an effect of
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the column packing procedure, can be improved by optimizing the C-CP fiber column
format for protein separation. A separate study to determine the optimal packing
arrangements for C-CP fiber columns for protein separations is currently underway.

Table 5.8
Process analysis consideration for each chromatographic conditions (total analysis time,
elution window for the four proteins, solvent consumption, backpressure, and
repeatability of the separation). Gradient rate (%/min) Flow Rate (mL/min).
Gradient Rate: 1%
Flow Rate: 0.35

Gradient Rate: 4.6%
Flow Rate: 4

Gradient Rate: 6%
Flow Rate: 6

Gradient rate: 30%
Flow Rate: 7

Total Analysis
Time (min)

24

8

6

4

Elution
Window
(min)

17

4

3

1

Total Solvent
Consumption
(mL)

6

21

18

7

Backpressure
(PSI)

90

950

1400

1800
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Process Considerations
Sample purification accounts for a large percentage of research related costs in
academics and industry. 1, 13, 18 Some of these costs are associated with disposal of
solvent wastes, solvent consumption, sample preparation steps, and long analysis times.
These are additional reasons that the development of rapid analysis methods continue to
be a key area of chromatographic research. Rapid separation techniques can be used to
curtail some of these costs while gaining valuable information about the sample. A
significant decrease in total analysis time was realized when C-CP columns were
employed under rapid analysis conditions to separate the proteins. The process
considerations, i.e., total analysis time, elution window, solvent consumption, and system
backpressure, for each set of rapid analysis conditions are compared to those of the
reference conditions in Table 5.8. The elution window is the time that it takes for the
four proteins to elute from the column, not considering the time along the gradient before
the proteins begin to elute. The total solvent consumption is the volume of solvent that
corresponds to the elution window mentioned above. When comparing the optimized
rapid separation conditions (30 % gradient rate and 7 mL/min) to the reference conditions
(1 % gradient rate at 0.35 mL/min), the analysis time was reduced by > 7 times, and the
total solvent consumption was reduced by 71 %. As the flow rate was increased by a
factor of 20 over the course of this study, and the maximum system backpressure
introduced by this narrow bore C-CP fiber column was still only1800 psi.
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Conclusion
Rapid protein HPLC methodologies employing C-CP fiber columns under typical
RP solvent conditions are presented here as alternatives to protein separation methods on
conventional phases. C-CP fibers exhibit several encouraging characteristics when used
as stationary phases in HPLC. The fibers exhibit excellent mass transfer characteristics
and chemical stability under RP conditions while the system backpressures remain low.
The selectivity exhibited by the PET C-CP fiber stationary phases, even at elevated flow
rates and steep gradients, was sufficient enough to separate a commercially available
four-protein standard with baseline resolution. It was determined that the separation
efficiency of C-CP fiber column methods was more reproducible at higher linear
velocities and steeper gradient rates. C-CP fiber columns exhibit mass transport and
favorable mass transfer characteristics that can be used to advantage in rapid analysis
methodologies for separating proteins.
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CHAPTER 6
EVALUATION OF PROTEIN ADSORPTION ON CAPILLARY-CHANNELED
POLYMER (C-CP) FIBERS
Introduction
Non-porous substrates are quite naturally the simplest form of adsorbent to evaluate
protein adsorption because the absence of pores eliminates mass transfer limitations that
can cause variations in adsorption data. 25, 32, 189 Monoliths and macroporous supports
have also been evaluated as adsorbents in protein adsorption studies because their column
beds are completely accessible to the adsorbate, which results in favorable mass transfer
kinetics. The fluid flow and rapid kinetics obtained in these systems can be used to
advantage in rapid HPLC separations of biomolecules. 14, 18, 28, 55, 133
Polymers have been used for some time as adsorbents for separating and isolating
components in complex biological mixtures. 1, 14 Many polymers exhibit chemical
stability over a wide pH range, and physical stability at temperatures ranging up to
200 °C. These characteristics make them well suited for HPLC methods where variations
in pH and temperature are used to affect the separation. 10, 18, 170 Some polymers that are
commonly used in biological applications include poly(methacrylates), poly(vinyl
alcohols), and poly(ethylene terephthalate). 17, 18, 21, 190
Breakthrough analysis is an experimental procedure that is used to evaluate the
adsorption kinetics of an adsorbate-adsorbent system. 191, 192 In these experiments, a
solution with a particular concentration of adsorbate is passed through a column with a
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known mass of adsorbent. The adsorbate will bind to the surface of the adsorbent at a
particular rate (i.e., adsorption rate). 25, 193 After the adsorption sites within the column
are filled (i.e., no net adsorption), the adsorbate will flow out of the column to the
detector. The concentration dependent sigmoidal detector response curve that is observed
during these experiments is referred to as a breakthrough curve. The data from this curve
can be used to understand the adsorption kinetics of the system and determine the loading
capacity of the adsorbent. 194
Capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers are an alternative to packed-bed
technology for HPLC separations. C-CP fibers have been evaluated as stationary phases
for rapid analysis of proteins because they exhibit selectivity that can be utilized in
several modes of chromatography including reversed-phase (RP), hydrophobic
interaction (HI), and ion-exchange (IE). 94, 98, 153 In these studies, the protein adsorption
characteristics of poly (ethylene terephthalate) PET C-CP fibers were investigated with
particular interest on the effect of flow rate on the adsorption processes. Breakthrough
curve data was used to assess the adsorption characteristics and the applicability of this
technology for preparative and rapid protein separations.

Theory
Breakthrough Analysis
The adsorption characteristics of adsorbate-adsorbent systems can be determined
by evaluating several points along the frontal profiles of breakthrough curves. Data from
the curve can be used to determine the dynamic loading capacity of the adsorbent, the
types of adsorbate-adsorbent interactions (i.e., single or multisite binding), the number of
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accessible binding sites, and the efficiency of the adsorption processes. A representation
of a typical breakthrough curve with the data positions that are used to evaluate
adsorption processes is presented in Figure 6.1. The breakthrough volume (VB)
represents the point along the breakthrough curve where detectable adsorbate first occurs
at the column outlet. 192, 194, 195 The stoichiometric volume (VS) represents the point on
the breakthrough curve where the protein concentration exiting the column is 50% of the
feed stock concentration. The equilibrium volume (VE) represents the point on the
breakthrough curve where the exit concentration is equal to the inlet concentration; thus,
the adsorbent is saturated. VE corresponds to the minimum volume of sample that will

Sampling Concentration, C/Co

result in the isolation of the maximum amount of adsorbate (mg g-1). 192, 194

1.0

0.50

0.01
VB

VS

VE

Bed Volumes (BV)
Figure 6.1 Schematic of a normalized breakthrough analysis curve and corresponding
data positions used to evaluate adsorption. (VB: the breakthrough volume, VS: the
stoichiometric point, VE: the adsorption equilibrium or exhaustion volume).
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In an ideal adsorbate-adsorbent system, the amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent
at the breakthrough volume (VB), the equilibrium volume (VE), and the stoichiometric
volume (VS) are equivalent (i.e., a step function). Because the adsorption processes in
most systems are not ideal, the frontal profile of the breakthrough curve is affected.
Frontal profiles are used to understand variation in adsorption processes that can be
caused by changes in operation conditions such as flow rate, concentration, temperature,
and buffer composition, i.e., pH and buffer type. 25, 54, 192 A ratio of the amount of
adsorbate on the adsorbent at the breakthrough volume (qb) to the amount of adsorbate on
the adsorbent at the stoichiometric volume (qe) is used to determine the efficiency (qb/ qe)
of the adsorption processes.
Breakthrough analysis has been used to describe protein adsorption processes for
over of 50 years because both qualitative and quantitative information can be obtained. 25,
192, 194-196

For example, the effect of protein concentration, flow rate, pH, and buffer

composition on adsorption processes can be determined by evaluating and comparing
breakthrough curves. The shape of the curve and the data positions along the curve can
be used to understand the adsorption kinetics of the system. The adsorption rate of
proteins on many different types of adsorbents can also be determined using
breakthrough analysis.
Breakthrough curves that are obtained over a range of conditions are often
presented in a normalized format in order to facilitate their comparison and analysis. The
breakthrough curves presented in this study were normalized using Eqns. 1.1 and 1.2 to
calculate the number of bed volumes (BV) of solution that pass through the column and
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the relative concentration (Ф) of adsorbate at the outlet of the column (C) with respect to
its concentration in the feed stock (Co).

192

BV = V/(V2) (x-axis coordinates)

(1.1)

Ф = C/Co (y-axis coordinates)

(1.2)

Where V is the volume of solution passed through the column (mL), and V2 is the
geometrical volume of the column (πr2L). The mass of adsorbate on the adsorbent (qb,
mg g-1) at VB can be determined by Eqn. 1.3. 192
qb = Co(VB-Vo)/W

(1.3)

Where Vo represents the dead volume for the system or the system blank, and W is the
corresponding dry mass of the adsorbent in the column (g). Additionally, the
concentration of the adsorbate on the adsorbent at adsorption equilibrium (dynamic
loading capacity: qe) can be calculated using the stoichiometric volume (VS) of the
normalized breakthrough curve. The dynamic loading capacity, qe (mg g-1), can be
determined by Eqn. 1.4. 192
qe = C0(VS -V0) /W

(1.4)

In this case, the amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent at VS should be equivalent to the
amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent at VE. Kinetic changes that occur during the
adsorption process can be identified by evaluating VB as a function of the
chromatographic conditions, and these changes are easily recognizable in standardized
and normalized formats. On the other hand, the changes associated with the
thermodynamic parameter, VS, of the process are more readily identified when the curves
are evaluated under normalized conditions. Avila and coworkers report large changes in
VB and very small changes in VS when they evaluated normalized breakthrough curves of
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phenol on an Amberlite stationary phase over a range of flow rates.192 The constant VS
values as a function of flow rate was indicative of the thermodynamic nature of that
position along the breakthrough curve.192 VB is often affected by changes in conditions
like flow rate, while the thermodynamic position (VS), a more reliable point of
comparison along the curve, remains constant.
In the present studies, breakthrough analysis experiments are undertaken to
determine the effect of flow rate on protein adsorption, dynamic loading capacities, and
adsorption efficiencies on C-CP fiber adsorbent. Multiple flow rates were evaluated
using BSA and lysozyme as the adsorbates. The chromatographic characteristics of
protein separations on C-CP fiber columns are similar to those reported for stationary
phases that exhibit rapid mass transfer and favorable fluid flow characteristics, e.g.,
monolithic and macroporous stationary phases.39, 197, 198 These studies were undertaken
to better understand the mass transfer characteristics of C-CP fibers that are currently
being used in protein applications.

Experimental
Reagents and Chemicals
Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ/cm) derived from a Millipore Water System (Billerica,
MA) was used for the preparation of all protein and wash solutions. The test proteins,
buffer salts (ammonium sulfate, potassium phosphate, and sodium chloride), and the
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). The
proteins that were used in this study were bovine serum albumin (BSA: 66,400 Da),
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lysozyme (14, 300 Da), and ribonuclease A (RNase A: 13, 700 Da). The protein
concentrations were 1 mg mL-1. The prepared protein solutions were stored at 4°C.

Chromatographic Columns
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) fibers from Fiber Innovations Technology
(FIT) (Johnson City, TN) were obtained on bobbins with the fiber lengths measuring
more than 1000 m. The fibers have channels along their periphery that increase the
surface area by 2-3 times when compared to fibers of round cross-section, as seen in
Figure 6.2. The cross-section perimeter of the fiber used in these studies is 235.7 µm.
The column preparation followed the same procedures as mentioned in previous studies.
90, 153

Protein adsorption on two PET C-CP fiber columns having dimensions of 4.6 mm

inner diameter (i.d.) by 40 and 75 mm length was evaluated. The amount of the
adsorbent in each column was 0.210 and 0.354 g. The column volumes were 0.425 and
0.826 mL, respectively, both having an external porosity (εe) of 0.65.
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Figure 6.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a cross-section of
poly(ethylene terephthalate) PET C-CP fiber that was employed in these studies.

Chromatographic System and Operations
The chromatographic system consisted of a Waters (Milford, MA) Model 600S
high-performance liquid chromatography pump with a six-port Rheodyne injection valve
(Cotati, CA). The C-CP fiber columns were mounted in place of the conventional LC
column and operated over a flow rate range of 0.25-2 mL min-1. A Waters 2487 dual
wavelength absorbance detector was employed at 216 and 280 nm. The data for the
chromatograms (absorbance vs. elution time) were generated by the Millennium 32
Chromatography Manager and further processed in the form of Microsoft (Seattle, WA)
Excel files.
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Breakthrough Analysis
Each breakthrough curve was obtained by loading the column with a protein
solution until the outlet concentration of the column was the same as the inlet
concentration (i.e., adsorption equilibrium). The detector response reaches a plateau and
remains constant when the concentrations are equivalent,. The experiments were carried
out at room temperature, which was 22-25° C. The properties of the adsorbate
molecules, BSA and lysozyme, can be found in Table 6.1. The protein concentration was
1 mg mL-1 in 1 M ammonium sulfate in 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7. The
wash solution was 1 M sodium chloride. The flow rate range that was evaluated was 0.25
to 2 mL min-1 (equivalent to 4.5 to 44 mm sec-1). After the data for the breakthrough
curves were collected, the data for each set of conditions were calculated using Eqn. 1.31.4. 25, 192 The normalized breakthrough curves are presented in a format similar to
Figure 6.1.
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Table 6.1
Properties of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and Lysozyme.25
Protein

Molecular
Weight
(Mr)

kDa

Molar Area of
Protein upon
Adsorption
Ap

Isoelectric
Point

2037

5.8

2

(pI)

Specific
Volume
in solution
(cm3 g-1)

-1

(Å molecule )

BSA

66.3

0.733
(Hydrodynamic
diameter: 4 nm)

Lysozyme

14.4

734
1828
(side-on)

9.3

0.730
(Hydrodynamic
diameter: 4 nm)

Rapid RP HPLC of Proteins
After evaluating the PET C-CP fiber adsorbent over a range of flow rates using
breakthrough analysis, the adsorption information was used to develop a rapid HPLC
method for separating protein mixtures under high linear velocity conditions. A RP
method employing a linear gradient of 20-50% organic over 45 seconds at 2 mL min-1
(44 mm sec-1) using water and acetonitrile containing 0.06% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) as the mobile phases was used to separate the protein mixture. The proteins used
in this study were RNase A, lysozyme, and BSA. The chromatograms were obtained at a
UV wavelength of 216 nm. The injection volume was 1 µL, and the concentration of the
protein solutions was 1 mg mL-1 in water containing TFA. The column dimensions were
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4.6 mm inner diameter by 75 mm length. The interstitial fraction of the column was 0.65,
and the column volume was 0.826 mL.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The image of the PET C-CP fiber cross-section, presented in Figure 6.2, was
obtained with a Hitachi S-4700 (Hitachi Scientific Instruments, Pleasanton, CA, USA)
field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) system. The fiber was embedded
in an epoxy that was allowed to heat set for 24 hours. The embedded fiber was cut to
achieve a smooth cross-section for imaging. The images were taken at an accelerating
voltage of 1 kV. The perimeter of the cross-section of this fiber was measured using a
scaling tool to determine the distance in micrometers.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging was performed on a Digital Multimode
Nanoscope IIIa AFM scanner head E (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). The SiNi
probes were purchased from Digital Instruments. AFM topographic images of the
poly(ethylene terephthalate) fiber were recorded in tapping mode using standard Si3N4
cantilevers with a tip radius of less than 10 nm. The free resonance frequency was
around 340 kHz, and the set point was kept at approximately 3.5 V. The drive amplitude
was approximately 300 mV, and the scan size was 2 µm.
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Results and Discussion
Morphology of the C-CP Fiber Adsorbent
Capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers have been used as stationary phases in
protein applications including HPLC and SPE. 93, 94, 99, 153, 199 The C-CP fibers are
arranged collinearly within the column, and the capillaries of the fiber interdigitate to
form a continuous structure. The fluid flow characteristics, determined by elution
profiles of an unretained species, resemble monolithic columns. 120 When the C-CP
fibers are analyzed by SEM at magnifications of ~ 1000X, there are no specific
morphological variations observed along the fiber length. When the C-CP fibers are
analyzed by SEM at magnifications of ~ 1000X, there are no specific morphological
variations observed along the fiber length.98, 153 Since molecular adsorption processes
occur at the solid-liquid interface, AFM imaging was used to evaluate the surface
morphology at the nanometer level.
Micrometer spot sizes of the C-CP fiber surfaces were AFM imaged, and the
corresponding depths of the surface structures were determined. Several areas along a
fiber length were analyzed to identify variations in surface structure. The morphology of
the fiber surface was heterogeneous, containing smooth and rough areas. In Figure 6.3A,
the fiber surface appears to be smooth, with concave surface structures that were ≤ 25 nm
deep (Fig. 6.3A-1). The surfaces imaged on this part of the fiber have striations that
appear to be uniform. In contrast, the surface that was imaged in Figure 6.3B appears to
be more heterogeneous, with no observable patterns. The surface roughness for this part
of the fiber revealed random concave structures on the surface that were up to 75 nm
deep (Fig. 6.3B-1). Overall, the surface topography depths for these structures ranged
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from 6 to 75 nm, and the widths of structures ranged from 121 nm to 1 µm. The sizes of
the topographical features on the C-CP fiber surface are comparable to the pore sizes that
are found in some macroporous phases, e.g., 300-8000 Å (30 – 800 nm). These large
pores contribute to the excellent mass transport characteristics that are observed when
macroporous phases are employed under rapid linear velocities. Efficient mass transport
of proteins in these phases is heavily influenced by convection because stagnant zones of
mobile phase in pores is eliminated. Rapid mass transfer characteristics were established
for PET C-CP fiber phases when they were employed in protein applications, which
could be related to the surface morphology and fluid flow characteristics within the
column. 92, 95 It is possible that the nanometer structures on the surface of the C-CP fiber
have an effect on protein adsorption at the solid-liquid interface. Consequently, AFM
experiments are ongoing to determine the effect of C-CP surface morphology on protein
adsorption.
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Figure 6.3A and B Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of 2 µm spot sizes along the
surface of the C-CP fiber (A and B). The depths measurements (A-1 and B-1)
correspond to the surface topography in the images 6.3A and B.

Adsorption is a very complex process because the conformation, size, and local
environment of the protein contribute to the adsorption processes. Surface properties of
the adsorbent, i.e., topography, hydrophobicity, and chemistry, also contribute to
adsorption. The effect of each of these properties on protein adsorption has been studied
using SEM, AFM, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and quartz balance experiments. 200,
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In the studies presented here, the chemical and hydrophobic characteristics of this

polymer were not evaluated. The surface roughness and surface area were not
determined in these experiments, but will be evaluated in future AFM studies.
Surface topography data that is reported in literature is often evaluated using SEM
and AFM as complimentary methods. 201, 202 The same types of experiments were
undertaken in this laboratory to characterize the surface of PET C-CP fiber adsorbents.
SEM is a nondestructive imaging method that can be used to evaluate surfaces features
down to 500 nm with good resolution. 200-202 Of course, there are many SEM instruments
with can be used to achieve higher resolution, yet detailed structures of artifacts that are
present on the adsorbent surface may not be able to be sufficiently imaged using SEM.
AFM permits higher resolution surface structure evaluations that can be used to
determine surface roughness, surface area, and pore depth measurements. 202 These
values can usually be calculated using the AFM software. Many times, AFM surface
area measurements are not reported in literature because the artifacts that are present on
the surface are not accurately imaged, which leads to errors in surface area calculations.
202

The resolution of the surface images is highly dependent on the tip shape and AFM

parameters set by the user. It is not uncommon for surface images to be irreproducible
due to variations in the tip shape, which causes discrepancies in surface area calculations.
Additionally, the computational algorithms that are used to determine the surface area
have preset depth parameters that are used to determine the surface area. 202 When
important data is discarded in these algorithms, values for the absolute surface area are
not accurately reported. 202 The reported values are often an estimation of the surface
area based on incomplete AFM surface and depth measurements.
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Galli and coworkers evaluated protein adsorption on biocompatible materials
where the chemistry was held constant while the surface topography was changed. 203
They found that protein adsorption was affected by variations in surface topography
when they compared protein adsorption on surfaces that were 1 – 2 nm to adsorption on
surface structures that were 3 - 4 nm. The adsorption was quite specific for the smaller
surface structures, i.e., 1 – 2 nm. 203 They proposed a “lock and key” type of adsorption
mechanism when they evaluated protein adsorption on the biomaterials, which was
related to the size of the surface structures and the size and shape of the macromolecule.
Deligianni and coworkers also evaluated a similar biomaterial and found that variations
in adsorbent surface structures caused differences in protein adsorption. 204 They
compared protein adsorption on smooth surfaces to adsorption on rough surfaces and
found that human serum albumin (HSA) adsorbed preferentially to smooth surfaces.
Higher total loading capacities were observed when proteins were adsorbed to the rough
surfaces, which could be related to the accessibility of the adsorbent surface area.
Evaluation of Frontal Profiles of Breakthrough Curves
Qualitative information about the adsorption processes of adsorbate-adsorbent
systems can be determined by evaluating and comparing the shapes of breakthrough
curves. This information can then be used to develop preparative and analytical HPLC
methodologies. 28, 30, 55, 133, 205, 206 The breakthrough curves for each adsorbate on C-CP
fiber adsorbent were evaluated over a range of flow rates, i.e., 0.25 to 2 mL min-1 (linear
velocities: 4.5 – 44 mm sec-1). The breakthrough curves for lysozyme are shown in two
formats: standard format (adsorption units (AU) vs. time (min) plot) and normalized
format (C/Co vs. BV plots), Figs. 6.4A and B, respectively. Although data points along
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the breakthrough curve can be compared in either format, the most accurate comparisons
of breakthrough curve data is achieved when the curves are in a normalized format. In
these studies, the breakthrough curves in the normalized format merge together which is
confirmation of an equivalent amount of adsorbate being adsorbed in the column. This
suggests that the useful capacity of the column is not flow rate dependent. This trend is
not noticeable in the standard format. In Fig. 6.4A, the four breakthrough curves (0.25,
0.5, 1.0 and 2 mL min-1) are shown in the standard format that is used when breakthrough
analysis data is collected using an HPLC-UV detection system, where time is on the
abscissa scale. 39, 57, 134, 198, 207 Alternatively, breakthrough curves can be reported in
formats where the units of the abscissa are volume. 28, 133, 190, 194, 208 The two most
important points along the breakthrough curve are the breakthrough volume (VB) and the
stoichiometric volume (VS). The breakthrough volume (VB) is influenced by kinetic and
thermodynamic processes that occur during adsorption. 25, 192 VB is used to evaluate
mass transfer kinetics as it relates to initial adsorption. The stoichiometric point (VS) on
the frontal profile is used to compare the thermodynamic characteristics of the adsorption
processes and is equivalent to the retention volume in chromatography. VS represents the
volume of adsorbate solution that would ideally saturate the column adsorbent if the
adsorption kinetics were infinitely rapid. The values for VB, VS, qb, and qe for lysozyme
on the C-CP fiber adsorbent were derived from the normalized breakthrough curves and
are reported in Table 6.2. The same general breakthrough curve trends were observed for
BSA and are also reported in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.4 A and B: A) Standard format breakthrough curves for lysozyme on C-CP fiber
adsorbent over a range of flow rates (0.25 – 2 mL min-1). Linear velocity: 4.5 – 44 mm
sec-1, BV h-1: 18-180. Column dimensions: 4.6 mm i.d. by 40 mm length, Adsorbent bed
volume: 0.239 mL, Mass of adsorbent: 0.210 g, Protein concentration: 1 mg mL-1.
B) Normalized format breakthrough curve: Same conditions as mentioned above.
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It is not uncommon for the shape of breakthrough curves to be negatively affected
as a function of flow rate, especially when conventional, porous supports are employed.
The frontal profiles of breakthrough curves become diffuse (i.e., lower slopes) and more
rounded when mass transfer is limited. 39 In chromatography, two characteristics that are
indicative of slow mass transfer are broad peaks and peak tailing. Conversely, when
mass transfer is not limited, the breakthrough curves exhibit very steep frontal profiles,
and chromatographic peaks can be eluted in very narrow, symmetrical bands.
Additionally, fluid flow in non-porous, macroporous, and monolithic supports is more
influenced by convection than diffusion; therefore, the shape of the breakthrough curves
is not affected by linear velocity.

32, 39, 198

As can be seen in Figs. 6.4A and 6.4B, the

breakthrough curves for lysozyme maintain a steep frontal profiles over this range of
flow rates. The shape of the breakthrough curves were not adversely affected by
increasing the flow rates, which suggests that mass transfer is not limited in C-CP fiber
columns. In addition, the steepness of the frontal profiles is indicative of the full
accessibility of the column bed to the adsorbate. 55, 134 The steep frontal profiles of the
curves over this range of flow rates were comparable to those reported in literature for
stationary phases being used in protein applications. 28, 55, 133 These findings suggest that
C-CP fiber columns can be employed under rapid flow rate conditions without the
negative effects of backpressure, while maintaining sufficient retention that can be used
to advantage in chromatography.
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Protein Loading Capacities on C-CP Fiber Adsorbent
The amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent at VB (qb) is the maximal allowable
amount of sample that can be processed on this column with minimal sample loss due to
sample overload, which results in the adsorbate being eluted from the column before the
breakthrough curve is eluted. 25, 192, 194 The breakthrough volumes for BSA and lysozyme
on PET C-CP fiber adsorbents decreased as a function of flow rate (Table 6.2). A
decrease in VB as a function of flow rate is common when the rate of protein adsorption
is slower relative to the rate of convective flow in the axial direction. 54, 209 Additionally,
the curve maintained a sigmoidal shape which means that the frontal profile is not
sensitive to flow rate. The slope of the frontal profile gets steeper as the flow rate is
increased, which is indicative of transition zone compression where VB approaches VS.
More specifically, the breakthrough curve begins to resemble a step function as the flow
rate is increased. The total mass of protein on the adsorbent at the adsorption equilibrium
remained constant (~ 1 mg g-1) over these flow rates, which suggests that the protein
adsorption is not adversely affected. 54, 192, 197, 209 The dynamic loading capacities (qe) of
the proteins at the adsorption equilibrium were used to determine the applicability of the
adsorbent to preparative applications. The effects of flow rate on the dynamic loading
capacities of BSA and lysozyme on C-CP fiber adsorbent are presented in Table 6.2. The
highest dynamic loading capacity for BSA and lysozyme, i.e., 1.2 mg g-1, was obtained at
the lowest volume flow rate (0.2 mL min-1). Accordingly, low flow rates should be used
when employing C-CP fibers as stationary phases in preparative methods to ensure
maximum protein loading. A comparison of the protein loading capacities at adsorption
equilibrium at each flow rates is presented in Table 6.2. The 20% decrease in qe for both
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adsorbate-adsorbent systems was comparable to what has been reported for other low
surface area stationary phases that are evaluated as a function of flow rate.

133, 134, 190

In

contrast, there are adsorbents that exhibit a significant decrease in dynamic loading
capacities as a function of flow rate, which limits their applicability in high linear
velocity applications. 39, 54, 209 The values reported in Table 6.2 exhibit flow rate
independent dynamic loading capacities for proteins on this PET C-CP fiber adsorbent.
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Table 6.2
Effect of flow rate on protein adsorption on C-CP fiber adsorbent. Column dimensions:
4.6 mm i.d. by 40 mm length, Mass of adsorbent: 0.210 g, Flow rate: 0.2 – 2 mL min-1,
Protein concentration: 1mg mL-1.
Protein

Experiment
Flow rate
(mL min-1)

VB (BV)

qb (mg g-1)

VS (BV)

qe (mg g-1)

Adsorption
Efficiency
qb/qe (%)

0.20

0.50

0.60

1.05

1.21

46

0.5

0.45

0.55

1.01

1.12

49

1.0

0.38

0.46

0.81

1.01

46

2.0

0.36

0.45

0.62

0.96

47

0.20

0.60

0.68

1.07

1.23

55

0.5

0.55

0.62

0.99

1.11

55

1.0

0.40

0.48

0.81

0.99

48

2.0

0.40

0.46

0.62

0.98

47

BSA

Lysozyme

Anspach and coworkers used lysozyme as a probe molecule to characterize the
dynamic loading capacity (qe) of a polymer monolithic column over a linear velocity
range of 78 - 935 cm h-1. 197 They found that the loading capacities and adsorption
kinetics were not influenced by linear velocity, which suggests that mass transfer within
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these columns was efficient. Fulton and coworkers also reported the same trends when
evaluating large pore (6000 – 8000 Å) phases over a range of flow rates. 133 The frontal
profiles of the breakthrough curves under different linear velocities were equivalent,
which suggest that the entire stationary phase is accessible to the adsorbate. The total
loading capacity was also linearly independent of velocity. The breakthrough curves
presented here exhibit the same types of characteristics.
On the contrary, Pinto and Singh reported a flow rate dependent protein loading
capacity. 209 They found that smaller proteins were able to diffuse into small micropores
in polymer supports, which had an effect on data collected from breakthrough curve
analyses. 209 Zhang also encountered similar molecule related effects in adsorption on
polymer monolithic supports used in breakthrough analyses. 190 A decrease in the
adsorption efficiencies as a function of flow rate suggests that the ability of the adsorbent
to bind adsorbate at those flow rates is inhibited.
The adsorption efficiency (qb/qe) is the ratio of the amount of adsorbate loaded on
the adsorbent at VB to the amount of adsorbate loaded at VS. 194 It is used to determine
the limitations of the adsorption process over the range of operating conditions. 25, 192 In
an ideal adsorbate-adsorbent system, the efficiency would be 100% because VB and VE
would be equivalent (i.e., qb = qe). When the adsorption processes are efficient, the qb/qe
value will remain constant, meaning that the adsorption processes are not condition
dependent. One of the most critical operational conditions in chromatography is flow
rate; therefore, the adsorption efficiencies as a function of flow rate were determined and
are reported in Table 6.2. The protein adsorption efficiencies were relatively constant (50
± 5%), which is indicative of efficient adsorption processes. Although the values for
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qb/qe are not often reported in literature, it is reasonable to assume that the changes in the
adsorption efficiency are most evident when the values for VB and VS are influenced by
flow rate. Avila and coworkers found that the dynamic loading capacities of Amberlite
adsorbents were decreased as a function of flow rate, which was easily recognizable in
the VB value. 192 The VS values remained constant as a function of linear velocity, which
caused the adsorption efficiency to be decreased from 51 to 7 %.

192

The best values

were obtained at the lowest linear velocity, 6.94 BV h-1. In this case, the adsorption
processes were flow rate dependent and not efficient.
Protein Adsorption as a Function of Column Length
The adsorption processes were evaluated for two column lengths (40 and 75 mm
length) to determine the effect of column length on protein adsorption. In this
experiment, temperature, protein concentration, buffer composition, and external porosity
of the columns were held constant, and the same range of flow rates (0.25-2 mL min-1)
was evaluated. The dynamic loading capacities of the columns were not adversely
affected as a function of flow rate (Figure 6.5). The dynamic loading capacity (qe) and
adsorption efficiencies (qb/qe) for the breakthrough curves of BSA on the short and long
columns are presented in Figure 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. The adsorption processes and
loading capacities of proteins on PET C-CP adsorbent were not flow rate dependent,
which suggests that these fibers should be applicable to rapid, preparative applications.
Essentially, the amount of fiber in the columns can be increased to obtain higher dynamic
loading capacities without the negative effects of tortuosity and backpressure.
Additionally, higher flow rates can be employed to increase the throughput without
diminishing the adsorption efficiency or loading capacity. These findings suggest that
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PET C-CP fiber adsorbent can be used in large scale preparative methods where high
linear velocities can be employed to process larger amounts of adsorbate, which is in
opposition to what is observed when many conventional phases are used in preparative
applications. The flow paths in conventional packed-bed columns are influenced by
column length, effects both chromatography and breakthrough analysis negatively.14, 17, 21
As the column length is increased, the overall path length increases for the adsorbate,
which leads to peak broadening in chromatography and broad frontal profiles in
breakthrough analysis. 17, 21, 22 Additionally, system backpressure increases with column
length due to increase in frictional effects and eddy diffusion. These types of negative
effects were not encountered when C-CP fiber adsorbents were employed.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of the amount of adsorbate (mg) on adsorbent (g) at adsorption
equilibrium (qe) on two columns as a function of flow rate. Column dimensions: 4.6 mm
i.d. by 40 and 75 mm length, Mass of adsorbent: 0.210 and 0.354 g, Flow rates: 0.25 – 2
mL min-1, Protein concentration: 1 mg mL-1.
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The protein loading capacities of the long bed column were slightly higher than
those observed for the short bed column. In longer columns, the adsorbate solution is
exposed to the column bed for a longer period of time, i.e., longer flow path, which
allows more efficient protein loading. The amount of protein that was adsorbed on the CCP fiber in the shorter bed column steadily decreased as a function of flow rate, Fig. 6.5.
The loading capacities of the longer bed column were more constant at the lower flow
rates (0.25 and 0.5 mL min-1), with the largest decreased in loading occurring at 1 mL
min-1. Although there was a small decrease in protein loading over this flow rate range,
qe remained constant (1 mg of adsorbate per gram of adsorbent). When the efficiencies
of the adsorption processes for the two column length were compared, they were also
flow rate independent, Fig. 6.6. The protein adsorption efficiencies over the range of
flow rates evaluated here were comparable (50 ± 5%), and are reported in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of the adsorption efficiency (qb/qe) of the two adsorbate (BSA) adsorbent (C-CP fibers) system as a function of flow rate. Column dimensions: 4.6 mm
i.d. by 40 and 75 mm length, Mass of adsorbent: 0.210 and 0.354 g, Flow rates: 0.25 – 2
mL min-1, Protein concentrations: 1 mg mL-1.

Reproducibility of Protein Adsorption Data
In protein adsorption studies, finding a method to clean the adsorbent without
disrupting the column bed or changing the surface characteristics can be complicated. In
effect, the efficiency of data collected from breakthrough curves is contingent upon the
efficiency of the adsorbent cleaning methods between runs. 210
Premature breakthrough curves ( i.e., breakthrough curves that elute earlier than
the initial breakthrough curve, resulting in breakthrough points that suggest smaller bed
volume values) were encountered in these studies while evaluating protein adsorption on
C-CP fiber adsorbents. Early eluting breakthrough curves can also be caused by an
overload of retention capacity of the adsorbent due to a high concentration feed stock or
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inadequate retention of the adsorbate on the surface due to insufficiently cleaned
adsorbent.210 It is not uncommon to have premature breakthrough curves when using
proteins to obtain adsorption data because proteins tend bind irreversibly to many
adsorbent surfaces. Eventually, a clean-in-place (CIP) procedure was created to clean the
adsorbent, which included a 1 M NaCl wash. When this CIP procedure was used, very
reproducible breakthrough curves were obtained in standard format, Fig. 6.7. Three flow
rates (0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 mL min-1) were evaluated with the reproducibility of the points
along the curves being ≤ 3 % RSD. More specifically, the values for VB and VS varied by
≤ 1.5 % RSD, and are shown in Figure 6.7. Additionally, the results derived from 6
replicate adsorption experiments using the same column were compared. The
reproducibility of the results derived from the normalized BT curves (VB, VS, qb, qe, and
adsorption efficiency (qb/qe)) was better than 5 % RSD (Table 6.3).
Pantazski and coworkers found that stringent cleaning of the adsorbent was
necessary to obtain reproducible breakthrough analysis data for protein adsorption on
anion-exchange supports. 210 They reported decreases in loading capacities that were
related to insufficient cleaning and irreversible protein binding of the adsorbate.
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Figure 6.7 Reproducibility of breakthrough curves (standard format). Column
dimensions: 4.6 mm i.d. by 40 mm length, Mass of adsorbent: 0.210 g, Protein
concentrations: 1 mg mL-1. Flow rates: 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 mL min-1.
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Table 6.3
Reproducibility of breakthrough analysis data for lysozyme. Column dimensions: 4.6
mm i.d. by 40 mm length, Mass of adsorbent: 0.210 g, Flow rate: 0.2 mL min-1, Protein
concentration: 1mg mL-1, n=6.

VB (BV)

qb (mg g-1)

VS (BV)

qe (mg g-1)

Adsorption
Efficiency
qb/qe (%)

0.59

0.66

1.04

1.19

55

0.59

0.65

1.02

1.17

56

0.61

0.69

1.12

1.28

57

0.63

0.69

1.04

1.19

58

0.61

0.70

1.10

1.26

55

0.61

0.73

1.11

1.27

57

Mean

0.61

0.69

1.07

1.23

56

RSD (%)

2.24

4.62

3.90

4.23

1.78

Linear Velocity and Mass Transport in C-CP Fiber Columns
Aside from stationary phase selectivity, separation speed and method robustness
are two other important criteria that are used to select stationary phase adsorbents for
HPLC applications. In general, advances in rapid protein chromatography are limited by
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issues with mass transport of the molecules through the column bed. These issues
become more noticeable when high linear velocities are employed. When applying small
pore, conventional supports to HPLC separations of proteins, the overall separation
efficiency decreases as a function of flow rate because of slow mass transfer of the
macromolecule into and out of the pores.14, 17 In addition, the loading capacities of some
conventional porous supports are decreased as a function of linear velocity because mass
transfer is heavily influenced by diffusion in these phases. 39 Macromolecules have
limited mass transfer in small pores and can become trapped, which decreases the loading
capacity. When rapid mass transfer kinetic are present, the shape of the breakthrough
curve resembles a step function.
Large pore supports (300 - 8000 Å) and monolithic stationary phases have been
used to eliminate some of the issues associated with slow mass transfer of proteins in
packed-beds. These supports exhibit loading capacities that are flow rate independent
because the mass transport in the column bed is efficient.

28, 30, 55, 211

Mass transfer and

bulk flow within macroporous and through pore supports resemble the flow in perfusion
chromatography, where the obstruction to flow is minimal. The flow profile becomes
more plug-like as a function of flow rate because fluid flow is more influenced by
convection than diffusion. 14, 53, 212 The Peclet number (Pe) is the ratio between transport
that is governed by convection and transport that is governed by diffusion. It is used to
determine the contributions of axial dispersion in flowing systems. 213 In this study, it
was calculated using Eqn. 1.5. 195
Pe = µL/DLεe

(1.5)
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where µ represents mobile phase linear velocity (cm min-1), and L is the length of the
column (cm). The axial dispersion coefficient of the adsorbate (BSA) is DL (cm2 min-1),
and the external porosity is εe. 195 The axial dispersion coefficient of BSA reported by
Guiochon and coworkers was used to calculate Pe. 195 The columns were operated over a
linear velocity range of 27 to 264 cm min-1 in these studies. The corresponding Pe
numbers for these linear velocities are 2060 to 20,130, respectively. High Pe numbers
(> 100) suggest that mass transport in these columns is governed by convection rather
than diffusion. As the Pe number increases, the mass transport or fluid flow within the CCP fiber column begins to have a plug-like profile, and the effects of diffusion are less
significant. 213 The Pe number presented here are higher than many values reported for
conventional chromatographic columns.195, 214 These favorable mass transport
characteristics have been used to advantage in rapid HPLC separations of proteins on CCP fiber columns. 94, 97, 98

Rapid Protein Separations on C-CP Fiber Column
After evaluating the protein adsorption on C-CP fibers as a function of flow rate
and column length, a rapid separation method was developed to separate a mixture of
proteins at the highest linear velocity (44 mm sec -1) evaluated in these studies. A RP
method using acetonitrile and water containing 0.06% TFA as mobile phases was
developed to separate a three-protein (ribonuclease A (RNase A), lysozyme, and BSA)
mixture on the 75 mm length C-CP fiber column. The dimensions of the longer column
(4.6 mm id by 75 mm length) were most similar to the column dimensions used in many
rapid HPLC methods to separate proteins; therefore, it was used to develop the rapid
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HPLC method used in these studies. The shorter column should also be able to be used
to separate the protein mixture because column length is not a limiting factor in gradient
methods. High linear velocities were used to affect the separation, and the resultant
system backpressure was below 800 psi. The gradient rate for these separations was 2050% over 45 seconds at a flow rate of 2 mL min-1 (44mm sec-1). The corresponding
chromatograms for four consecutive separations are shown in Figure 6.8. The mean
resolution for the separation was 0.8, and the total analysis time was 4 minutes. The
average peak widths were 0.16 min (9.6 sec). In addition, the reproducibility of the
retention times of the peaks was ≤ 3% RSD. Typically, a hold time or loading time is
necessary when using C-CP fiber columns for protein separations under high linear
velocities. These hold times are necessary to allow for protein adsorption since the linear
velocities are high enough that the adsorbate could flow through the column at a faster
rate than the rate of adsorption. Due to rapid mass transfer (adsorption) rates that were
established in this breakthrough analysis study, the hold time was able to be decreased to
0.5 min without diminishing the resolution or the reproducibility of the separation (Figure
6.9). The three proteins were separated in 1.5 minutes, which was a 60% shorter analysis
time than the initial separations. The overall separation characteristics and peak
resolution presented here are comparable to what has been reported for other low surface
area stationary phases that are being employed in rapid protein separations. 28, 39, 55, 133, 134,
190

Additionally, the reproducibility of the retention times was within 3% RSD. These

types of rapid separations reinforce the use of C-CP fiber adsorbents as stationary phases
in rapid protein methodologies. 94, 98, 153
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Figure 6.8 Rapid three protein (RNase A, lysozyme, and BSA) separation on a C-CP
fiber column at a linear velocity of 44 mm sec-1. Gradient: 20-40% in 45 seconds. Hold
time was 2.5 minutes. Column dimensions: 4.6 mm i.d. by 75 mm length, mass of
adsorbent: 0.354 g, Concentration: 1 mg mL-1, Inj. volume: 1 µL, AU @ 216 nm.
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Figure 6.9 Rapid three protein (RNase A, lysozyme, and BSA) separation on a C-CP
fiber column at a linear velocity of 44 mm sec-1. Gradient: 20-30% in 45 seconds. Hold
time was 0.5 minutes. Column dimensions: 4.6 mm i.d. by 75 mm length, mass of
adsorbent: 0.354 g, Concentration: 1 mg mL-1, Inj. volume: 1 µL, AU @ 216 nm.
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Conclusion
Breakthrough curve analyses are commonly used to characterize adsorption
processes on chromatographic adsorbents. These types of studies allow researchers to
understand adsorption processes in different types of systems and experimental
conditions. The breakthrough analysis studies presented here were used to evaluate
protein adsorption as a function of flow rate on C-CP fiber adsorbents. The steepness of
the frontal profile of the breakthrough curves over the flow rate range evaluated here
suggests that C-CP fibers exhibit rapid mass transfer kinetics that can be used to
advantage in HPLC separations. Additionally, the shape of the breakthrough curves
suggests that the column bed is completely accessible to the adsorbate, and axial
dispersion is minimal under these conditions (Pe > 100). 94, 95, 186 The relatively constant
values for the stoichiometric volumes across multiple flow rates confirm that a
thermodynamically controlled process dominates. The dynamic loading capacity of
proteins on PET C-CP fiber adsorbent is approximately 1 mg of adsorbate per g-1of
adsorbent, which was not flow rate dependent. The protein adsorption information
obtained from the breakthrough analysis was used to develop rapid HPLC methodologies
for separating proteins, which can be further optimized by using a shorter column and
steeper gradient conditions.
The clear advantages of using C-CP fibers as stationary phases for protein
separations are ease of packing, chemical stability, high resolution analytical
performance, and low system backpressures over a range of linear velocities. The results
here correlate well with breakthrough curve data, adsorption data, and separation
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efficiencies that have been reported for other stationary phases that are being employed in
rapid analyses of proteins. 53, 54, 94, 134
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
The preceding chapters have described the development and evaluation of C-CP
fiber packed columns for protein separations. In addition, the chromatographic
performance of C-CP fiber columns was evaluated and compared to existing technologies
to compare separation efficiencies and protein affinity as it relates to organic fractions
that are necessary for protein elution. The C-CP fiber columns were evaluated over a
range of linear velocities and column dimensions as they were being optimized for rapid
analysis methodologies for separating proteins. The protein adsorption on PET fiber was
evaluated using two probe molecules (BSA and lysozyme) over a range of flow rates and
concentrations. In order to preserve clarity, the conclusions and future direction for this
work are presented separately for each chapter.

A Novel Stationary Phase: Capillary-Channel Polymer (C-CP) Fibers for HPLC
Separation of Proteins
A novel HPLC application has been developed for separating proteins employing
polypropylene capillary-channeled polymer (PP C-CP) fibers as stationary phase in
analytical scale columns. C-CP fiber columns were prepared by pulling about 1200, 50
µm diameter polypropylene C-CP fibers through stainless steel tubing with column
dimensions of 4.6 mm inner diameter and 306 mm length. The methods were developed
using RP mobile phase conditions, flow rate, and gradient conditions. A gradient
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method (95:5 water: acetonitrile/propanol containing TFA to 35:65 water:
acetonitrile/propanol containing TFA) yielded high quality separations of superoxide
dismutase, hemoglobin, hemocyanin, and myoglobin. The selectivity of the stationary
phase for protein applications was sufficient to achieve baseline resolved separations of a
four protein suite.
Polypropylene fibers are more hydrophobic in nature than the polyester C-CP
fibers that have been used in the past, so the effects of fiber type of peak formation are
currently being evaluated. A range of linear velocities are being evaluated at a fixed
gradient rate to determine the effect of flow rate (0.5 – 6 mL/min) on peak formation. A
separate study to evaluate the effect of gradient rate on peak shape is also being
undertaken where a fixed gradient rate of 1 – 6%/min is being evaluated over a range of
flow rates. Additionally, the effects of protein residence time on the PP surface are also
being evaluated.
Some potential areas that need to be evaluated are the effect of pH, temperature,
and composition of trifluoroacetic acid on peak shape and separation efficiencies in RPHPLC of proteins.

Potentials for Ultrafast Protein Separations with Capillary-Channeled Polymer Fiber
(C-CP) Columns
The applicability of poly(ethylene terephthalate) capillary-channeled polymer
(PET C-CP) fibers as stationary phases in RP methods. These methods were developed
to evaluate these fiber columns at high linear velocities and several column dimensions to
determine the effect of column dimension on separation efficiency under rapid flow rate
conditions. The fiber column performance was evaluated over a range of column inner
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diameters (1, 2.1, and 4.6 mm i.d.) while keeping the column length (150 mm) constant
to establish the effect of column diameter on separation efficiency. The separation
conditions were optimized for each column diameter to obtain the optimal resolution for
the protein mixture. The figures of merit for the largest protein in the mixture,
holotransferrin (76 kDa molecular weight), were used to evaluate the column
performance under each set of conditions. Overall, the best separation efficiency was
achieved using the 2.1 mm id column. The four proteins were baseline resolved within a
45-second elution window using a conventional reversed-phase (RP) gradient at a mobile
phase flow rate of 7 mL/min (10,200 mm/min).
Some improvements to this method include optimizing the HPLC system for
protein separations on small bore columns. Extra column broadening, peak broadening
caused by variations in HPLC hardware, is more noticeable when the bore sizes are ≤ 2.1
mm; therefore, HPLC system hardware must optimized to minimize this type of
broadening.

Characterization of Capillary-Channeled Polymer (C-CP) Fiber Stationary Phases for
High-Performance Liquid Chromatography Protein Separations: Comparative Analysis
with a Packed-Bed Column
The protein-stationary phase affinities as a function of mobile phase composition
for protein elution from polypropylene (PP) and poly(ethylene terephthalate) PET C-CP
fiber columns and a commercial C4 stationary phase particle-packed column have been
compared. The columns were investigated under typical reversed-phase (RP) mobile
phase conditions and gradient conditions, and the separation efficiencies were compared
under normalized and optimized conditions. Five proteins (ribonuclease A (RNase A),
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cytochrome C, lysozyme, myoglobin, and bovine serum albumin (BSA)) were used to
investigate the separation characteristics under typical RP gradient conditions. The
gradient compositions utilized with the C-CP fiber columns are similar to those used with
conventional columns, employing flow rates in the 1 to 6 mL/min range and gradient
rates of ~1 %/min.
The overall performance of the C-CP fiber columns was comparable to the
conventional column used in these studies. In general, the PET fiber column exhibited
better separation efficiency than the PP column when compared under identical and
optimized conditions. PET C-CP columns were able to be operated at elevated flow rates
to enhance the kinetics within the column, which led to better peak shapes and resolution.
The excessive peak tailing observed when rapid flow rates were employed on the PP CCP columns were indicative of slower mass transfer properties than were exhibited by the
PET fiber stationary phase. This suggests that the desorption step is a limiting factor in
protein HPLC on PP columns under rapid HPLC conditions. In both fiber phases, a
lower composition of organic mobile phase was necessary to elute the proteins as the
linear velocity was increased. Additionally, the effect of fiber type on conformation and
denaturation were evaluated through a spectrophotometric enzymatic activity assay using
alkaline phosphatase as the probe molecule. The biological activity was somewhat
retained after the protein was eluted from all of the phases under RP-conditions, but the
highest level of activity was observed after elution from the PET column.
The reproducibility of the separation and peak characteristics were evaluated and
compared. The repeatability of retention times, peak area, peak heights, and peak widths
were compared for the columns. The repeatability of retention times for six consecutive
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injections of lysozyme on each C-CP fiber column was ≤1.5 % RSD. Three C-CP
columns of each fiber type were compared to determine column-to-column
reproducibility, which was ≤1.5 % RSD for six injections on each column.
A continuation of this comparative analysis of fiber type is currently being
undertaken, where the peak shape is being used as a qualitative means of evaluating
conformational changes that occur during the separation process. The changes in peak
shape as a function of residence time on the surface, gradient rate, and flow rate are being
evaluated.
A logical progression for these studies includes an evaluation of the residual
enzymatic activity of a protein post column under non-denaturing conditions. IEC or
HIC methods could be used to evaluate the loss of activity as it relates to fiber type and
residence time on the surface. Circular dichroism, an analytical spectroscopic method
that is used to evaluate protein structure, can also be used to determine changes in the
tertiary and secondary structure of the proteins after being exposed to the stationary
phase.
Additionally, an optimal packing arrangement (density and interstitial fractions)
for each fiber size should be determined to minimize the broadening associated with
variations along the column bed.

Optimization of Reversed-Phase High Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP-HPLC)
Methodologies for Rapid Analysis of Proteins on Capillary-Channeled Polymer (C-CP)
Fiber Stationary Phases
Non-porous poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) capillary-channeled polymer (CCP) fibers have been employed as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
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stationary phases to achieve rapid separations of a commercially available four-protein
standard (ribonuclease A, cytochrome C, holotransferrin, and apomyoglobin). A range of
reversed-phase (RP) HPLC gradient conditions was used to separate the mixture, and the
chromatographic figures of merit for each separation were compared. Flow rate and
gradient rate were evaluated separately to determine how they affected the
chromatography of proteins on C-CP fiber columns.
In the first set of studies, the column was evaluated under chromatographic
conditions that are commonly reported for packed-bed columns with these dimensions
(2.1 mm inner diameter and 150 mm length). The flow rates that were evaluated ranged
from 0.35 to 2 mL/min, and the gradient rates ranged from 1 % to 2%. In the second set
of studies, the chromatographic performance of the C-CP fiber column under rapid
analysis conditions (i.e., high linear velocities and steep gradient rates) was evaluated.
The gradient rates for these studies ranged from 1 % to 30%, and the flow rates ranged
from 0.35 to 7 mL/min. The separation efficiencies and peak characteristics were both
improved by increasing the flow rate and gradient rate in concert. The best overall
separation efficiencies were observed for the 2.1 mm i.d. column at a linear velocity of
169 mm/sec, which corresponds to a system backpressure of 1800 psi. The average
resolution for HPLC separations under rapid analysis conditions was 1.2, and the average
peak width was 12 seconds (0.2 min). The precision of the retention times of all of the
methods was ≤ 5% RSD; an improvement in reproducibility and performance was
observed when the column was used under high linear velocities with steep gradient
rates. C-CP fiber columns exhibit selectivity, retention and mass transport characteristics
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that can be used to advantage to separate protein mixtures under rapid analysis conditions
with low resultant system backpressures (≤ 1800 psi).
The fiber packing arrangements (interstitial fractions and packing densities) for
small bore columns should be optimized for protein separations. Additionally, an
evaluation of C-CP fiber in single fiber separation methods, e.g., “lab-on-a-chip” format,
should also be undertaken. Essentially, the fiber can be utilized as a SPE media to collect
the small liquid fractions from cells or biological extracts. The same fiber could then be
used as a separation medium.
Another possible area where C-CP fibers can be used in small bore columns is
disposable microbore columns. They are a practical column format to separate proteins
from complex mixtures without sample carry-over, yet the column technology, linear
velocities, and HPLC systems must be optimized to accommodate the small sample
volumes of biological extracts. Usually, the column length is not important in improving
separation efficiencies in gradient elution mode, but long columns packed with pellicular
supports have been shown to increase peak capacities when they are used in protein and
peptide separations.127 For this reason, microbore columns should be evaluated in long
microbore formats to determine the effect of column length on separating complex
mixtures, e.g., tryptic digests.

Evaluation of Protein Adsorption on Capillary-Channeled Polymer (C-CP) Fiber
Stationary Phases
Protein adsorption on C-CP fiber stationary phases was evaluated to determine the
effect of flow rate on loading capacities and adsorption efficiencies using breakthrough
analysis. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and lysozyme were used as the adsorbate
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molecules. Protein adsorption on C-CP fibers was evaluated over a flow rate range of
0.25 - 2 mL min-1 (linear velocities: 4.5 – 44 mm sec-1). The columns exhibited low
system backpressures (≤ 1200 psi) when operated under high linear velocities.
The dynamic loading capacities of these polymer adsorbents at 1 % of a
normalized breakthrough curve were approximately 0.6 and 0.7 mg of adsorbate/ gram of
adsorbent BSA and lysozyme, respectively. The specific loading capacities for BSA and
Lys at the adsorption equilibrium was 1.2 mg g-1 for both proteins. The steepness of the
frontal profile at high flow rates suggests that C-CP fibers exhibit rapid mass transfer
characteristics. Additionally, it confirms that mass transfer within the phase is not
limited. As the flow rate was increased, the amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent was
decreased, which is not uncommon in low surface area adsorbent. A decrease in the
breakthrough volume as a function of flow rate is common when the rate of protein
adsorption is slower relative to the rate of convective flow in the axial direction. This
phenomenon has been encountered in this laboratory when separating small and large
molecules on C-CP phases. A hold time has been implemented to separation
methodologies using C-CP fiber columns to ensure optimal adsorption of the analytes to
the surface. As such, when C-CP fibers are used as stationary phases in preparative
methods, slow flow rates should be employed to ensure maximum protein loading
capacities.
On the other hand, the rapid kinetics of C-CP at the solid-liquid interface can be
used to advantage in rapid analytical separations. When the breakthrough volume is
followed by a steep frontal profile, the processes that govern mass transfer are favorable
for that adsorbate-adsorbent system. The protein adsorption information determined with
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breakthrough analysis was able to be used to improve existing rapid separation
methodologies. The favorable mass transfer characteristics of these fibers allow rapid
separations of a three proteins mixture in ≤ 45 seconds with excellent reproducibility of
retention times (≤ 3% RSD) and resolution without a significant load time.
An evaluation of protein adsorption as a function of column length (4.6 mm id by
40 and 75 mm length) was also undertaken. The steepness of the frontal profile of the
breakthrough curves over the flow rate range evaluated here suggests that C-CP fibers
exhibit rapid mass transfer kinetics that can be used to advantage in HPLC separations.
Additionally, the shape of the breakthrough curves suggests that the column bed is
completely accessible to the adsorbate, and axial dispersion is minimal under these
conditions (Pe > 100). 94, 95, 186 The relatively constant values for the stoichiometric
volumes across multiple flow rates confirm that a thermodynamically controlled process
dominates. The dynamic loading capacity of proteins on PET C-CP fiber adsorbent is
approximately 1 mg of adsorbate per g-1of adsorbent, which was not flow rate dependent.
The protein adsorption information obtained from the breakthrough analysis was used to
develop rapid HPLC methodologies for separating proteins, which can be further
optimized by using a shorter column and steeper gradient conditions.
Future studies will focus on evaluating the adsorption of proteins on C-CP fiber
stationary phases with ionic functionality. Adsorption studies are most commonly used
to evaluate the changes in protein loading on ionic surfaces that result from variations in
pH, temperature, protein size, buffer composition and stationary phase morphology. The
effect of each of these parameters on protein adsorption on C-CP fibers should be
evaluated. In addition, the C-CP fibers can be packed into columns of different bore
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sizes and column lengths to determine their effect on protein adsorption and loading
capacities. Although characterization of these fiber columns for preparative methods has
not been undertaken, there are clear implications to employing C-CP fibers in preparative
column format.
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